


Leave the bulky musc portfoio ai home. 

(stand not included) 

dér 

The MusicPad Pro' 

Starting at $999. 

Introducing the paperless music Iibrary.© 

Now you can travel light. 

Stacks of sheet music, heavy binders and loose rehearsal notes weighing you down? Relax. 

The MusicPad Pros is here and it will replace all your printed sheet music. You can scan paper scores, 

import music from all the popular music and graphics programs or download music from the Internet 

into this user-friendly, 12.1 -inch tablet-sized digital music reader. 

Compose or make rehearsal notations right on the page of music and then store, change or delete your 

marks as needed — all while saving your original score. In fact, you can store up to 5,000 sheets of music, 

And turning the page is a snap. A quick touch on the screen or tap on the optional foot pedal will turn 

the page for you. You may never miss a note again. And your days as a beast of burden are over. 

•5,000 page storage capacity available with the MusicPad Pros Plus. 02003 FreeHand Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. 
MusicPad Pro* and MusicPad Pro°  Plus are trademarks of FreeHand Systems, Inc. 

Sheet music for the digital age.° FreeHand 

Discover the new look in sheet music. Cali 1.800.503.9697 or visit www.freehandsystems.com today. 



T DM-24 does Pro Tools' 

FIREWIRE! 
DM-24 with IF-FW I/O card 

Now the DM-24 is also a really big 
24-input computer sound card. 
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The DM-24's powerful 
internal DSP frees your 
computer CPU to run more 

processor- intensive plug-
ins. 

16 mic preamps,16 balaiced 
mic/line inputs oi XLR a nd 

TRS jacks and -16 inserts 

Studio-quality compressor 

and 4- band parametric E0 
on every channel. Gate/ 
Expanders on channels 1-16. 
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t DM-24 does Performer 

t DM-24 does Mende 

HUI® control for Pro Tools", 
Performer'" and Nuendo® 

includes external control 
of level mutes, pans, track 
arming and aux sends. 

PowerfJI built-in auto-
mation with LED ring 

encoders for hands-on 
"analog" adjustments 

digital parameters. 
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Twenty-four inputs, 
twenty-four outputs 

plus MIDI for con-

trol and timing 

data. All thru 

a single 

FireWir& 9 
cable betwixt 

your computer 

and the DM-24 

digital mixer. 
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NEW! 

1F-0 

1111 Fire Wire 400 ports 

Co-developed with 
SarneWaver', the 
TASCAM IF-FW I/0 

carc includes two 

Optional MU-24 meter bride plus MIDI In and 
Out. 
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loomm touch-sensitive 
motorized faders. 

6o input channels during — 
mixdowr. 

• 3 internal processors wlh 
reverb by TC Works'', spa-

tial effects by Tascam and 
mic/speaker modeling by 

Antares'''. 

• 24-bit/96kHz compatible 
with 32- bit floating point 
internal processing 

• 24 TDIF and 8 ADAT chan-
nels, ste-eo S/PDIF and 
AES I/0s come standard 

TASCAM All Rigl•ts Reserven. All specifications are sJbject to doge 'NO hoot 
notice. HUI is a registered trademark of Mackie Designs Inc. Pro Tools is a registered 
tradema,k of Avid Tedhnoiogy, tilt and it, subsidiaries and divisiens. Nuendo and Cubase 
are registered trademarlcof Steinberg Media Technologies AC,. Digital Performer is a 
trademek of Mark of theJnicorn. All other trademarks are property of their respective 
holders. ;_awyers are a trademark coif why we have to put all this tneprint into our ads. 
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Along with all the 

other way-cool fea-

tures that make the 

DM-24 an incredible 

DAW controller. 

File up a demo at a 

TASCAM dealer or 

visit our web site for 

more info. 

The DM-24's 
V2.i software 
adds over zo new 

features including 
5.1 surround pan-

ning and virtually 
unl mited signal 
routing. 

TASCAM® 

CONTRACTOR 

www. 
tascam 
.com Di AND 

PRODUCER 
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FEATURES 
THE VIBE STUDIO 
20 Intro 

Need to give your studio a vibe 

injection? Star: here! 

21 Studio Ergonomics Tips 
Help your studio be all that it can be. 

26 Interior Design 
Overcoming architectural 

limitations. 

32 Studio Acoustics 
Is your room sabotaging your 

sound? 

38 Mini Buyer's Guide 
Studio Furniture & Acoustic 

Treatment. 

48 The Underdogs 
Meet Hollywood's new hitmakers 

56 EO How-To 
New tricks for an old tool 

DEPRRTMENTS 
4 Talk Box 

6 Punch-In 

12 Tool Box 

Coming Attractions 

E-mu Emulator X 

112 Room With a VU 
The Dog House; Los Angeles, CA 

98 

82 

76 

EQ REVIEUS 
62 Cakewalk Sonar 3 e 

Power app for PC 

68 Native Inshumets Absynth 2 

Virtual instrument 

70 TASCAN FW-1884 
Control/mixing interface 

78 Roland Van-OS 

& effects 

82 PreSonus Eureka 
1U channel strip 

88 Apogee Rosetta 800 
8-channel converter 

90 Rano PE055 
Parametric EQ 

90 Ursa Major Space Station 
Spatial processor 

92 Bravo Duplicator 
CD and DVD duplication 

Sounds 
94 AMG 2-Step Ahead 

94 Discovery Alma Flamenco 

94 Big Fish Audio Si-Polar e 
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On the cover: Toys in the Attic Studio; Lexington, KY. Digital manipulation by Doug Gordon. 

Power App Riley 
98 Emagic Logic 

Cc- no strategies 

100 Steinberg Cubase SX 
Thicken with pitch-shifting 

104 Applied Acoustics Tassman 
Build a virtual synth 

80 East West Giveaway 
97 Advertiser Index 

102 Product Spotlight 

10E Classified Ads 
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PrOlEctem 
SOFT SYNTH WORKSTATION 

"Highly Addictive" _ EQ June 2003 

Project5 Soft Synth Workstation is the cutting edge tool for the next generation 

of music production. Prioject5's dynamic interface combines the best of 

pattern-based and live- input sequencing, with powerful looping tools— making 

your compositions come to life faster than ever. Project5 comes loaded with 

inspiring synths and samplers, creative effects, and professional sample 

content. Combined with its support for industry-standard effects, synths, and 

samples* you can taKe your sound beyond the rack. 

"Project5 is meant for those trying to create the in-sounds of now 

where the groove is king" 

- DJ Times, November 2003 

"Its instruments and effects are phenomenal" 

- Computer Music, May 2003 

"There's something about Project5 that just makes music happen" 

- Sound on Sound, June 2003 

"There's no need to wait any longer, Project5 has arrived" 

- Keyboard, June 2003 

Experience the addictive qualities 

of Project5: available at music 

retailers world wide. 

Visit www.project5studio.com for 

more information and to download 

the demo. 

' Supports ReWireT"; ACIDf''-format loops; 

DirectX & VSTT" Effects; DXi & VSTiTm soft 

synths; and AIF, Ake", Kurzweilm, 
SF2TM, WAV samples 
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CLASSIC ALBUMS 
Addictions? We all have ' em, whether we choose to admit it or 

not. I'll come clean and confess that I have a few. Too much AM 

caffeine, for one, but of relevance to this magazine is my 

insatiable desire for documentaries. I simply can't get enough of 

that behind-the-scenes stuff, and that's one of the reasons I 

love this gig so much — being a fly on the wall at a session for a 

killer album, or prying behind closed doors of a hot new product 

in development. 

If you share this type of interest, you owe it to yourself to 

check out an excellent series of DVD documentaries called 

Classic Albums. From Netflix.com, for example, you can rent 

Classic Albums episodes of Stevie Wonder Songs in the Key of 

Life, U2 Joshua Tree, The Who Who's Next, Jimi Hendrix Electric 

Ladyland, The Grateful Dead Anthem to Beauty, Fleetwood Mac 

Rumours, Meat Loaf Bat Out of Hell, The Band The Band, Phil 

Collins Face Value, Steely Dan Aja, and more. 

In each installment, key musicians, producers, and/or 

engineers from the original records reunite in the studio, dust 

off the old multitracks, and bring up the faders one by one, track 

by track, and discuss the making of the album. Incredible 

lessons in recording, mixing, and production. . . . In the Aja 

documentary, for example, Fagen and Becker solo the tracks 

that made the final cut, and plenty that didn't. Interviews are 

also conducted with some of the session musicians on the 

record, such as Bernard Purdie, Chuck Rainey, Dean Parks, 

Michael McDonald, Larry Carlton, and others. Engineer Roger 

Nichols appears as well. 

Speaking of Mr. Nichols, we'd like to bid him a fond farewell, as 

he recently signed off from his EO columnist post. For years 

Roger shared an incredible wealth of studio knowledge and 
inspiration. We're grateful for his contributions, and wish him all 

the best in his future endeavors wherever his muse may take him. 

—Greg Rule 

The BRND STRND 
Name one of your favorite "classic albums': 

Greg Rule, Mitch Gallagher, Craig Anderton, John Krogh, 
Executive Editor Editor Editor at Large Technical Editor 
Critics gave em hell, I was a 12-year-old, My favorite depends Without a doubt, the 
but Toto set a out sick from school, on my mood at any record that kick 
platinum pop when my mother given moment. It started my desire to 
standard during the appeared with the could be Miles make music was 
'80s that was gift to end all gifts: Davis, Hendrix, Bach, Prince's Purple Rain. 
unsurpassed. The the just-released Django Reinhart. It might not be 
multi-Grammy- Kiss Alive. I played it Buddy Holly. Procol conventionally 
winning Toto IVwas on our woodgrain Harum, the Sex "classic" like a 
their masterpiece, console record Pistols, Ed Beatles 
with Jeff Peron) player, and was Gerhard...or any of album, but Purple 
laying down hooked. From that hundreds of others. Rain pushed 
pockets so deep moment on. I was a Music is too production in new 
you couldn't see music junkie. Ace, limitless to be directions, and still 
daylight The sounds, Paul. Peter, and Gene limited! sounds great today. 
arrangements, hooks, (and Mom), it's your 
grooves ... stellar. fault I ended up in 

this business! 
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Focused. Instrumental. KSM. 

There's more than meets the 

eye to the new instrumental 

KSM studio condenser 

microphones from Shure. 

There's performance, heritage 

and versatility. The dual-

pattern KSM141 switches from 

cardioid to omnidirectional 

with the turn of a dial. 

The studio- workhorse KSM137 

powers through percussion 

and soars with the solos. 

www.shure.com 

Expectations. 

And the KSM109 rounds out 

the KSM instrument line with 

incredible price performance. 

These microphones feature 

transformerless preamplifier 

circuitry, extended frequency 

response, and incredibly low 

self- noise. They provide the 

technology, so your studio 

can provide the sound. The 

KSM line of instrument studio 

microphones. Only from Shure. 

)1 1 111 
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It's Your Sound 
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Gadgetphile 

Belkin Voice 
Recorder 

The Belkin Voice Recorder ($59.99) turns 

your dockable iPod into a personal recording device. Snap 

the omnidirectional mic onto the top of the iPod, and 

record memos, lectures, interviews, or conversations. 

Audio is saved as mono WAV files ( 16-bit/8kHz). The 

recorder also has a 16mm built-in speaker for on-the-spot 

monitoring, and for use as a travel alarm clock. The 

recorder works with iPod software version 2.1 or later, 

and requires no software installation; support is 

already built into the iPod. 

Contact: www.belkin.com. Also available from the 

Apple store, www.aoole.com. 
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Tips & News '-/ou Can Use 
CRAIG. GREG & MITCH 

diNée Bookworms 
The Complete Guide to 
Digital Audio 
From Muska & Lipman Publishing 

comes one of the most attractive 

and user-friendly gudies to com-

puter recording we've seen. The 

Complete Guide to Digital 

Audio, penned by Chris 

Middleton, covers digital audio 

from hardware to software, 

sampling to recording, mixing to 

mastering. An overview of the 

major DAWs is presented, as 

are production tips, a section 

on audio for videogames, and 

a slew of "jargon busters." 

News 

New-Format Watch 
Last month we presented a list of new DVD-A releases. 

And now, in the other corner, is a trio of notable SA-CD debuts: 

Ill John Hiatt, Bring The Family 

MThe Who, Tommy 

• Elton John, 

Goodbye Yellow Brick Road 

THE REWIRE MYTH 
ReWire, the ultra-cool protocol (developed by Propellerhead Software and 

Steinberg) that allows running two ReWire-compatible programs in tandem, has 

gotten a bad rap about sucking computer resources. But it ain't so. ReWire is 

simpatico to CPUs; it's the process of running two high-power audio apps at the 

same time that stresses your computer. So it doesn't have to work so hard, consider 

the following: 

• Increase your audio interface's latency a bit (e.g., from 4 to 8ms) 
• Avoid ultra-high sample rates 
•Turn off any DSP functions that aren't being used (like EQs or other plug-ins you 

left on accidentally) 

um Use a host's " freeze" function to " disconnect" virtual instruments from the CPU. 

Optimizing the CPU usage of each program will lead to a happy, productive 

ReWire experience. Let's hear it for virtual patchcords! 

CHEAPO CONVERSION: 
THE SEQUEL 
Reader Don Wade sent us the following: 

"In your tip for ' Cheapo Balanced/ 

Unbalanced Line Conversion' ( 10/031, 

cou correctly point out the/ you can often 

use a simple patchcord for conversion. 

However, while the diagram shows a 

circuit that will work for an electronically 

balanced output (as much equipment 

toast has), it will not work far a transformer-

balanced output that is floating with 

respect to ground, as often found on 

olaer pro gear. 

"Of course the converter as shown 

won't damage this type of gear, but 

6 ER FEBRUARY 2004 www.eqmag.com 
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CD of the Va7t7 
Missy Elliot 
This Is Not a Test, Elektra 

Missy Elliot is one of the most 

innovative and consistent oroduced 

per'ormers in hip-hop, ano she's 

ringing registers once again with 

her latest on Elektra, This Is Not a 

Test. As she's done before, Missy 

and her ace production team put 

on a clinic in deep, infectious 

rhythm programming, quirky sourd 

design, and sing-song hip-hop 

hooks. Check out the booming, 

"synth bass" kick drums on the 

opening two tracks, or the sheet-

metal grooves on "Wake Up." Bu: 

not all is bump and groove. The 

Clek Sisters contribute gorgeous 

vocals to the R&B ballad " i'm Not 

Perfect." Other guests on the disc 

inc ude Jay-Z, Monica, Elephant 

Man, and others. Producers 

include Craig Brockman, Nisei 

Stewart, Soul Diggaz, and Timbaland. 

At presstime, Missy learned that 

she had been nominated for ' ive 

Grammy awards. 

neag.com Posts of the Month 
•Rubber Lizard: I must be missing key information in my understanding of wo-d 

clock. I have a Hammer`ail Lite card. It is the word dock master. A Yamaha 01V digital 

mixer is slaved, receiving WC through its ADAT optical input Now I'm upgrading my 

Hammerfall so it won't be Lite anymore. It adds another set of ADAT lightpipe and BNC 

connectors for word clock. My question is, what are these BNC things for? Anyone using 

this card is using ADAT lightpipe or SIPDIF, both of which already carry lightpipe, right? I 

look on the back of my Alesis QS8 keyboard and there is a BNC in addition to lightpipe. 

What is it for? 

!logjams: The BNC connectors are probably the best way to run word clock from one 

device to anotherThat's what they are for. I would recommend getting 2 WC cable under 

15 feet (a good one) and using those connections for you- word connection instead of 

through your light pipe ADAT connection. If you get two cables, you can choose at any 

tints which will be the master and which will be the slave Sometimes converters sound 

better or different 

with different clock 

sourrces. Bob Katz 

recommends always 

using the clock that 

came with your 

converters, as it is 

most likely opti-

mized specifically 

for the converters. If 

you are using the 

mixer (01V as a front 

end) to convert the 

audio from analog to 

digital, you should 

be using its clock as 

master. But do 

some experiments 

with drums and 

acoustic guitars to 

see which vi.ay 

sounds best. You 

may be surprised at 

the differences. 
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*: 

you'll need to ground pin 3 to get any 

output (this gives the full voltage oat). 

Be caseful, though, because if you ground 

pin 3 with an electronically balanced 

output or a transformer out with a center 

tap wound connect on, you will be 

shorting half the output to ground, possibly 

damaging the output stage or causng 

distortion. It's a good idea to chem: what 

kind of output stage your gear uses so 

you can make the proper adapter." 

Thanks, Don. And of course, remember 

that mere are a variety o commercially 

available direct boxes and transformers 

designed to do balanced/unbafenced 

line conversion. 
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VOX FIX 

The situation:You've completed :he narration for a major project. The 

client loves it. -hen two weeks later, yoire told that tnere has to be 

a change in the copy. No problem: Your studio's automated, you just 

punch ir the new lines, set the automation on autopilot, and generate 

another mix. 

But evert :hough you've used the same rnic and recaed the preamp 

and EQ settings, your voice doesn't sound dude the same as it did 

origirally. Is there a fix? Yes! 

Use a " c..ave-stealirg" program, iike S:einberg's FreeFilter. Take the 

original vocal as a reerence, the new vocal as the destination, and impress 
the spectral characteristics o' the old vocal on the new one. Vary the 

amount of " morphing" (i.e., how much of the original spectral response 
is impressed on the new signal) for the best results. 



Punch-h in 

Candid Camera 
The Zone 
The E0 staff enjoys hearing from read-

ers, and we had to crack an extra large 

smile when this pic arrived from the folks 

at The Zone studio in Atlanta. Here we 

see staff producer/engineer Billy Hume 

getting the squeeze by David Banner 

(left) and Bonecrusher (right). Hume 

remixed Banner's " Like a Pimp." 

Bonecrusher was at The Zone to work on 

the follow up to his Arista/Break ' Em Off 

disc Attenchun. The Zone has been busy 

enough to warrant expansion; the latest 

addition is the G Room — a Pro Tools 

suite used for pre-production, editing, 

and mixing. Need to track in Hotlanta? 

Phone the Zone at 770-279-1227. 

8 EC FEBRUARY 2004 www.eqmag.com 
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ALESIS 
MASTERLINK 
NORMALIZATION 
Its generally a good idea to 

use a CD's full dynamic 

range; here's how to get the 

highest possible level on 

your CD without using the 

MasterLink's compression 

or limiting. 

• Assemble the Tracks in a 
Playlist. 

• Normalize each Track. 
• All Tracks now use the 
maximum possible dynamic 

range. However, normalizing all 

Tracks will probably unbalance 

the " flow" of levels among 

Tracks, with some seeming 

louder than others. This is 

because a Track's average 

level, not the peak level, 

has more effect on how loud 

it sounds. 

• Identify the louder tracks, 

then use each Track's Level 

parameter to reduce their 

levels as appropriate until all 

the songs flow well in terms 

of overall perceived volume. 

Also note that if you 

normalize a song, then do 

any DSP operation ( EQ, 

Compressor, Limiter), the 

DSP will probably change 

the level. Either turn off 

normalization, or re-calculate 

the Track to make sure the 

normalization is working 

with the current data. 

In case you wonder 

about the difference 

between the level set for 

the entire Track, the gain 

applied in the compressor, 

and the gain applied by 

normalization, it's all about 
gain-staging. The Track 

level shown on the top line 

of the Playlist Edit mode is 

the first in the chain. If you 

raise or lower this, it will 

affect what the compressor 

"sees," effectively lowering 

or raising the threshold 

where the compressor 

starts to work. The normalize 

setting is the last in the 

chain, so it can make up 

for any gains or losses in 

the compressor, EQ, and 

limiter before it. 

News 

Blue Contest Winner 
Announced in our August ' 03 issue, the Blue 

Microphone Silly Summer Songfest is now a wrap. 

Dr. Demento chose the top three winners (listed 

below). "A big thank you goes out to all 

of the contestants," says a Blue 

spokesperson. " There were so 

many great entries that narrow-

ing the field down was a truly 

daunting task — countless 

hours in front of the boom 

box and lots of calls out for 

pizza & beer — but also a lot of 

fun. For all the laughs, and occa-

sional groans, we are truly 

appreciative." Keep your eyes 

peeled to Blue's site for 

downloads of the top ten final 

ists' ditties, as well as limited-

edition CDs available from 

select Blue retailers. 

And the winners are: 

• First Prize: "Wanda the 

Dancing Cook" Tex Brashear, 

Silver City, NM 

Baby Bottle Microphone w/ 

Pop/Shock & Blueberry mic 

cable 

• Second Prize: " Pizza of Love" 

Stephanie Szostek, 

Westminster, CO 

Ball Mic and Blueberry 

mic cable 

aThird Prize: "One Blue-Eyed 

Diner"Kent 1ppolito, 

Fredericksburg, VA 

Three Blueberry mic cables 

• Runners Up (in alphabetical 

order): 

Blue Mic T-shirts 

Elise Beller, Berkeley, CA 

Sal Clemente, Somerville, MA 

Jason Dunn, Grand Junction, CO 

Laura May Elston, Toronto, ON Canada 

Noah Hirt-Manheimer, Ridgefield, CT 

Roy Janik, Austin, TX 

Black Jwell, Montreal, OC Canada 



PRO TOOLS 

Supercharge Pro Tools 1HD with the new HD Accel PCI cards, 

and enjoy the luxuries of the fastest, most powerful digital 

audio workstation on the planet. 

ReVibe moom-r.locleling â-iterroti.id r everb plug-in 

Nearly 2x the power of Pro Tools HD, • 

4x the power of Pro Tools 124 MIX 

Up to 192 simultaneous audio tracks 

Superior sound quality 

Supreme plug-in support 

Compatible with Pro Tools I HD 

Exclusive support for HD Accel-optimized 

TDM including the new ReViber" 

room-modeling surround reverb plug-in 

It.Se:.«.*.1:-...--....,, 

....- ',...., 

'.......". 7.:-...., , 

For wore information on Pro Tcols HD Accel and ReVibe, visit wvvw.d_gidesign.com. 
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Acc-eleréte your success. 
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Punch-In o 

HOW HIGH IS HIGH? 
Sure, the ad says that a piece of gear 
has a " high impedance instrument 
input," but exactly how high is high? Here's an easy way to find out. 
1. Patch any steady tone generator into the input of the device you want 
to test. 
2. While listening to the device's output, turn up the input level as much 
as possible short of distortion. 
3. Insert a 10 Megohm potentiometer in series with the " hot" lead 
connecting the tone generator to the device (see diagram) and set it 
to 0 ohms. 
4. Monitor the device under the test's output with an AC voltmeter, and 
note the reading in volts. 
5. Increase the potentiometer's resistance until the output voltage reads 
exactly one-half of the voltage in step 4. 
6. Disconnect the potentiometer and measures its resistance. 
This potentiometer's resistance is approximately equal to the input 
impedance. However, note that this measurement technique works 
only with resistive impedances (like typical all-electronic input stages), 
not reactive impedances (e.g., impedances that have coils involved, 
like transformers). 

News 

Industry blotter 
A special salute to mega-retailer Sweetwater Sound on their 

25th anniversary. You may or may not know that Sweetwater 

Sound got its start back in 1979 as a 4-track recording studio. 

"At that time, we were recording albums, as well as compos-
ing jingles for area retailers," states the company bio. 

Frustrated by the lack of retail support at the time, 

Sweetwater branched out. "We thought there had to be a 

better way of doing business. So we put together a company 

based upon the kind of sales, service, and product support 

we had been looking for in a retailer:' 

Today, Sweetwater is a retailing powerhouse, with well 

over 100 major brands in its portfolio. The company has been 

recognized by Music Trades as the fastest growing music retailer 

in the country for two years in a row, and was once listed in Inc. 

magazine's 'America's 500 fastest growing companies!' Visit 

Sweetwater online at www.sweetwater.com. 
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Surfboard 

As we peruse the inner recesses, nooks, and crannies of the 

web, we're constantly flagging sites, news items, and useful 

tidbits that we feel will be of interest to you. Such as: 

• www.vsl.co.at 

Need an education in orchestral 

instruments? Go to the 

Vienna Symphonic Library 

site and click on " Instruments:' 

The amount of information it 

contains is staggering: instru-

ment ranges, construction, 

playing techniques, history, 

notation, and much more for 

brass, woodwinds, strings, and percussion — quite a resource. 

▪ www.steinberg.net/en/support/downloads/freeware  

If you're looking to add new instru-

ments, effects, and sounds to your 

virtual studio, it's hard to argue with 

the price of goods at this URL: free! 

And from Steinberg, a respected 

name, to boot. For both Mac and 

PC, the site is packed with expres-

sive tools, including the oh-so-cool 

Karlette tape-delay plug-in. 

• www.ishkurcom  

Confused about the 

variations and muta-

tions of modern elec-

tronic music? What's 

the difference between 

hardcore, techno, goa, 

breakbeat, downtem-

po, psychedelic 

trance, EBM, and all 

the others? Iskur's 

Guide to Electronic 

Music is, according 

to the Disclaimers page, a " non-technical, irreverent critique of modern 

dance music. Its purpose is to entertain before it informs." But inform it 
does, thanks to the sonic examples that encapsulate particular styles. And 

the commentary definitely has its moments. 
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Eventide rolled out their new 40-rackspace exhibit 

called the Wall Of History recently at the grand opening 

of the new Guitar Center Superstore in New York City. 

"This tribute to Eventide's history is especially meaningful 

as Eventide Clockworks was founded in Manhattan on 

West 54th Street in 1971," says Ray Maxwell, Eventide's 

Vice President of Sales and Marketing. Accompanying the 

History Wall was Eventide's Timeline Poster, which detailed 

when each product was introduced, along with all of 

Eventide's "world's first" distinctions, such as the first-ever 

pitch-shifter and the H910 Harmonizer effects processor 
in 1975. Also on display was the first multi-effects unit, 

the SP2016. For more, log onto www eventide com. 
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is for any DAW user who needs superior reverbs and ambiences. IR .' is a sampling reverb which has 
flexible classic controls of the key reverb parameters. Unlike other sampling reverbs only IR-1 allows you to change all 
the traditional reverb parameters. IR-1 comes with an extensive library of over 60 carefully sampled impulse response 
files that recreate both the acoustics of real spaces and the sounds created by classic electronic devices, all with 
unmatched clarity and accuracy. 

Extensive IR Library of over 60 
spaces captured with unprecedented 
accuracy and sophistication 

o Concert Hails 
o Auditoriums 
o Theatres 
o Amphitheatres 
o Churches 
o Opera Houses 
o Recording Studios 
o Scoring Stages 
o Clubs 

O moils 
o Rooms 
o Hallways 
o Stairwells 
o Car Interiors 
o Stadiums 
o Outdoors 
o Devices 

Revolution of Control - The first sampling 
reverb that allows classic parameters to 
actually effect the convolution. 

o Kevero I me 
o Reverb Envelope (w/ urelimited editing breakpoints; 
o Room Size 
o Density 
o Room Modes (Resonance) 
o De-correlation 
o Damping 
o 4-band paragraphic EQ 
o Independent ER/Tail/Direct gain and pre-del, 

Spaces are captured at 96kHz/32bit floating point using unHt, M .'. ,P1-,,ps at multiple locatio. 
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North & South Americo 
306 W. Depot Ave, Suite 100 
Knoxville, TN 37917 
Tel: 1-865-909-9200 
Fox: 1-865-909-9245 

Rest of World 
Azrieli Center 1, 21st floor 
Tel-Aviv, 67011 Israel 
Tel: +972-3-608-4000 
Fax: +972-3-608-4056 

powered by 

Maxx 
14 DAYS DEMO AVAILABLE AT YOUR WAVES DEALER OR AT WWW.WAVES.COM 
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Voxengo GIissEO 
Analog-style EC' plug-in 
Voxengo's GlIssEQ ($59) is an analog-style 

EQ plug-in for PC VST that features " dynamic 
equalization performance," which adjusts filter gain 
according to the program material you are filtering. 
GlissEQ requires Windows 98 or later and features 
five filter bands, five filter types, A-to-B comparisons, 

highly optimized assembler DSP, stereo-to-stereo 
processing mode, and 64- bit internal precision. 

Voxengo, www.voxengo.com  

Propellerhead Recycle 2.1 
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Loop sequencing toolkit  r r7e- 7 . 1-

Propellerhead's Recycle is now a bundle of groove tools that includes Reason 

Adapted — a streamlined version of Reason that includes Dr. Rex, the Rex2 file 

player, a mixer, effects, and the NN-XT and Reason samplers — and Reload for 

importing Akai samples. In addition to offering full Windows XP support, 

Recycle 2.1 ($229; free upgrade from version 2.0) is optimized for OS X, 

and features multiple undos and 24-bit resolution. 

Propellerhead, www.propellerheads se 

TerraTec Producer Sine HP l+8 
Stereo headphone amp 
The single rackspace Sine HP 48 ($ 139) is a 4-channel headphone amp featuring four independent stereo amplifiers and 

four independent back panel input jacks that can power up to eight sets of headphones. The unit features volume controls for 

each channel, a status LED, an external power supply to prevent internal overheating, and flexible routing capabilities. 

TerraTec, www.terratec.com 
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MindPrint En-Voice MK II 
Tube recording prearnp 
The En-Voice MK II ($749) channel strip is a tube-driven prearrip with a USB interface and a 

switched mode power supply that protects it against fluctuating cutrent ard power surges. It 

features a new low-noise preamp with balanced inserts and an advanced compressor with eight 

attack/release presets for common signals. Other features include instrument and line inputs, 

microphone input with switchable 48-volt phantom power, 3-band parametric EO, a low-cut 

sidechain filter, and a Tube Sat control to dial in various saturation levels. 

MIndPrint, www.mIndprint.com  

Groove Tubes Brick 
Tube mic and instrument preamp 
Based on Groove Tubes' ViPRE technology, the Brick ($499) is a stage and studio 

tool tnat functions as a microphone preamp, an instrument preamp, a line driver, and a 

direct box. Highlights include phantom power, true transformer output, available gain of 

55dB, three high-impedance instrument inputs, a low-Z mic input, and the ability to 

hand.e dynamic, condenser, and ribbon mics. 

Groove Tubes, vnvw.groovetubes.com 

B&H Pro Audio Sourcebook 
Product and technical guide 

The Pro Audio Sourcebook (free) is a two-volume, 1,580-page 

resource packed with product and technical information on and about all 

things pro audio, and it's free for the asking. Volume One starts with an 

introduction to wired mics and moves on to coverage of processors, mixers, 

multitrack recorders, workstations, power amps, studio monitors, and 

more. Volume Two is devoted to the latest in computer audio hardware 

and software systems, MIDI equipment, plug-ins, sample libraries, studio 

furniture, racks, stands, cables, converters, oatchbays, and phew, you 

name it. Did we mention it's free? 

B&H Pro Audio, www.bhphotovideo.com 
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Tool Box 

PreSonus Central Station 
Studio control center 
The Central Station ($699.95) is a 

passive studio control center that features 

three sets of monitor outputs, two headphone 

outs, three analog inputs (two balanced TRS, 

RCA), two digital inputs (S/PDIF, TOSLINK), 

D/A conversion up to 24-bit/192kHz, 20-segment digital LED input meters, and an omni-directional condenser 

talkback microphone to facilitate artist/engineer communication. To minimize noise and maximize signal integrity, 

the single rackspace unit is equipped with 28 sealed silver relays that utilize a minimal signal path so the audio 

doesn't pass through extraneous electronics. 

PreSonus, www.presonus.com 
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The Classic Console EQ Bundle ($TDM $899.99; Native 

$549.99) features the URS A series and URS N series EQ plug-ins, 

which are digital emulations of the vintage API 550B and the Neve 1084, 

respectively. The bundle also includes such features as total reset 

automation, true phase alignment (when used on a stereo bus in dual 

mono mode), input gain adjust, gain clipping LED, and a phase reverse 

switch. The TDM version includes TDM, RTAS, and AudioSuite support for 

OS 9 and OS X, and the native version supports RTAS and AudioSuite on 

OS 9 and OS X, with Windows and Audio Units versions to be released 

soon. Both plugs are available separate'y for $499.99 (TDM) and $299.99 
(native) each. 

Unique Recording Software, www.ursplugins.com  

URS Classic Console EQ Bundle 
plug- ins 

Cycling '14 Sustained 
Encounters 
Rudio source library 
Cycling '74 announced the debut of their new " Cycles" 
series of audio source libraries, which are made up of sound 
effects, ambient sound, rhythmic loops, and incidental 
music for use by musicians, sound designers, and media 
producers. The first volume in the series, Sustained 
Encounters ($99), consists of long, evolving environments 
and unfolding atmospheres culled from sound librat y pio-
neer Ron MacLeod's private sonic reserve. Each vowme 
comes with both a high-capacity DVD-ROM and a stan-
dard audio CD, and includes 24-bit/48kHz and 44.1kHz 
WAV files. 

Cycling '74, www.cycling74.com  
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WE APOLOGIZE in advance for every CLASHING BASS NOTE, 

slightly OUT-OF-TUNE GUITAR and sloppy, LATE KICK DRUM 
you'll FINALLY HEAR through our ULTRA-ACCURATE monitors. 

14R626  

HR824 • .... 

HR624 

Monitors are the only part of your studio that you 

actually hear. So despite all the creative names and 

interesting new monitor designs out there, the most 

important thing for you to consider when selecting 

studio monitors is how truthful they are to the music 

you're creating. And this is precisely why Mackie 

HR Series Active Technology" monitors are a 

professional standard worldwide. 

TliE WORLD'S FAVORITE AWARD-WINNING 

JCTIVE STUDIO MONITORS 

Greg Mackie and his team of obsessed, caffeine-

riddled engineers designed the Mackie HR Series 

studio monitors for a completely neutral, ruler-flat 

and non-fatiguing output. The stereo field is wide, 

deep, and incredibly detailed. Low frequencies are 

no more or less than what you recorded. And high-

end details are revealed like never before. So you 

can actually hear the distinct nuances of instruments 

across the entire frequency range. 

To put things simply, there is absolutely nothing 

you will hear through Mackie studio monitors that 

wasn't there when you recorded it. And we've got the 

credentials to prove it. 

Hear the HR Series' pure, 

unadulterated truth at your 

Mackie dealer today. 

800.258.6883 (Toll free within U.S.) 

425.487.4333 ( nutside U.S.) 

• info mackie.com 

MRIUMCKIME: 
www.mackle.com 



Tool Box 

SoundHack 
Spectral Shapers 
VST plug- ins 
Spectral Shapers ($150) is a 

group of four VST and AU plug-ins 

based on the SoundHack sound 

design tool. All four plug-ins — 

+Spectralgate, + Spectralcompand, 

+Morphfilter, and + Binaural — are 

realtime spectral filters that 

emphasize the reshaping of the 

timbre of sound. Each works as a 

group of 513 coordinated filters 

that perform with both macro- and 

micro-sonic focus. 

SoundHack, 

www.soundhack.com 

Courel.e1 ..reormoète 2,03 trn mereo o nail Raélei 

M-Audio Studiophile SBX Subwoofer 
Designed as an affordable, pro-quality solution to stereo and surround sound monitoring, the 

Studlophile SBX ($499.95) delivers a frequency response of 30-180Hz and utilizes 

M-Audio's Stereo Bass Management System, which splits the signal at the variable crossover 

frequency and routs everything below to the sub and everything above to the satellites. The 

SBX features a 120-watt dedicated power amp, an 8 low frequency driver with a mineral filled 

polypropylene cone, high temperature-tolerant voice coils, and damped rubber surrounds. 

Connections include XLR and 1/4' balanced/unbalanced inputs, and XLR outputs. 

M-Audio, www.m-audio.com 

Steinberg in Softuare controller 
Developed in tandem with Nuendo 2.0, the ID Controller ($TBA) promises unprecedented levels of integration 

with Steinberg's media production software. The ID features dedicated buttons for a host of editing, transport, and 

mixing functions, as well as user definable layouts and function keys that provide quick access to 

just about any parameter. Controls include 12 touch-sensitive 

100mm motorized faders, an 

ASCII dual function key-

board, 380 backlit buttons, 

40 endless encoders with 

button function, a 50mm 

track ball, and a high-end 

aluminum-anodized jog dial. 

Steinberg, 

www.steinbergusa.net 
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The Standard of Performance. 
The most trusted professional dig.tal audio editor moves forward with 

version 7. Incorporating new features and ft.ncionF., nothing's more 

powerful or comprehens.ve. 

Sound Forge' software is the estabisned leader for 2L-bit non-destructive 

two-track digital audio editing and westering. tit's the best application 

available for audio recording, real-time editing and processing, and 

streaming media creation.. Sound Forge software olers over 40 built-in 

&teas and processes saves to all popular aucio fcrrmis, and includes 

the acclaimed Azoustic M nrorTM, Wave Hammer', and Spectrum Analysis 

tools Over a de,:ade ago, Sound Forge software revolutionized the audio 

industry through its effecti.vemess and ease-of-ise. NOV it further raises 

tie standard of performance you require from a digital audio edi-or. 

Sound Forge sofware advances with version 7.0. New features include: 

• Automated time-based recording 

• Audio threshold record triggering 

• Clipped peak detection and marking 

• Windows Media» 9 Series import and export 

• Support for 24fps CV and other video formats 

Sony Sound Forge 7.0 software maximizes its legacy to deliver a new 

level of technological sophistication. 

Rely on it. 

SONY 

Sound Forge 7.0 
PraeSSKir a Digital Audi() Editing Software 

SONy 

Available worldwide, or on the Web at: www.sony.com/mediasofitware 

Et 14 7711usiciaris Friend çeit   SONY" 
ID 2003 Sony Pictures Digital Inc. MI rights reserved. Sound Forge is a trademarkior registered hadernark of Sony Pictures Digital Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 



Tool Box 

Soundminer 3.1 
Audio file manager 

Soundminer 3.1 ($995) is a Mac-based file management 

system that features multi-channel ReWire support for Pro 

Tools and Nuendo systems. Version 3.1 supports all major 

audio formats, and features instant cataloging from local and 

network drives, built-in clip editors, spotting, batch transfers, 

native plug-in processing, and more. At the heart of this new 

version is the Soundminer ReWire Engine, which allows 

on-the-fly bit depth and sampling rate conversion of up to 

eight discrete 24-bit/192kHz audio streams. 

Soundminer, www.soundminer.com  
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Trident LS101 
Nearfield monitor speaker 

J I 
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The new LS101 ($799 per pair) is a high-quality 

monitor featuring two 5 low-to-mid drivers, a 1' dome 

tweeter, and dual gold plated speaker terminals that 

allow for bi-wiring. The design features a magnetic screen 

built into the cabinet to shield speaker magnetism from 

close-proximity computer screens, which is a bonus for 

DAW users lacking studio space. The LS101 has a frequency 

range of 30Hz-22kHz with a low distortion rating, and a 

power handlind capability of 50 watts RMS at 4 ohms. 

Trident Audio, www.oram.co.uk 

Mackie URD-1 v. 3.3 
ns X-compatible 
software 
Mackie and Universal Audio announced the release of Version 3.3 

software (Free to registered UAD-1 owners), which features OS X 

support for the UAD-1 DSP Powered Plug-ins card. The beta version (the 

final version should be released by the time you read this) is available at 

both companies' websites, and will support OS X on all Mac platforms, 

including G5 processors. 

Mackie, www.mackle.com, Universal Audio, www.uaudio.com 
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How can every 
PRO AUDIO DEALER 
guarantee the 
I lowest price? 

'>> THEY CAN'T — SINCE WE ALL SELL MUSIC GEAR 
AT THE SAME LOW .PRICES,J,THAT:"GUARANTEE" 
is mFANIKini FSS. 

We're going to let you in on a little secret — low price guarantees are generally either nothing 
but marketing hype or backed with so much file print that you need a law degree to figure them out. 
It's no wonder: otherwise, you could literally pi: one dealer against another until they were paying 

YOU to take a piece of gear off their hands! 

The fact of the matter is that all the major music technology retailers, including Sweetwater, get the 
same great deals and charge the same low prices, so other companies will gladly agree to match a 
price that is within pennies of their normal price anyway. 

So if there's no difference in price, why talk about it so much? Othe retai ers make such 
a big deal about price because Cat's all they have to offer. Sweetwater has become the leading music 
technology retailer because in addition to great prices, we offer much, much more. 

> An award winning, expert sales staff with more combined music technology experience than 
any retailer, pericd. 
> Millions of dollm of musi: technology equipment, in stock and ready to ship to you! 
> The best tech support staff in the business, able to help integrate gear from hundreds of manufacturers. 
> A world-class service center, factory aulthori2ed to fix virtually everything we sell. 
> The web's larges: music re:ail site, with the most comprehensive :ech support database anywhere! 

/With 25 years in the irdustry, we'de been perhindeo time and time again that musiciars and aLdio professionals 
are looking for far more than just 3 good price. We've built a reputation for excellence ased on a level of service 
and experfise that you simply can': find elsewhere. 

Talk to one of our Sales Engineers today and discover why at Sweetwater - 

a good price is only the beginning. th Sweetwater' 
r.,A,n muisictechnorlog,direct 2 

FAX: ( 260) 432-1758 > 5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne. IN 46808 

(800) 222-4700 > www.sweetwater.com 
2004 S»eetwater . Inc 
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SPACE TO CREATE 

'lour studio is your life- blood. 
Shouldn't it feed your creativity 

ow many hours a day do you spend in your studio? 

How many a week, month, or year? For many of us 

the number is amazingly high. In my case, since my 

studio triples as office and practice space, I probably 

average at least 12 hours a day in there, week after week, 

month after month. If you're a full-time studio owner, musician, 

composer, producer, or engineer, you're likely putting in a lot of 

studio time. Even if you're a casual " hobbyist," the number of 

hours spent in the studio can really mount up. 

But as important — if not more important than the amount of 

time you spend in the studio is the quality of that time. Are the 

hours spent there productive? Do you leave feeling exhausted, 

or excited about what you've accomplished? Does your studio 

inspire or does it drain your creative juice? The question is, does 

your studio have vibe? 

I've had a lot of studios over the years, ranging from small 

MIDI composing stations in the corners of 1-bedroom apartments 

to spare bedrooms to corporate office spaces to my current space, 

a 400+ square foot open room. As I've moved from room to room, 

I've tracked with interest the effect the environment has had on 

my creativity and productivity. Some were definitely better 

than others at providing a place where I could realize my creative 

visions. I've taken a similar interest in the " feel" of the many 

commercial studios I've worked in and visited — which ones 

felt good, which seemed inspiring, which were closed 

in and draining, which had the elusive " vibe." 

But what gives a studio this elusive quality? 

What is it that makes one room feel good 

%uu‘u 

DESIGN ACOISSTI 
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and another turn you off? As you'd expect, acoustics are a 

major part of it — if the room doesn't sound good, you won't 

be at your best. Ergonomics and room setup are critical — all 

the required gear must be functioning, easily accessible, and 

logically positioned and connected. The final element is the most 

difficult to nail down: the decor or interior design. Too often we 

settle for simply stacking our gear in a white-walled room, 

ignoring the effect the space might have on us. Maybe we'll hang 
a poster of our favorite musician on the wall and display a 

few requisite knickknacks — but it takes more than a lava 

lamp to give a studio vibe. 

Part of the reason this element is hard to articulate is that what 

works is different for each of us. Some prefer a high-tech 

approach, while others go for soft comfort. Some don't mind being 

surrounded by equipment and instruments, others prefer a 

clean, minimalist approach. Other things factor in, too, such as 

colors, lighting, furniture, and decorative accessories. 

Take a look at your studio; try to see past the gear racks, 

computer monitors, and speakers. Does it look as good as it 

sounds? Is it an attractive space in which to live your creative 

life? Does it make you want to get down to work? 

To help you increase your studio's vibe, we've collected 

pages of tips and techniques for improving your studio's look, feel, 

efficiency, and acoustics. With just a little effort, your room can 

become your creative partner, providing you with a place to work 

that takes your inspiration to the next level. Grab a paint brush, 

curtain rod, and slip-cover; we're about to give your studio 
vibe. —Mitch Gallagher 

S >BUYER'S GUIDE 
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Hot Tips: Maximize 'lour Rooíïi 
TIPS AND TECHNIQUES TO HELP YOUR STUDIO 

BE ALL THAT IT CAN BE 

Your studio is an extension of your creative self. In order to 

maximize your creative productivity, you need to maximize 

your studio as well — make it efficient, ergonomic, pleasant, 

and comfortable. Any effort you put into streamlining your 

gear, de-cluttering, beautifying, and improving your space will 

result in increases in productivity, creativity, and inspiration. 

As editors of everyone's favorite audio/recording magazine, 

we're privileged to visit countless studios. Like you, we also spend 

uncounted hours working in our studios. Here's a collection of 

good ideas we've seen or come up with for making your studio 

the most efficient, productive place it can be. 

DRIVEN TO DISTRACTION 

These days, most engineers and musicians spend hours staring 

at computer screens. This can be very hard on your eyes. It's 

essential to remember to blink often ( really!) to keep your eyes 

lubricated. As an even better way to keep your eyes fresh and 

rested, place something visually distracting behind the monitor. 

A window works, an interesting piece of art may do the trick, or 

I find that something with a bit of motion — a TV (with the 

sound off, of course) — can be a great aid in keeping my eyes 

moving and refocusing. If your eyes feel tired after a long session, 

find ways to visually distract yourself; it works! —MG 

REACH FOR 

YOUR WALLET 

Storing sample CDs in CD binders (also 

called CD wallets) not only saves 

space, but it's easier to flip through the 

binder than read the spines of CD or 

DVD cases. For example, the Fellowes 

320 CD Wallet packs 320 CDs, or 160 

CDs and 160 booklets, in a space that's only 12-1/2 x 12-1/2' x 

5-3/4'. If you don't need that much capacity, there's the 224 CD 

Wallet and 128 CD Wallet. They're available at most office 

supply stores; check the web for who's got the best deal. 

www.fellowes.com — CA 

CLEAN SWEEP 

Most studio owners are pack-rats — we keep everything, on the 

chance we might need it someday. The last time I moved my 

studio, I realized there were pieces in the racks that hadn't been 

powered up in over five years. I had cables for computers I got 

rid of 10 years ago! I went through with a fine-tooth comb, 

placing each item in my room into one of four categories: 

1. Never use, can't sell. Trash it now! In most cases, 

broken/damaged/inoperable stuff fits here. If you haven't 

fixed or replaced it, you probably don't need it very much. 

2. Don't use, but someone else might. These items go up for 

sale or trade. 

Compiled by Mitch Gallagher 

3. Use occasionally. Remove these items from the studio, and 

store them nearby. Be brutally honest — when was the last 

time you truly put the piece to use? If it was more than a 

year ago, consider getting rid of it. 

4. Use all the time. These items belong in the studio where 

they're easily accessible. —MG 

RESERVED SPACE 

There are some small items I reach for constantly — certain 

adapters, tape measure, screwdrivers, SPL meter, etc. To keep 

them handy, I have a rackmountable drawer (QuikLok, Middle 

Atlantic Products, and Raxxess are some sources) in one of 

my racks. Warning: Don't let this turn into a catch-all " junk" 

drawer. Reserve it for items you use on a daily or near-daily 

basis. — MG 

DIMMING THE NOISE 

Although mood lighting sets a good vibe, 

dimmers often emit loads of RF noise. 

But you can get one level of dimming, 

with less noise than usual dimmers, by 

inserting a rectifier diode ( like Radio 

Shack #276-1144) in one leg of the AC 

line going to an incandescent lamp. 

Please note that this circuit will not work 

with fluorescent lights or anything that 

uses a transformer. 

CAUTION: You're dealing with potentially 

lethal voltages, so you better know what 

you're doing! Make SURE the circuit breaker .s OFF for the line 

feeding the light and its associated switch. 

One way to implement the dimmer is to replace a single 

light switch with a dual one (e.g., Leviton Decora #5634-

WSP), wired as shown in the diagram. Note that this switch 

assembly includes a jumper between one side of each switch; 

leave this jumper in place. Switch A is the on-off switch, 

Switch B sets dim (switch open) or bright (switch closed). 

Incidentally, using the dim position also extends a light bulb's 

life dramatically. — CA 

to light 
bulb 

from 
AC lino 

INVEST IN REAL ESTATE 

I have three computers in my studio. At one time I had them 

connected to a KVM switch, which allowed me to use one 

monitor and one keyboard/mouse with all three. But I've come 

to realize that screen real estate is critical. I still use the KVM 

switch for the keyboard and mouse, but each computer has its 

own monitor. ( I've gone to flat-panels to minimize footprints.) 

The main DAW computer has a big screen, while the PC ( mainly 

used for Acid and GigaStudio) and a second Mac (used as a 

server, for backup, burning discs, and miscellaneous tasks) 

have 15' screens. — MG > 
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Tha Viiaa Studio 
Hot Tips: Maximize `-/our Room 

JOIN A GROUP 

Some studios seem to install rack gear randomly. I prefer to group 

rack pieces by function: All my synths/MIDI interfaces are in one 

rack, mic preamps are together in another, as are processors, 

interfaces/recorders, and so on. Having a scheme in mind 

makes it easier to find and use what you want, and to run 

cabling. — MG 

SNAKE OIL 

Once you've settled on the 

lineup and placement of your 

main studio components, 

and have everything wired, 

snake those cables. You can 

pick up some flexible (and 

affordable) tubing at 

Off iceMax and other such 

outlets. In studios where 

BROTHER, WHERE ART THOU? 

Many studios are decidedly disorganized. 

One of the best ways to bring organization 

to studio chaos is to label things: patch 

points, cables, CDs, tapes, storage boxes, 

switches, connectors. For flexible labeling 

needs, one of the leading options is the 

Brother PT line of label printers. I recently had 

a chance to check out the PT-1400, and I was 

blown away by all it could do. 

The PT- 1400 is a large, hand-held unit.The 

front-panel is covered with keys (13WERTY, 

numeric, and a few function keys) and a 

good-sized LCD screen.You type in the label 

text, hit print, squeeze a lever, and out pops 

your finished label. Simple, right? But you can 

do so much more. You can print vertically 

and/or with multiple lines of text, rotate text for creating labels to wrap 

around cables, or use a mode for printing " flag"-type cable labels 

(where the label wraps around a cable, then the ends stick together 

to create a "flag"). " Port" labels format text to fit under a connector, 

while " Panel" labels are designed to stretch across a piece of gear, 

labeling connectors and controls in-between. Different text types 

and sizes, various characters and symbols, even bar codes are supported. 

You can specify margins, print the text inside a box on the label, and 

center-, right-, or left-justify text. It's possible to print multiple copies, 

store/recall labels you print often, and much more. 

Different widths of label tape are available, ranging from 1/4-1", 

in a variety of colors, You can also get extra-strength adhesive tape, 

flexible ID tape, tamper-evident tape, and fabric iron-on tape. The unit 

operates off six AA batteries, or there's an optional AC power supply. 

At first glance, the PT-1400 may seem like overkill. But once you 

put the unit to work, its ease of use and flexibility make it highly 

effective. It's not cheap — $ 169.95 — but it will handle anything you 

throw at it. If you're trying to organize your studio, the PT- 1400 is 

worth it just for cable labeling alone. 

cabling is visible, a couple of snakes will look much cleaner to 

you and ( most importantly) your clients than piles of tangled 

spaghetti. If you don't want to bother with tubing, pick up 

some Velcro or elastic band-type cable wraps to get things in 

order. — GR 

PATCHWORK 

For maximum studio routing flexibility, a patchbay can't be beat. 

But it's easy to over-do it. At one point I had every connection in 

my studio routed to a patchbay — five of them, in total. 

Eventually I noticed that I rarely used most of those connections. 

I reduced the patchbays to the number of points I really needed, 

and routed everything else direct. The result? Reduced noise, 

fewer cabling problems, and way less cable spaghetti — with no 

reduction in flexibility. —MG 

THE POWER OF IMAGE 

You're going along in a nice groove, creating a dandy rhythm part, 

and fully exercising the right hemisphere of your 

brain (the side that does the creative and intuitive 

thinking). And then ... your computer locks up. Now 

you have to go into troubleshooting mode, so driven 

by panic, you automatically switch hemispheres so 

your left side 

(the one that 

does the linear 

thinking) kicks 

into gear. 

You find the 

problem, restart, 

reload the pro-

gram, and try to 

get back to 

where you once 

belonged. But 

the groove is gone! Why? Because you're still stuck 

in left-brain mode. 

What you need is to reboot not just your computer, 

but your brain. Images are very good for stimulating 

the right side of your brain and getting back nto that 

more intuitive mode. Sometimes a cool screen saver 

will do the job, but also consider thumbing through 

a book of beautiful images, such as landscapes, 

satellite views of the earth, or an art museum's 

"greatest hits." (I have a NASA CD-ROM of images 

from the Hubble telescope that kicks right-brain 

butt, and the www.nasa.gov site is a treasure 

trove of images, all available free of charge ) Next 

time you're stuck in a left brain rut, contemplate 

the images for a few minutes and see if it doesn't 

create the right vibe to get your right brain humming 

again. — CA 

ONE -SIDED ARGUMENT 

I place my computer keyboard and monitor off to 

one side at 90° to my control surface and speakers. 

This lets me focus on the computer screen when 

editing and doing " visual" work, and allows me to 

focus with my ears when I'm performing mix 
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The experts speak 
"I choose the tools that best help me convert my ideas and imagination into music. That's why I'm 

using M-Audio's new Studiophile BX8 reference monitors. They sound absolutely brilliant—even 

after an exhausting 18-hour writing day . And what I hear in my studio comes across exactly 

as I intended, wherever my mixes go." 

"I'm surprised and excited by the tonality of the BX8s. Unlike most speakers I've checked out, they have 

a nice open middle quality +o them—along with the bonus of a smooth low end and not-too-shiny top. 

I added M-Audio's subwoofer and was really impressed with what it contributed to the mix." 

..7.!‘31i1111 - 1NI:i11111 1.11 uuuLt2i, ruui 

"I have to digital all the time and the have become my workhorse. 

-nominated engineer 
• , 

"Little package, big presentation. I wouldn't work a session without them." 

"Music broadcasts differently on different networks. So this week, the final test of the music created 

and mixed on M-Audio monitors was listening to it on air. 'Will & Grace" (NBC), "Good Morning Miami" 

(NBC), " Reba" (WB) and "Leu Than Perfect" (ABC) all sounded great." 

..,nathan Wolff (TV composer; "Sein -_ & Grace") 

Studiophile BX8 BX5 SBX LX4 

(> Where do you want to take your music? 1V1-AUDIO 
www.m-audio.corn 



Tha viiaa Sti.rdia 
Hot Tips: Maximize Vour Room 

FENG SHUI IN THE STUDIO 

Feng Shui — the ancient Far Eastern art of placement — is purported 

to provide endless benefits to its practitioners. Arrange your 

home/office/room in the correct way, they say, and you'll see 

increases in wealth, romance, health, just about every aspect of 

your life. 

No, I'm not suggesting consulting a bagua before placing your 

monitors, or putting a water feature in your studio's north zone 

to improve your profitability. But some Feng Shui concepts can be 

borrowed and applied to your room. 

• Orientation — Take a look at how your room is laid out. Where 

are the doors and windows? Some people are uncomfortable 

working with their back to a door. Others can't get anything done 

with an outside window directly in front of them. Consider 

alternate layouts, drawing your room on graph paper and 

arranging its contents in different ways. 

• Flow — In Feng Shui, the energy flow through a room is 

critical. In a studio, it may be the flow of traffic that's of concern. 

How do you, your clients, and studio visitors move through the room 

and around furniture, workstations, and gear? Are you constantly 

dodging guitars and racks? Can you walk in without tripping on 

cables or stubbing your toe on an amp? 

• Materials — Feng Shui considers the balance of materials in 

a room to be important. For maximum studio vibe, consider 

softening some of the hard/high-tech edges with fabric, drapes, 

cushions, and pillows. Mixing up materials will help the acoustics 

and make the room feel more comfortable. 

• Clutter — To Feng Shui believers, clutter equals negative chi 

(energy). In the studio, clutter can mean wasted time, dust 

(bad for gear), and difficulty relaxing and concentrating. Make 

a serious effort to organize and control clutter. Your studio 

will look better, you and your clients will feel more relaxed, and 

inspiration will come more easily. 

moves. Editor-at- Large Craig Anderton takes this approach 

one step further: He sets up two parallel tables, 5' apart. The 

computer monitor and keyboard go on one, mixer and speakers on 

the other. In addition to improving concentration when performing 

visual versus listening tasks, he finds that having speakers 

behind him cuts down on ear fatigue when doing non-critical 

work. If he needs to listen more carefully, he just turns his 

chair around. —MG 

EYE CANDY 

They may not be for everyone, but some slick-

looking trophies and wall plaques can impress 

clients. There are several public awards pro-

grams you might want to enter, such as the 

AXIEM Awards (Absolute eXcellence in 

Electronic Media, www.axiemawards) and the 

Telly Awards (www.tellv.com) both of which 

have audio categories. — GR 

TURN ON THE POWER 

Is there a more valuable studio tool than the power screwdriver? 

If you don't have one, run — don't walk — to your nearest store 

and purchase one. It will easily pay for itself the next 

time you rearrange your rack gear. You don't need a big 

honking construction-grade drill; a compact unit provides 

plenty of power. —MG 

WATER: NOT JUST FOR 

PLANTS ANYMORE 

One of the most important aspects of singing is a 

well-lubricated throat. If you spend a lot of time in the 

studio, consider putting a water cooler in there. It's a 

good idea to keep yourself well-hydrated anyway, but 

singers in particular will appreciate having a convenient 

supply of pure water. — CA 

CONTAIN IT 

Organizing cables, adapters, and miscellaneous " stuff" 

can be a nightmare. I went to my neighborhood Wal-Mart 

and purchased a stack of plastic boxes with snap-on lids 

in different sizes (priced from 88 cents for a shoebox 

size to under $3 for a large bin). I gathered each type of 

item in a box: short 1/4" patch cables, medium-length 

MIDI cables, mic stand clips, XLR adapter cables, etc., tien 

applied labels. The boxes stack nicely, allowing more eff cient 

use of space. —MG 

WIDE OPEN SPACES 

Is there anything worse than crouching behind a dimly rack, 

barely able to move, trying to get a cable plugged in the right 

jack? It may seem like a waste of space, but leaving plenty of 

room to maneuver behind racks, and providing adequate light 

back there, whether a flashlight or small lights mounted inside 

the racks, is well worth it. —MG 

R final tip — last but not least — turn to 

page 38 of this issue for a rundown of studio 

furniture and acoustic treatment material 

that's sure to give your studio a vibe injection. 
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1 CLI .',1 f H D16XD AND D32XD I' 0-0UALITY DIGITAL RECORDING JUST GOT A WHOLE 101 EASIER. 

XD equals )(tended Defiriton. Stunning 96 kHz/24-bit resolution, true analog compression, up to 16 simultaneous 

record tracks, effects galore, digital I/O, USB connectivity, and a built-in CD-RW. The new D16XD and flying-facer 

equipped D32XD digital recorders masterfully blend this state-of-the-art technology with intutive functionality. 

The clean ergonomic layout - highlighted by our exclusive liouchVi-ew graphical display - is designed to enhance 

your creativity throughout the entire recording process. Add even more flexibility with powerful options including 

8 additional inputs, 8 more analog compression channe s, and 24-bit ADAT lightpipe I/O. If recording music is 

your life, life just got easier. Check out the new Korg Xtended Defi szudios today - ard go pro. 

.KIIRIG WWW.KORG.COM 
0)2003 Norg USA, 316 S. Service Road, Melville, tie 11747 • 15161 333 8737 

Photos shown with optional AIR 8 analog input board D16XD 



Tilt* tuba St.udiu 
Studio Designer's Challence 
BALANCING AESTHETICS AND FUNCTIONALITY 

44 

Project and home studios are often located 

in basements and spare bedrooms, 

which have numerous limitations. For 

many studio owners, major reconstruction 

and remodeling aren't an option — sur-

face treatments, furnishings, lighting, 

color, and equipment are about all that 

may be changed. 

Despite this, many personal and project 

studios rise above their limitations and 

become comfortable, inspiring places to 

compose and record music. EC) had an 

opportunity to sit down with Beth 

Walters, Interior Designer with the 

Walters-Storyk Design Group. Beth, 

along with her husband, acoustician John 

Storyk, has designed an incredible array of 

studios of every price point and size. Our 

discussion revealed myriad suggestions 

and techniques that an interior designer 

might use to create a vibrant, relaxing, 

inspiring studio space. 

ROOMS 

Many small studios are faced with low 

ceilings — what techniques do you use 

to make the ceiling seem higher? 

In designing a room we must consider 

things that are seen and not seen. A 

technique we often use is to create 

perimeter fascias and soffits around the 

room where HVAC ducts can be run.This 

gives you the opportunity to create interest 

in a ceiling; it gives you opportunity for 

indirect lighting that can dramatically change 

a room and it gives you the opportunity to 

change colors on the different planes, llt 

also preserves ceiling height and creates 

cavities for effective acoustic treatments.) 

You can then decide to color the high ceiling 

a darker color, use a lighter one on the lower 

soffit and add an accent color to the acoustic 

treatment (such as a suspended ceiling 

"cloud") that will probably be added to the 

ceiling area above the mixing position. 

Studios are generally filled with 

high-tech gear. Are there materials and 

techniques you recommend for " soften-

ing" the feel of the room? 

I think that lighting greatly affects 

mood and can " soften" the room. You can 

either create mood with indirect lighting 

as in the soffits I described before or 

introduce direct or " task lighting" where 

you need to see. 

Remember that the spill of the lighting 

will create the level that will be comfortable, 

and lighting only what needs to be lit will 

create the ambience. Use the " bare 

maximum" for lighting. 

Recommended techniques for maxi-

mizing storage space in a limited area? 

Simply stated: You can never have 

too much storage. Almost everyone 

underestimates how much room they 

really need or how much stuff they're 

unwilling to part with. 

If you're putting in a new door, 

remember to leave enough space behind 

where the door opens for a thin cabinet or 

bookshelf. This can be especially effective 

in a sound lock. Add a shelf high around the 

room. This can be incorporated into your 

acoustic treatments. If you need equipment 

racks, have a symmetrical layout of 

racks, even if it means having more rack 

space than you need right now. You can 

always convert these rack units into 

effective drawers. By deepening the 

racks, you can also double load them — 

again creating additional rack space and 

storage capacity. 

Are there techniques for making a 

small room feel more spacious and open? 

Eliminate as much clutter as possible and 

keep your color scheme monochromatic — 

Studio On The Hill, Bronx, NY, is a good 
example of a small room. A wrap-around 
desk keeps most things at eye level, creating 
a sense of order. Notice the soffitting. 

by Mitch Gallagher 

using shades of one color. Once a person 

called our office and asked what they 

should do with their 20' x 20 basement 

space. Our quick answer was: " Make a 

closet." This would eliminate clutter and 

of course eliminate a serious potential 

standing wave problem. 

What makes a studio feel comfortable 

and relaxing for long hours of work? 

Good ergonomics, soothing lighting, 

coordinated colors and a great chair. We 

all know how much gear we can collect, 

but there are other things that we might 

consider using as a focal point in our 

room. How about a piece of art? Some 

really nice pillows on a seating area (get 

rid of the black leather sofa!)? And, of 

course, you must have a really good chair. 

The Hermann Miller Aeron has been 

around for years and in my opinion is still 

the one. It's classy, and it lasts. 

Are there particular room layout/ 

ergonomic principles that you recommend 

This view of Studio On The Hill shows how 
storage and the vents were incorporated into 
a corner of the room. We mixed our favorite 
Hermann Miller Aeron chair with an IKEA 
leather couch. 

(gear arranged in a " U" shape, mixer 

facing/not facing a window, etc.)? 

We're always asked this. Room layout 

is always a personal thing. There's really 
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Free at Last...free at Last... 
Break free from the chains of dedicated hardware and truly create wïthout limits! 

The OpenSynthTM neKoTM and neKo64TM 

represent the new standard in keyboard 
workstations. Powered by an open 
system that allows you to run virtually 
any Windows XP compatible music 
application or plug in, the OpenSynth 
combines form and function into one 
perfectly balanced instrument. 
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You can now run your favorite plug-in including VST, VSTi, VST2, DXi, DX, and RTAS formats as well as your favorite music 
applications such as Nuendo, Cubase, V-Stack, Reason, Orion Pro. Sonar and many others. The amazing part is that you 
can even install your favorite PCI expansion cards from digidesign, Creamware and t.c. electronic and take your studio with 
you! 

Available in 61 and 76 key versions, the OpenSynth can be equipped with a single Pentium 4 or up to Dual AMD 
OpteronTM processors running at 64-bits, making it the most powerful workstation on the planet. 

Each OpenSynth comes with fully integrated audio featuring: (8) ins and (8) outs analog, (2) 

XLR Microphone inputs with preamps or line inputs, (2) XLR balanced outputs, S/PDIF digital 
I/O with (2) channel PCM, SCMS copy protection control, digital I/O supports surround-encoded AC-3 and DTS pass-
through, MIDI in/thru/out/out, ability to directly drive up to 7.1 surround, software controlled 36-bit internal DSP digital mix-
ing/routing, +4dbu/-10dBV operation individually switched in software, word clock I/O for sample accurate device synchro-
nization and integrated I/O back panel. 

Integrated Audio Specifications include: Sample Rates: 24bit 96kHz and higher. Frequency Response: 22Hz-22kHz, -0.2,-
0.4dB (4,48kHz / 22Hz-40kHz, -0.2,-0.7db (096kHz. Dynamic Range (weighted measured): 101.5dB (D/A) / 99.6dB (ND). 
THD: < 0.002% (ND and DIA). 

With interchangeable control modules, built-in CDRW, up to 8GB of RAM, multiple hard drives, 15" touch screen, and built-
in UPS, the OpenSynth is an entirely new class of super instrument 
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OPŒNSTUDICI 0 tvl X 64 

The OpenStudioTM OMXTm and OMX64Tm are the 
rack-mount versions of the OpenSynth designed to 
be a complete studio in a box. Equipped with the 
same core features as the OpenSynth including 
integrated I/O, the OpenStudio can be used as the 
most advanced expander for your existing key-
board, replacement for all your effects, or a direct to 
disk recorder. 

The Open Labs Controller OneTM is a 15" LCD Touch Screen designed for use with the OpenStudio or 
any Windows or Mac OS DAW. Providing unsurpassed clarity and control, the Controller One allows you 
to place your DAW remotely for more efficient use of your work space. Four (4) UBS ports are provided 
to connect your favorite MIDI controllers for maximum control and expendability. 
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Open Labe TM 
The Future is OpenTM 

www.openlabs.com 
tel: 512.444.6222 • fax: 512.233.2963 

email: info@openlabs.com 
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Tn Vida Stuldia 
Studio Designer's Challenge 

no right or wrong way to work. Most 

people want to be able to get to almost 

everything easily and quickly ( kind of like 

of an airplane pilot). The problem arises 

when there's too much equipment for 

this to happen. 

Make sure you can wheel your chair 

easily to critical listening positions. Put 

the most important items closest to the 

acoustic centerline of the room. When you 

have positioned everything where it feels 

correct then make the acoustics work. 

Symmetry is the single most important 

design element you can introduce in 

arranging a room. 

Facing the window or not depends on 

your personal preference. Some producers 

will only look forward when working 

with talent — end of story. If there's a 

great view from your studio, make this 

work for you. For Carter Burwell, in New 

York City, the view of lower Manhattan 

was absolutely a requirement in organizing 

the primary listening position of the 

room. Again, when the window decision 

has been made, then make the acoustics 

work. Remember glass isn't a bad thing 

in a studio environment. What is bad are 

reflections from any surface that will 

cause harsh acoustic responses, such as 

comb filtering. Almost any piece of 

glass can be made to work acoustically 

in your room. 

This is Carter Burwell's project studio, located 
in an apartment. Note the windows and the 
wrap-around ergonomic work area. It's not a 
particularly large space. 

LIGHTING 

For acoustic and other reasons, many 

studios don't have windows, or end 

up covering them up. Is there a way to 

compensate for this lack of natural light? 

You can emulate natural light with 

inserts in the ceiling that look like sky-

lights. Up-lighting (cove lighting) is also 

very useful. Always be sure to lamp the 

fixtures correctly with bulbs that are 

close to natural daylight temperatures. 

There's a strong trend toward having nat-

ural daylight in studio environments, and 

there's rarely a situation where the 

acoustics can't be designed to accommodate 

a window. 

What type of lighting is best for 

setting a " mood" in a studio? 

A mixture of direct and indirect lighting 

will create mood. You can use colored-

sleeve fluorescent lighting in indirect 

lighting designs, while low voltage halogens 

give off sharp direct work light where 

you can adjust the width of the focus of 

the beam of light. There are also down-

light fixtures that, when used with the 

correct bulbs, can help create a wonderful 

work environment. 

This shot toward the rear of Lower East Side 
Studios shows how to incorporate a residen-
tial feel with a professional postproduction 
control room.The lighting and furnishings are 
definitely residential. 

Are studio lighting requirements dif-

ferent for personal, band, and commercial 

spaces? 

Absolutely. General (ambient) lighting 

as well as task lighting requirements are 

very different. Spaces that need overall 

lighting, such as large studios (think 

musicians reading music scores) are 

going to need a minimum of 80 foot-candles. 

High ceilings will make this a challenge. 

People looking at computer screens or 

plasma screens will require a totally different 

lighting scheme in a room — lower lev-

els and more targeted fixture locations. 

Be aware of glare. One trick we've 

learned is to cross-focus "over-console" 

task lights. 

What lighting mistakes do studio 

owners often make? 

The single biggest mistake is not paying 

attention to the lights. For most people, 

lighting is an afterthought. Get some 

advice, choose the fixtures carefully, 

make sure that they're properly matched 

with the dimmers (this is what usually 

makes noise in a studio), and think 

about maintenance. 

COLOR 

How do you go about selecting a color 

scheme for a studio? 

The beginning of the design process 

has us in a meeting with the clients 

where they're asked what they like. It 

should always start with that! Some 

clients are very specific. Often, I ask 

which is their favorite room in their 

home. Is the studio to have a residential 

or a commercial feel? I have them look 

through magazines and books so they 

can show me things they like. Whether 

it's a photograph, a piece of art, a couch, 

a room, a texture, or another room that 

we've done, I ask them to flood me with 

reference material. I can then organize 

this information and get a good sense of 

what direction to go in. A design palette 

is built! 

I remember creating Cotton Hill 

Studios in Albany, NY, where the owner 

showed me a very small painting from 

Santa Fe — a painting whose colors he 

was very fond of. The painting had very 

bright colors. You wouldn't want to live 

with them in great amounts. It would have 

been too distracting, yet, we were able to 

incorporate them into the scheme of the 

entire facility and the painting still hangs 

in the sound lock! The client's collection of 

Indian art hangs in the rest of the facility 

and brings a signature to the studio. Not 

The strong red in Cotton Hill Studio's control 
room and the blue on the acoustic panels in the 
studio were colors found in a favorite piece of 
American Indian art. 
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Countless legendary film scores have been 

recorded at 20th Century Fox's Newman Stage. 

These days, most of the composers working at 

Fox count on Logic 6 to make their scores leg-

endary. " Logic has become the ultimate tool 

for our composers to keep up with the pace 

and demands of contemporary film scoring," 

says Mike Knobloch, Vice President of Film 

Music at Fox Music. "And on various recent 

movies, from Antwone Fisher with composer 

Mychael Danna to Ice Age with composer David 
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logicCtnum 
Music Production Software 

for professional studios 

They love to keep mixing desks 
handy at Fox's Newman Stage. 

With Logic Gein every computer. 

Newman, Emagic's Logic and Fox's Newman 

Stage have worked brilliantly together. It's 

absolutely amazing how powerful and indis-

pensable Logic is for the modern film compos-

er." With a comprehensively-equipped internal 

mixer including over SO plug- ins, professional 

real-time notation editing, and MIDI functional-

ity that's second to none, Logic 6 for Macintosh 

meets this challenge with ease. And the best 

thing is that Logic can fit handily into your 

recording studio, too. Technology with soul. 
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The Vibe StJdia 
Studio Designer's Challenge 

only do all studios look different — they 

should look different! 

What considerations play into the 

decision? 

You have to be careful not to color 

things because you think the color is 

trendy. Use a color because it relates to 

something or ties into the entire sprit of 

the room. Think about the studio being 

used five or ten years from now. 

Is color selection different for a 

personal space than a commercial space? 

In dealing with a personal space, 

almost anything goes. In a commercial 

The color palette used for Mach 2 Studios in 
Milan. Italy shows how an unusual mix of 
colors can work very effectively. 

space, other considerations may enter your 

decision-making: image of the company, 

variety of clients, extensive wear and 

tear, etc. I also like to get a sense of the 

surrounding spaces. Now, that doesn't 

mean that we use the same colors, but 

there should be some connection to the 

building that the studio lives in. For 

instance, in creating the color scheme 

for Electronic Arts Audio Production 

facility in Vancouver, Canada, I looked at 

the image of the firm as well as the general 

color palette of the entire building. A 

Electronic Arts Audio Production shows that 
the use of color can be a statement. By coloring 
the different planes of the ceiling clouds 
with rich jewel colors, a very warm atmosphere 
was created. 

color scheme using a variety of colors, 

including some purples, was developed. 

The engineers would never have thought 

of this — the rooms became quite special! 

Are there color schemes you can use 

to create a certain mood? 

There absolutely are color schemes I 

can use to create a mood! We had an 

engineer who wanted to feel like he was 

working underwater. A huge hand-painted 

piece of fabric was used for the ceiling 

cloud (above the mixing position); blues, 

greens, wavy, yet serene. A fish tank was 

placed in the rear of the room where his 

couch was and once again the room took 

on a definite signature. 

Are there ways to finish and color 

things like acoustic treatments to make 

them become part of the room, rather 

than big " things" stuck on the walls 

and ceiling? 

The color of the woods, carpet, paint 

fabrics, diffractals, bass traps, lighting 

fixtures, and laminates should all be 

coordinated. In a small space this is 

extremely important because no one 

element is going to dominate. 

Mounted room accessories (whether 

they're decorative or acoustic) will usually 

feel better if they're placed on a level line, 

rather than in a haphazard fashion. Your 

eye stops jumping around. 

CLUTTER 

How do you recommend small studios 

deal with the inevitable clutter problem? 

If you can splay acoustic treatments 

and equipment away from the walls it gives 

you the opportunity to incorporate storage 

behind them. Raise some equipment up 

and put storage below. Order extra racks 

and install drawers in them. Maybe the 

whole room can be oriented on a different 

axis where you will end up with storage 

space in the front or on the sides that you 

didn't realize you had. 

What methods do you use to hide 

the multitude of cables that must run 

throughout a studio ( given that in 

many home/project studios, running 

them through walls, etc., likely won't 

be an option)? 

This is always a tricky subject. For 

small rooms, the most successful solution 

is to house the cables within the studio 

furniture. The few wires that have to leave 

the central furniture piece can either be 

worked into sidewall treatments, perimeter 

wire raceways (wood or metal), or an 

The control room at Electronic Arts Audio 
Production has splayed rear walls that 
incorporate storage, both an equipment 
closet and a rack unit 

occasional wire run on the floor (-covered 

with wire mold). 

Another trick is to have a platform in 

the front of the room. This allows the 

wires requ:red for front speakers, amps 

and video monitors to be placed in a 

trough with a removable cover. 

Scott Freiman's personal studio shows how the 
third floor of a residence can work as a home 
studio. The view from the window is of the 
Hudson River with sunset views. Note the 
wrap-around console desk. 

Is there a way to de-emphasize large 

pieces of gear, such as monitors on 

stands, guitar amplifiers, keyboard 

stands, etc? 

Generally speaking, a 500-pound gorilla 

weighs exactly that much! Try to order a 

400-pounder.... 

For further information on Beth 

Walters and her design work with the 

Walters-Storyk Design Group, visit 

www.wsdg.com. 
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Tña Voiaa Studio 
Room Rcoustics: Good or 3ad Vibrations 
YOUR ROOM IS PROBABLY SABOTAGING YOUR SOUND 

by Ethan Winer 

Recording and mixing music is ( or at least, should be!) a lot 

of fun. And if you produce your own music, it's even more 

fun to hear the ideas take shape and begin to sound like a 

"real" recording. But most of us encounter frustration some-

where along the way. Perhaps you have an impossible kick 

drum that sounds like cardboard no matter how you EC) or 

compress it. Or maybe you just can't get the bass to sit 

nicely in the mix regardless of what you do. When you finally 

manage to get what you think is a good mix, as soon as you 

play it in the car or on a friend's stereo, your heart sinks as 

you realize how poor it sounds compared to your favorite 

commercial recordings. 

WHAT'S WRONG WITH MY ROOM? 

All acoustic problems are caused by reflections off the walls, 

floor, ceiling, and objects inside the room. At mid and high 

frequencies, reflections can cause echoes and excessive 

ambience that confuse stereo imaging and make it difficult to 

tell how much reverb and echo you're adding electronically. In 

severe cases, midrange reflections also cause ringing— new 

tones that resonate when excited by similar frequencies in the 

music. Low frequency reflections create standing waves that 

skew the frequency response and make bass instruments 

sound muddy. You might have the finest loudspeakers in the 

world, but they're of little value if the room itself creates numerous 

peaks and dips throughout the entire low end. 

Nulls as deep as 25dB and more are not only 

common, but also typical ( Figure 1). 

This graph shows the low frequency 

response measured in a typical 16x10x8 foot 

untreated control room. A pair of Mackie HR-824 

loudspeakers were placed against the front 

wall with the tweeters at ear level, and the 

measuring microphone was placed precisely 

at the mix position. Note the peak/dip pair at 

110 and 122Hz where the response varies a 

staggering 32dB across a range smalier than 

one musical whole step. No wonder you can't 

distinguish bass notes! Now imagine trying to 

create an accurate mix under those conditions. 

In my experience, room acoustic problems 

are often the main limiting factor on the sound 

quality obtainable in home studios. Unfortunately, 

too many people consider everything but 

acoustics when they have trouble making a mix 

sound the way they'd like. There's no denying 

that audio gear with rows of lights, krobs, 

and switches is a lot sexier than boring 

acoustic panels and bass traps. But acoustic 

treatment will influence your sound more than 

the relatively small differences (comparatively 

speaking) among various mic preamps, sound 

cards, and outboard compressors. 

Frequency in Hz. 

110 130 150 180 220 270 
40 50 60 70 80 90100 120 140 160 200 250 300 
o 

-5 
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Fig. 1.The horrendous frequency response shown here is typical in the small rooms 
often used for home studios. 

The good news is that many of these vibe- killers can be 

solved by understanding and fixing the acoustic problems that 

exist in all rooms. I'll begin by describing the most common 

troubles caused by poor acoustics, and then explain some ways 

to correct them. 

Of course, not everyone recognizes the 

need for acoustic treatment. Part of this s 

based on the legitimate concern that the music 

won't be heard in a treated room anyway. However, 

this is definitely a case where two wrongs do not make 

a right. There's nothing you can do about the room in which 

your music will be heard, but you can do something about the 

room in which is it mixed. 

The important point to remember is that all rooms have a 

unique frequency response, so if for example your room lacks 

deep bass, your mixes will contain too much bass because you 
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NUENDO 2.0 MEDIA PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

Introducing Nuendo 2.0 - 
The professional solution 

Nuendo 2.0 forms the core of a complete solution for today's audio 

professional. Nuendo's superior audio quality is combined with advanced mixing, 

routing, editing, and networking capabilites as well as professional components 

such as the new ID Controller, Time Base Synchronizer, 8 I/O 96k AD/DA 

Convertors, and DTS and Dolby Surround Encoding Plug-ins. A system so 

scalable - from laptop to installation - the choices are endless. 

Nuendo 2.0: 

• A new configurable mixer, toolbar, and transport control 

• Multiple 12 channel busses for "stern" monitoring up to 10.2 

• Multiple output configurations for multiple speaker set-ups 

• Plug-in delay compensation throughout entire audio chain 

• Flexible routing: any input to any output at any point 

• Hyper-threading support for optimum performance 

• Automation that moves with the audio data 

• Support for Microsoft's WMA Pro (audio and video) 

• Multiple time-lines and multiple VST directories 

• VST System Link and TCP/IP networking 

• Unlimited Rewire 2 channels 

• Comprehensive MIDI functionality 

Nuendo 2.0 

The solution is clear. The choice is now yours. 
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The Vibe Studio 
Room Rcoustics: Good or Bad Vibrations? 

will attempt to compensate for what you hear. If someone plays 

your mix in a room that has too much bass, the error will be 

exaggerated, so they'll hear way too much bass. The only way 

to minimize problems at the listener's end is to make your own 

room as accurate as possible. Therefore, any errors the listeners 

hear are introduced by their own rooms, rather than having a 

combination of errors from your room and theirs. 

Besides improving the accuracy of your entire system, 

proper acoustic treatment makes recording and mixing more 

o 

Fig. 2 For the flattest low frequency 
response, face the loudspeakers the 
long way into the room, and orient 
your mix position to form an equilateral 
triangle between the back of your 
head and the loudspeakers. 

TOP TEN SMALL ROOM 

ACOUSTIC IMPROVEMENTS 

Anton, start the drum roll please as we examine the ten most 

common ways to improve a room, including several that are free, 

and a warning about some popular approaches that don't work. 

Orientation: Assuming you're in a normal rectangular room, 

orient your mix position so the speakers are facing the long way 

into the room, as shown in Figure 2. The two most important 

goals are maintaining an equilateral triangle having 

left/right symmetry within the room, and placing 

yourself as far as possible from the surrounding walls. 

Having the mix position slightly forward of the halfway 

point yields the flattest low end response, and the 

ideal speaker height puts the tweeters level with 

your ears. 

The RazorBlade from Primacoustic 
is a quadratic diffuser; it spreads a 
precise series of different wells across 
a wall plane, and is designed to break 
up and scatter acoustic energy from 
350Hz to 10kHz. 

Auralex 
Acoustics 
Studiofoam 
Pyramids, 
LENRD bass 
traps, and 
T'Fusor 
diffusors 
installed at 
Perfect Sound 
Studios. 

effortless. It's a revelation the first time you hear every note 

articulated clearly by an electric bass, and are able to discern 

even tiny changes in EQ and effects settings. It's a change on at 

least the same kind of level as switching from cheap speakers 

to studio monitors. 

Speaker placement: Once the basic placement of 

your loudspeakers and chair are correct, you can try 

the speakers at different distances from the front wall 

to see which yields the smoothest sounding bass 

response. If your room is small, you may have no 

choice but to put the speakers flat against the wall. 

That's perfectly acceptable, and many active monitors 

include switches to compensate for this placement, 

which tends to boost bass somewhat. But if you have 

some space to work with, placing the speakers a few 

feet in front of the wall often improves the response by 

making it flatter in the bass range. 

Decouple your speakers: Sound travels through solid 

materials faster than through air. So when loudspeakers 

are sitting on a desk, low frequencies can transmit 

from the speaker's enclosure through the desk and 

floor and arrive at your ears before the waves in the air. 

If the secondary path is strong enough, the phase shift 

caused by this time delay contributes to low frequency 

response errors. One solution is to buy speaker isolation 

pads made for just this purpose. You can optiorally 

make pads from rigid fiberglass or even kitchen 

sponges — the kind that become stiff when dry work 

best for this. 

Mid/High frequency absorbers:There's a sign;ficant 

difference between materials and products that absorb 

from 300Hz and up and those that are effective at 

lower frequencies. One common treatment that helps 

a little is heavy blankets or thick bedding hung on the 

walls. However, these materials absorb only the highest 

frequencies; what almost all rooms really need is broadband 

absorption. Treating only the high frequencies may actually be 

worse than having no treatment at all. 

The reason why so many studio designers specify panels made 

of acoustic foam and rigid fiberglass is because they absorb to a 

lower frequency. For a given thickness, rigid fiberglass absorbs to 

about an octave lower than foam (for example, typical foam 

that's two inches thick is useful down to 500Hz; rigid fiberglass 

of the same thickness absorbs well to below 250Hz). Fiberglass 

is also fireproof. The downside of fiberglass is that it must be 
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The Wild Studiu 
Room Rcoustics: Good or Bad Vibrations? 

covered with fabric to prevent the fibers from escaping into the 

air. In either case, though, don't make the common mistake of 

covering the entire room with thin material. This makes the 

room sound creepy and lifeless, yet boomy at the same time. 

Reflection free zone: One common cause of poor stereo 

imaging involves early reflections — echoes that arrive within 

20 milliseconds of the direct sound from the loudspeakers. 

Instead of sounding like echoes, early reflections fuse with 

the direct sound to create " comb filtering" effects, and 

therefore obscure clarity. Worse, if sound from the left 

CHECK IT OUT 

Having spent much of my life working in the kind of large, professional 

studios that are becoming an endangered species. I've heard what a 

good room should sound like. But if you haven't had that experience, 

it's pretty easy to prove to your own satisfaction whether your room 

is introducing anomalies or not. 

One simple test is to play various low frequency sine waves, then 

walk around the room listening for places where the tones get louder 

and softer. Frequencies between 60 and 300Hz reveal the problem 

well.You may be shocked to hear the sound almost disappear in some 

spots, yet be heard at full volume in others.The wider the variations 

in level, the more desperately your room needs treatment. 

Another eye-opener (okay, ear-opener) is to take a sound level 

meter, like the one Radio Shack sells, and place it in your mixing 

"sweet spot' Now feed a variable frequency oscillator into your mixer, 

sweep it, and observe the meter. Again, it's a shocking experience; 

the level will likely vary all over the place. As with the listening tests, 

the greater the variations, the greater the need for acoustical 

treatment. — Craig Anderton 

speaker bounces off the right wall into your right ear, or vice 

versa, imaging suffers. The solution here is to place 2x4-foot 

absorbing panels in selected locations on the side walls and 

the ceiling. Place one panel vertically on each side wall 

halfway between the loudspeakers and your ears, and a third 

panel horizontally on the ceiling, also halfway between you 

and the speakers. To be sure you have absorption in all possible 

early reflection points, sit in the mix position while a friend places a 

mirror flat against the side walls. Any surface where you can see 

either loudspeaker in the mirror should be covered with absorption. 

You can also do this on the ceiling by attaching a hand mirror to a 

broom stick with rubber bands. 

Bass traps: Although reflections at mid and high frequencies 

are more easily noticed, low frequency reflections are more 

damaging. Any decent bass trap should have substantial 

absorption at 300Hz and lower — hopefully much lower. The 

least expensive bass traps are 4-foot bales of fluffy fiberglass, 

left in their plastic wrapper, and stacked in the room corners. 

They may be big and ugly, but they perform reasonably well, 

especially given their low cost. The next step up is rigid fiberglass 

panels wrapped in cloth and placed straddling the room corners, 

including the ceiling corners. Commercial bass traps include 

foam corners, corner mounted rigid fiberglass, and wood or 

fiberglass-based membrane traps. 

>FM 
Many people believe that bass traps should be tuned to specific 

frequencies, based on the room dimensions. But this doesn't take 

into account the fact that severe peaks and nulls exist in all rooms 

at all frequencies. Therefore, the best bass traps for all 'ooms are 

those that absorb the entire range of low frequencies. 

Diffusion: Diffusion minimizes the damaging echoes and comb 

filtering effects caused by reflections off nearby walls, though 

it's used most often in larger rooms. Diffusors range from small, 

lightweight plastic panels that resemble a city skyline, to large 

expensive Quadratic Residue Fractal designs. If the room and 

budget are both small, simply placing absorber panels 

on troublesome surfaces makes sense. But when 

money is no object and you want to retain as much 

liveness as possible, diffusion is very useful. 

Room EQ:Trying to use equalization to correct low 

frequency room problems simply does not work. The 

peaks and dips shown in Figure 1 are very localized; 

if you move even two inches away the response 

changes drastically. So while EQ can help a little to 

reduce mid and high frequency response deviations, 

it is inappropriate for the more damaging low frequency 

errors. As the old saying goes, "equalizing a room 

with poor acoustics gives you an equalized room with 

poor acoustics." 

Egg cartons and non-acoustic foam:These do not 

work either. Egg cartons are far too thin to be useful, 

and non-acoustic packing foam lacks the pceous 

"open-cell" structure needed to absorb sound waves. 

Styrofoam panels: You've probably seen these 

lightweight, inexpensive panels at home supply 

stores. They're about an inch thick, and often pink. Unfortunately 

they have no useful acoustic properties, other than the fact that 

they make strange noises if you hit them with a baseball bat. 

IN SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE 

I visit many audio newsgroups and web forums every day. And 

every day I see people who are dissatisfied with their mixes 

ask what gear they should buy next. The solution always 

remains elusive because they're not treating the fundamental 

problem, which is that they can't hear what their gee really 

sounds like anyway. The differences between 0.01% and 

0.001% distortion, 44.1kHz or 192kHz sample rates, or jitter 

that's 120dB below the music are fairly insignificant compared 

to mixing room frequency response variations that are often 

in excess of 30dB. 

I hope this brief overview of acoustic treatment inspires you 

to treat your room; you'll be astonished how much your mixes 

improve when you can actually hear what you're mixing. 

Ethan Winer has been keen on acoustic treatment since he built 

his first bass trap in 1977 He now heads up RealTraps in New 

Milford, CT — visit him at www.realtraos.com. Special thanks 

to studio design guru Wes Lachot for generously sharing his 

expertise and advice. 
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Collect the whole set. 

C•valve $99 

Tube Preamplifier 
Adds analog warmth and richness 
to hard disk recordings via S/PDIF. 

C•com opt' $99 

Optical Compressor 
Adds smooth photo cell compression 
to recordings. 

C•com16 

Compressor 
An easy-to-use full-featured 
Stereo Compressor/Limiter with 
16 presets and manual mode. 

$99 

C•control $99 

Control Room Matrix 
Provides the source and monitoring 
controls previously found only in 
large studio consoles. 

C•que 8 $99 

Headphone Amp 
Four channel headphone amplifier 
with eight outputs. Includes 
independent mix level and 
EQ shape control on each channel. 

Introducing the new C Class desktop processors from Samson. 

Are you into digital recording? Then say hello to your latest obsession. C Class signal processors 

are sophisticated recording tools in compact half-rack/table-top packages. Each unit is designed 

to operate independently, or as part of an integrated desktop stack. Sold separately, you can get 
the one you need right away and expand your stack later. And at just $ 99* each, we've made 

expansion virtually impossible to resist. 

For more info on C Class processors lay off the chips and check out samsontech.com. 

'Estimated street price ©2003 Samson 
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STUDIO FURNITURE & ACOUSTIC TREATMENT 

You've seen the photos and read the 

expert tips and techniques in this month's 

Vibe Studio feature section, now it's time 

to get your hands on the materials to 

make vibe happen in your own space. On 

the following pages are listings from 

some of the world's top manufacturers of 

studio furniture and acoustic treatment, 

each followed by a web address. May your 

studio never be a vibe-free zone again! 

[Readers, once your studio has been 

sufficiently vibed, send "before" and "after" 

photos to gregrule@musicplayercom. You 

might be featured in a future issue of EQ.I 

STUDIO FURNITURE 

ENCLOSURES 

Argosy Console 

Argosy offers premier studio furnishings 

direct to the recording, television, and film 

industries. 90 Series console enclosures 

are model-specific furniture solutions that 

transform desktop mixers into full-featured 

consoles with onboard rack and monitor 

space. Key features: powder-coated bridge 

lids and end panels (black or platinum), top 

and back access to utility areas, full-length 

padded armrest, steel legs, starting at 

under $2,000 delivered. 70 Series console 

enclosures offer the look and feel of the 

larger 90 Series in a smaller, non-expandable 

console. Features: powder-coated bridge 

lids and end panels ( black), top access to 

utility areas, full-length padded armrest, 

steel legs, starting under $1,000 delivered. 

Dual 15 workstations (not pictured) allow 

users to integrate smaller control surfaces, 

computer equipment, and even 88-note key-

board controllers in an impressive control 

center in the heart of their studio. Features: 

sleek angled design, powder-coated end 

panels (black), optional hardwood mahogany 

or platinum finish, steel legs, starting under 

$1,500 delivered. Spire stand-alone racks 

bring order and character to your essential 

outboard gear. Features: 1' thick top and 

side panels, available in solid hardwood, 

laminates, or custom, starting at under 

$800 delivered. 

Argosy, www.argosvconsole.com  

Herman Miller 

The Herman Miller Aeron chair is one of the 

most famous and popular pieces of studio 

furniture in the world. You see them in studio 

after studio, from continent to continent. 

But more than a work of art, the chairs 

are comfortable, well-built, and medically 

correct. There are three sizes of Aeron chairs 

to choose from, but all have a high and wide 

contoured back that takes weight off the 

lower spine.The wide, soft armrests are 

sloped in the front, and the waterfall front 

edge reduces pressure under the thighs so 

circulation isn't restricted. Herman Miller 

describes Aeron as a " high-performance, 

long term work-chair solution." The 

compiled by Greg Rule 

chair's comfortable, form-fitting, and 

strong suspension system distributes 

weight evenly over the seat and back, 

and conforms to each person's shape 

and minimizes pressure. Aeron's woven 

material enables air to pass through the 

seat and back so the sitter stays cool 

and comfortable. The Kinemat tilt lets 

you move naturally and effortlessly, from 

forward-leaning through reclining; the 

backrest and seat move in proper relation 

for correct support in all positions. And 

there's more where that came from, as 

you'll see when perusing the Herman 

Miller website. 

Herman Miller www.hermanmillercom 

Middle Atlantic Products 

Middle Atlantic Products is a leading 

manufacturer of state-of-the-art steel 

enclosure systems and studio furniture. 

Their Edit Center series (examples pictured) 

provides an elegant, ergonomic workspace 

for the digital content professional. Edit 

Center racks can be specified with door 

kits, which include noise control and 

cooling systems mandated by today's 

increasingly powerful computers and noisy 

hard drive arrays. Gasketed doors ( plexi 

front and solid rear) along with intemal 

absorptive material reduce noise escaping 

from the enclosure by up to 22db. The rear 

door features a factory-installed ultra 

low-noise cooling fan, plus a removable 
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filter kit for air intake, while a brush 

grommet at the door bottom allows cable 

exit while maintaining a seal for noise 

and air flow. Desk systems are available in 

two sizes: 84 and 60' wide, and include 

overbridges capable of accommodating 

multiple 2V computer monitors as well as 

large program monitors. Two pivoting 

speaker platforms allow you to place your 

audio monitors at the optimum listening 

angle. To request a catalog of Middle 

Atlantic Products full line of equipment 

and accessories, visit the website below. 

Middle Atlantic Products, www.middle 

atlantic.com 

Omnirax 

Omnirax studio furniture is designed for 

pro music and audio/video production 

applications, as well as for home studio, 

office, broadcast, or institutional needs. 

The unique and innovative blend of 

style, function, and solid construction 

has established Omnirax as a nationally 

recognized leader in studio furniture. In 

addition to a broad range of production-line 

products, Omnirax also offers affordable 

"semi-custom" solutions as well as custom 

design capability. The ergonomic designs 

provide ample legroom, clear sight lines, 

and comfortable working heights. Other 

features include easy-to-reach rack place-

ment, adjustable sliding shelves, properly 

positioned cable grommets, and heavy-duty 

casters. Omnirax products are available in 

a variety of materials and colors. All 

exposed edges are protected with PVC 

T-molding. Full-hole rackrails plus threaded 

equipment mounting screws with nylon 

washers are included. All models are easy 

to assemble, and include all necessary 

hardware and assembly instructions. 

Omnirax equipment comes with a 100% 

guarantee of satisfaction. 

Omnirax, www.omnirax.com  

Raxxess 

The Raxxess " Config-u-raxx" system is a 

line of components designed to meet the 

unique requirements of every studio 

workstation environment. It offers an 

array of desktop surfaces, side wings and 

shelves, as well as add-ons such as doors, 

racks and keyboard trays. Each component 

can be easily interfaced with any other 

component in the system, allowing for an 

almost endless variety of configurations. 

Features include: melamine surfaces 

available in ebony fleck and maple, silver 

t-mold trim on all edges, height 

adjustable center legs, upgraded 3-D 

adjustable keyboard shelf, and silver 

"hammertone" finish on all steel parts. 

Raxxess www.raxxess.com  

Vocal Booth 

Vocal Booth provides modular sound iso-

lation enclosures for recording, practicing, 

audiology, and more, with sizes ranging 

from 4' x 4' to 16' x 16', as well as custom 

sizing. The exclusive " no tools" design 

allows for easy assembly and disassembly, 

making moving a snap. They offer four 

different models to suit a wide range of 

space requirements or budgets. Options 

include: windows, ventilation, lighting, 

fabric colors, caster wheels, acoustic foam 

treatments, and inner wall partitions. 

Vocalbooth www.vocalbooth.com  

WhisperRoom 

The SE 2000 series portable/modular 

sound isolation enclosures are designed 

for applications large and small. Nineteen 

sizes and two levels of isolation Isingle-wall 

and double-wall systems) are available. 

Flexible design characteristics allow each 

WhisperRoom to be tailored to specific 

needs. Along with choosing the enclosure 

size and level of isolation, the customer 

can select from four optional wall window 

sizes and doors hinged either left or right. 

Optional caster plate platforms are available 

`or those who require mooility within their 

facilities or need additional downward 

sound control. SoundWave Deflection 

Systems (SIDS) are available to convert 

interior WhisperRoom walls from parallel 

to non-parallel. WhisperRooms are also 

upgradable; the level of isolation and size 

of each enclosure can be upgraded at any 

time. WhisperRoom products come with a 

5-year warranty. 

Whisper Room, www.whisoerroom.com 

ACOUSTIC TREATMENT 

Acoustic Sciences Corporation 

(ASC) 

ASC manufactures professional acoustic 

control products, including the patented 

TubeTrap — the core of their line. TubeTraps 

are modular, free-standing low-frequency, 

broadband sound absorbers that are typically 

placed in the corners of a sound room. 

TubeTraps help control bass resonance 

and improve musical articulation and 
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clarity. Various sizes are available, with 

prices ranging from $288 — $778 per Tube. 

The Quick Sound Field-QSF (pictured) is 

comprised of eight StudioTraps, which are 

adjustable, stand-mounted acoustic 

gobos, with flexible absorptive and diffusive 

properties. They're designed to give the 

recording engineer the ability to modify 

and create a virtual sonic subspace 

around the microphone or talent. The 

sonic characteristics can be dynamically 

shaped and sculpted by changing the 

positioning and rotation of the 

StudioTraps. Price: $2,898. 

Acoustic Sciences Corporation, 

www.asc-studio-acoustics.com 

Acoustical Solutions 

Acoustical Solutions' AlphaResilient 

Isolation Clips and AudioSeal Sound Barrier 

can be used for achieving high STC ratings 

with new or existing wall, ceiling, or floor 

construction. Used together, the products 

can achieve a Sound Transmission Class 

rating of 60. Clips are typically required on 

only one side of an assembly. The 

AudioSeal Sound Barrier weights 1 lo. per. 

square foot and is 1/8' thick. 

Acoustical Solutions, www.acoustical  

solutions.com  

Acoustics First 

The AcousuKit Model 1014 is the latest 

in the AoustiKit series. It's designed to 

provide all of the basic elements to treat 

a room of up to 10' x 14'. The package 

Benn'ela 
wire. 

1014 
ACOUSTIKIt 

Won F 

includes the original Cutting Wedge 

acoustical foam in convenient 12' tiles as 

well as 2' square panels. The extra surface 

area, created by the Cutting Wedge pattern, 

makes it a highly efficient sound 

absorber. Complimenting the waR panels 

are the Bermuda Triangle Traps. These 

extend the absorption range, providing 

bass control in the room corners. 

Completing the acoustical environment 

are the original Art Diffusors. These 

sound-scattering devices make the room 

Grace Design proudly presents 

the en906 high fidelity 5.1 surround 

monitoring system- a powerful new 

tool designed to significantly improve 

the sonic performance and efficiency 

of any audio production environment, 

especially those centered around high-

definition digital audio workstations. 

For engineers working in 5.1 sur-

round, the m906 is the only audiophile 

solution for managing and monitoring 

surround audio sources. With a host of 

5.1 and stereo digital and analog in-

puts, the rn906 will effortlessly control 

numerous playback sources and large 

studio monitoring systems. 

Designed and built with the same 

Inspiration and passion as our award 

winning microphone preamplifiers, 

the m906 is here to deliver a new level 

of flexibility and sonic purity for the 

modern recording facility. 

ftLJ 

Two 5.1 and up to three stereo monitor outputs 

24bit/192kHz 5.1 and stereo digital inputs via AES3, S/PDIF, ADAT and TOSLINK 

s-Lock" PLL word clock regeneration for ultra-low jitter and rock solid digital stability 

High-current reference headphone amplifier (model 901 style) built in with dual outputs 

Balanced talkback microphone input with front panel control and remote switch jack 

Complete system level calibration (inputs, outputs, inter-channel balance, dim) 

Precision level controls with a 100dB range in 0.5 dB steps 

Fixed level 5.1 DAC output for direct digital transfers 

these remarkable new audio tools brought to you by your friends at 

cl_ 
for_ plete product information, visi 

also available as a stereo 

only version, the m904 

vvvvvv.gracedesigncorn, or call :apa 
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Look Into Your Future ® 
vvwvvorecordingcareencom 

Center for the Recording Arts  

Home 

900-hour 
Recording Engineer 

Program 

900-hour 
Recording Engineer 

Curriculum 

Start Dates 

Dorm Housing 

Get a School Catalog 

Newsletter 

Subscribe to 
our Newsletter 

Location 

Federal Student 
Financial Aid 

Scholarships 

Job Placement 

Job Leads 

Internships 

Awards 
Graduatée.  

Contact US 

recordingcareencom 

818-763-7400 

One of the Best-Equipped 
Recording Engineer Schools on the Planet 

A great career starts with 
a great education. If you're interested in a 

professional career as a Recording Engineer, we invite you to learn more 
about our hands-on training facilities, our extensive equipment, our 

curriculum and our outstanding staff and faculty by visiting our new website 

at www.recordingcareer.com. 

818-763-7400 
5278 Lankershim Boulevard, North Hotlywood, CA 91601 
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seem larger by breaking up reflections. The 

Model 1014 can be expanded as the facility 

and the budget grow. Included with the 

package are installation instructions and 

room layouts, illustrating placement of 

materials for different listening positions. 

The foam comes in standard " studio gray." 

The diffusors are white and may be painted 

to match the room décor. The price is $398. 

Acoustics First www.acousticsfirst.com 

Auralex Acoustics 

Founded in 1977, Auralex has built a 

world-renowned product line that includes 

such products as industry-standard 

Studiofoam, Class A SonoFiber and Pro 

Panels acoustical absorbers, LENRD bass 

Our Practical GuidE 
To Acoustical GaskEting 

TElls You What You Nd To Know 
For years you have counted on ZERO for extraordinary sound control from 

our SOUNDTRAP door sealing systems. Now, in response to demand, we are 
offering the definitive technical guide to understanding the science of sound 
and how it applies to door openings. 
SOUND SOLUTIONS FROM ZERO: HIGH-PERFORMANCE ACOUSTICAL 
GASKETING SYSTEMS will help you analyze noise problems, and select the 
SOUNDTRAP system you need to solve it. 

Our 20-page brochure discusses the basic principles of acoustics as the 
foundation for defining and quantifying noise problems. Our explanation of 
how sound transmission through doors is measured and compared will give 
you a good working knowledge of STC - sound transmission class - ratings. 
As it explains the vital role of gasketing in those assemblies, the brochure 
also walks you through the necessary steps for practical applications. 

We encourage you to use an acoustical consultant to ensure optimal results 
when designing.new openings. At the same time, we highlight the many 
opportunities for upgrading the performance of existing doors using ZERO 
acoustical gasketing. SOUND SOLUTIONS features SOUNDTRAP systems 
for single doors and pairs that cover the spectrum of typical sound-control 
needs. Let us help you close the door on noise. Write or call now for your 
copy. Or visit our website at www.zerointernational.com 

ZERO 
INTERNATIONAL 

ZERO INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
415 Concord Avenue, Bronx, NY 10455-1004 
Voice: 1-800-635-5335 718-585-3230 
Fax: 1-800-851-0000 718-292-2243 
E-Mail: Zero@zerointemationaLcom 
World Web: www.zerointemationaLcom 

02003 ZERO '" Trademark of Zero International 

THEM • SARIS • MISS • ISIT/SIIIII SEALS • MIR MONS • AAA MASS • IMMIEVIT SEALS • ISMISIVIS • UPS 

traps, Max-Wall Mobile Environments and 

T'Fusor diffusors, and the award-winning 

ISO Series, which includes MoPÁD monitor 

isolators, the Gramma amp riser, the 

HoverDeck portable drum isolation riser, 

and AuraleXpanders microphone isolation 

baffles. Auralex also offers a complete line 

of sound barriers and construction materi-

als, including SheetBlok, U-Boats, and the 

RC-8 resilient channel. To ensure your 

room sounds its best, Auralex offers a 

comprehensive set of product application 

support services delivered by certified 

acousticians and acoustical engineers. 

These services include personalized room 

analysis, space isolation design, and pre- and 

post-installation testing. For more on their 

broad range of products and services, visit 

the Auralex website listed below. 

Auralex www.auralex.com  

Illbruck 

Illbruck's Fabritec Wall Panels provide 

excellent acoustical control in a variety of 

studio settings, including: video studios, 
recording studios, composition rooms, 

isolation rooms, as well as high-traffic and 

open areas. Made from Class 1 fire-rated 

Willtec, Fabritec panels provide sound 

absorption comparable to bagged fibrous 

products, but use less material, which 

reduces thickness and weight. The rugged 
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EUREKA 

EUREKA FEATURE 

- Transformer- coupled preamp 

- Variable microphone input impedance 

- FET. Class A input amplifiers 

- Microphone. instrument and line inputs 

- Full fatured compressor 

- Hi pass filter in compression side chai 

8 

EC, CMP 
-10GAN1 

- Soft/hard knee operation ñ 

- Three band parametric equ 

- j Compresso re/post EQ 

- VU meter f am n reduction or output 

- XLR. IS an . RS I/O 

- Balanced send & return for outboard gear 

- Optional 24B t/192k digital output card 

The PreSonus Eureka is a full- featured, professional recording channel that incorporates years of research 
n preamplifier, dynamics and equalization technology. With features like a transformer coupled microphone 
preamp, selectable iiput impedance, fully variable compressor and three- band parametric EQ this channel 
strip is ready for real- world recording demands. 

PreSonus  
AUDIO ELECTRONICS 

song .com 

For more information on EUREKA, 

call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer 

today at ( 800) 222-4700 or visit 

www.sweetwater.com 
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mount easily with one screw or hook — 

just like a picture — and can be mounted 

vertically or horizontally. MiniTraps are 

made with rigid fiberglass and metal instead 

of foam, and are non-flammable. MiniTraps 

cost $ 179.99 each and are sold direct by the 

manufacturer. MicroTraps are thinner and 

cost $119.99 each. Both are described in 

detail on the RealTraps website. The site 

also contains tutorials on room acoustics 

and treatment, with practical explanations. 

RealTraps www.realtraos.com  

Steven Klein Sound Control Room 

From project rooms to world-class facilities, 

Sound Control Room is a leading full-service 

solution. Whether you seek off-the-shelf 

Neumann 's TLM 103 was the 
first microphone to deliver classic 
Neumann quality to studios of 
any size. Now, the new TLM 127 
brings even greater flexibility by 
providing multiple polar patterns° 
as well as a svvitchable pad and 
high-pass filter. 
Like the TLM 103, the TLM 127 

offers exceptionally low noise 
and very high resolution 
making it possible to capture 

audio with clarity and precision 
that others only dream of' 

providing. You already know the 
mic is the most important link in 
your audio chain. Choose wisely. 
Choose the Neumann TLM 127. 

° Cardioid and omni switchable on mic. 
The full range of five patterns is available 
via optional remote control/power supply 
using standard X Lk cables. 

The Choice or Those Who Can Hear The Difference. 

NeumannIUSA 
Tel 860434.5220 j FAX 860 434 3148 
Canada Tel. 514-426-3013. Fax: 514-426-3993* Mexico: Tel 15251639-0956 Fax 1525l639-9482 

products at low prices or expert consulta-

tion, design, and construction, the experts 

at Sound Control pride themselves on 

"helping you get it right the first time." 

Visit their website to view products, books, 

photos, plans, construction guidefines, 

advice, links, and for discount prices. 

Sound Control Room www.sound  

controlroom.com  

StudioPanel 

StudioPanel kits are economical, easy-to-

install engineered acoustic treatment 

solutions for studios. Based on buibing 

blocks of Absorber/Diffuser pairs, 

Bazorber, SpringTrap, and CloudPanel, the 

kits provide control of room acoustics over 

the full range of frequencies, along with 

diffusion for a smoother soundfield. Each kit 

is calcu'ated to provide optimum acoustics 

for a given room size. The absorber panels 

are constructed of high-quality mineral wool 

and fiberglass composites. The diffusers 

and Barbers are made of low resorance 

Styrene. The SpringTrap is a unique enclosure 

for superior bass control. All components are 

covered with Guilford FR701 fabric in six 

standard colors to complement most any 

project and home studio environment All 

StudioPanel components have fire retardant 

class A or 1 ratings. A StarterPack inoudes 

all the instructions and resources to properly 

install the StudioPanel system. The 

StarterPack also includes a CD with special 

test tones and acoustic software to enhance 

your studio's performance. 

StudioPanel www.studio-oanel.com  
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hard not to 

feel overwhelmed by the vast array of 

gold and platinum albums hanging in the 

halls of the Underdogs Hollywood recording 

studio. Everywhere you look are familiar 

album covers by the top pop and R&B 

artists of the last decade — Mariah Carey, 

Britney Spears, Pink, Michael Jackson, 

Toni Braxton, and Whitney Houston just to 

name a few. The duo of Harvey Mason Jr. 

(son of jazz drummer/Fourplay member 

Harvey Mason Sr.) and Damon Thomas may 

call themseives the Underdogs, but it their 

success keeps growing at its current rate, 

they're going to need to change that name 

to the Top Dogs. 

As impressive as this display of the 

Underdogs' accomplishments is, the real 

rewards of the duo's success lie inside 

the walls of the various studios located in 

their facility. Each room is decked out 

with state-of-the-art equipment — digitad 

mixing consoles, racks of outboard 

Damon Thomas (left) and Harvey Mason, Jr. 

processors, and computers loaded witn Pro 

Tools and Logic. Thomas grins as ne opens 

the door to the main studio, revealing not 

only a brand new 96-channel SSL C200 

digital console, but also the familiar face 

of studio guitarist extraordinaire Michael 

Thompson, who is poised over a virtJal 

cityscape of effects pedals — blinking 

lights and all — like Godzilla preparing to 

destroy Tokyo. 

Mason and Thomas already enjoyed a 

successful history as musicians, song-

writers, and producers before the two 

started working together in 2001. 

Thomas first made his mark producing 

tracks on Brandy's debut, moving on to 

work with hip-hop and R&B artists such 

as Tupac and Babyface. Mason had a 

lucrative career as a studio musician, 

mixer, and producer, eventually larding a 

gig as a songwriter and engineer for 

Rodney Jerkins (profiled in our November 

2003 issue). 

*link 
From the moment they started work-

ing together, the Underdogs made a 

huge impact on pop and R&B music. 

Their first collaborative effort was writing 

and producing " I Like Them Girls," the 

first single from Tyrese's debut album, which 

propelled the album to # 10 on the Billboard 

charts. A steady stream of successful 

projects followed, including work on K-Ci & 

Jo Jo's Emotional, Brian McKnight's U 

Turn, Stacie Orrico's Stacie Orrico, and 

Justin Timberlake's Justified. They also 

produced songs for American Idol favorites 

Kelly Clarkson and Ruben Studdard. 

In August, 2003, the Underdogs 

signed a deal with Clive Davis and J 

Records to form their own label and 

develop artists on their own. Although 

the deal allows Mason and Thomas to 

produce other artists for different labels 

(such as the projects they're currently 

working on with Craig David, Babyface, 

and Studdard), they're already beginning 
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Meet HoIlywood's 
Hottest New 

Production  Duo  
to focus most of their attention to their 

label and newly signed artists. . 

"We're just getting started with the 

label," says Mason. "We want to put out 

music that is going to make a difference. 

We're not trying to become famous. We 

want our music to be the star." 

After listening to Michael Thompson 

lay down some sweet rhythm guitar 

tracks, Mason and Thomas sat down with 

EC, to talk about their all-encompassing 

approach to songwriting and production. 

TEAMWORK 

What influenced the two of you to 

form a production team? 

Damon Thomas: I met Harvey when I 

was meeting with Rodney Jerkins to discuss 

a possible collaboration. At the time we 

both had made decisions to do our own 

separate thing outside of the situations we 

were working in. Soon after that meeting 

Harvey moved to L.A., and he called me up 

one day to let me know that he was living 

here. I was really surprised and impressed 

that he called, so I suggested that we get 

together to write some songs. 

Harvey Mason Jr.: I wasn't so keen on 

forming a partnership, though. Damon 

said that he just wanted to write a couple 

songs and that he wasn't interested in a 

partnership either. The first song we 

wrote, " I Like Them Girls," got placed 

instantly with Tyrese and was his first 

single. After that we just kept working 

on things together. 

How did you go from writing songs 

together to producing? 

Mason: We both come from production 

backgrounds, so it just worked out that 

we ended up producing songs that we 

had written. 

What is the key to forming a success-

ful songvvriting partnership? 

Mason: First, you have to have mutual 

respect for each other. You can write 

songs together all day long but you won't 

get anywhere if you don't trust the opinion 

of the person you're working with. You 

have to respect their ideas. When Damon 

and I work together we'll tell each other if 

we like something or we'll suggest 

something that we think will work. Each 

person influences the other person. The 

important thing is that we're equal, which 

makes the partnership really work. 

Thomas: There has to be some magic, 

too. There are a lot of songwriters and 

producers out there, so you have to know 

how to find something special. When we 

started working together we immediately 

knew it was hot. We've never had an 

argument or disagreement about a song. 

Both of us are very much in touch with 

what's going on. I'll be listening to Lil Jon 

in my car and he'll be listening to Coldplay. 

We share our views on what we're listen-

ing to and try to keep up with what's going 

on. If you want to be a producer, you've 

got to be in touch with what the kids are 

listening to. You've got to watch TRL and 

things like that. It doesn't matter if you 

don't agree with their programming and 

how they do it — that's what kids are 

buying. You have to be a businessman 

and not so much of a musician. Try to be 

creative and do what you love, but still 

be smart enough to know what the world 

wants to hear. You can't force people to 

listen to something they don't like. 

THE PRODUCTION TIP 

What type of preparation do you do 

before you work with an artist? 

By Chris Gill 

Mason: Generally we don't have a ton 

of time to do research. We're spontaneous 

and creative. We'll get with the artist and 

listen to where they're coming from 

musically and what's in their head. We 

try to figure out where they want to go 

and go for it. If we spent a lot of time 

analyzing an artist's previous work I don't 

think it would have the same excitement. 

Thomas: Craig David is a good example. 

We couldn't do what he did two albums ago. 

Music is changing so much every six months 

that you have you to be looking ahead or 

you'll just get lost. If you put out Born To Do 

It today it wouldn't sell, That's not what kids 

are into. You have to focus a little bit on 

where he came from so you don't lose his 

personality, but you also have to incorporate 

what's going on now. 

What is the difference between 

producing an inexperienced newcomer 

like Ruben Studdard and a more 

established artist like Toni Braxton? 

Thomas: We uy to set the new 

artists apart from everybody else. With 

an established artist like Toni Braxton you've 

got to remember who she is and be careful 

to make sure she sounds the way people are 

used to hearing her. Ruben is brand new, so 

you can develop an exciting new sound 

that will make people remember him. 

MAD SKILLS 

You are both good musicians. What 

advantage does that give you as pro-

ducers? 

Thomas: That's important, but you also 

have to be able to write lyrics and come up 

with a concept. We challenge each other, 

whether it's playing, drum programming, 

or whatever. If it ain't hot, we have no 

problem telling each other that. > 
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A DOG'S LIFE Underdogs' Engineer Oave Russell 

Is it also important to know how to 

engineer a recording? 

Thomas: We've been involved with 

that since the beginning, and you should 

never get to the point where you're not 

involved with the engineering. A great kick 

and snare sound could be the one thing 

that makes the whole song come together, 

especially on a hip-hop record. You can't 

always depend on an engineer to come up 

with the sounds you want to hear. You 

have to come up with it and at least know 

where to start. 

Mason: We've worked with our engineer 

Dave Russell ( see sidebar] for almost a 

year, so he knows what we like. The 

sound is a big part of a track. When we're 

writing a song, we'll tweak the EQ while 

we're writing to make sure it sounds the 

way we hear it in our heads. That's an 

important part of our writing process. 

When it gets to the next level, which is 

the preparation of the mix, that's where 

our engineer is most valuable. A lot of 

songwriters aren't engineers, but almost 

from the beginning our songs are coming 

out of our speakers sounding close to 

how it will sound on the record. 

Thomas: We can't just hand something 

we've created to some random engineer 

because they don't know what we're 

thinking. They don't know why the first or 

second or third kick sounds the way it 

does. They'll just mess with things and 

make it sound the way they think it should, 

and that's not always right for the song. 

What's the key to getting good 

drum sounds? 

Thomas: You have to develop an ear 

for drum sounds so you can choose the 

right ones. If you use the wrong kick and 

make it sound too big by EQing it to 

death, it's just going to be wrong. It might 

not go with the bass or the guitars. You 

have to know how the kick and snare are 

going to fit with all the other elements. 

Sometimes the kick and snare can sound 

hot on their own, but when you put 

everything else in there it doesn't sound 

so hot any more. It's important to get a 

good balance of everything. 

Mason: The key is to have a lot of dif-

ferent sounds at your disposal. You need 

to try things and experiment. You can't get 

married to one kit and base everything 

around that on every song you record. We 

use a different kick and snare for every 

song. We won't just jam the same kick 

into every record because we like it. 

Thomas: We never go back to the 

same kit. And we always play around 

with the sounds to make them sound 

like our own. 

"The first time I worked with Harvey and Damon I stayed up for six days straight," says Dave Russell, recalling his 

work with the Underdogs on Victoria Beckham's (a.k.a. Posh Spice) debut album. "When they built their studio, they 

asked me to come work with them in L.A. I guess they liked my work ethic." 

Russell left his London home for the sunny weather of Los Angeles about a year ago and hasn't looked back 

since. But he hasn't had much time to work on his tan, as Mason and Thomas have constantly kept him busy working 

in the studio as their engineer. The duo relies on Russell to see their projects through from tracking to the final mix to 

ensure that the finished product sounds exactly the way they envisioned it. It's a big responsibility, but Russell's track 

record with the Underdogs has proven that he has the golden land platinum) touch that the duo requires. 

Here are some of Russell's thoughts about his favorite studio tools and techniques. 

What do you like the most about the SSL C200 console? 

I grew up using the SSL G- series and Neve boards, but now I prefer working with the C200 because the 

computer is so fast, easy to use, and can recall an entire project in less than eight seconds. We worked on the 

SSL MT for a while, but the C200's computer is faster and the bandwidth is a lot better — it's 96kHz. We work on 

multiple projects every day, so it would be impossible for us to have an analog board. It's too time-consuming to do 

recalls for each project. 

I like to mix as I go along, and keep everything Ido on the board until we mix it down. With the C200, I have the 

luxury of a 96-channel desk with a knob for every control, and every knob movement can be automated. If Damon 

and Harvey want to try something out on the board, I can do it very quickly. It saves me a lot of time during mixdown, 

because I can save everything we do while I'm working. With the SSL you can use the old-school approach of 

working with two people with both hands on the board at the same time. There's a knob per function, whereas the 

Euphonix boards we have in the other rooms are menu driven, which means that a single knob handles multiple 

functions. When you grab a knob on the SSL and turn it, something happens. I love that. The C200 also has a 9-pin 

jack for locking up with Pro Tools and Logic. 

What is your approach for recording vocals? 

Almost 70 percent of what Ido is cut vocals. I try to stick to a sonically clean sound and start with a very good 

vocal chain. I use Sony C-800 convertible mics. Summit compressors, and Avalon mic preamps. I'm also a big fan of 

the Neve and Manley gear. I use a lot of that old, hi-fi tube stuff as well. In the mix I'll add in more tube stuff and 

maybe some reverb, like the TC Electronic M3000, which is fantastic. Then I'll try to polish it as much as I can. 

Do you use any plug-ins in addition to the outboard processors? 

I try not to go into a recording with tunnel vision. I'll A/B a lot of different compressors. Sometimes I'll use a Pro 

Tools plug-in and compare it with an outboard tube processor. I'm always comparing things as I go along. Whatever 

sounds a little bit better will stay in the mix. I like the Bomb Factory plug- ins a lot, and (Audio Ease] Altiverb is 

great. I just got the API plug-in. which I'm into because I love the API EQs. I can't wait to try it out. It really depends 

on what we're going for. Sometimes we want a dirty sound, so I won't rule out using anything. Everything has a 

useful sound. You just have to figure out where to use it. 

We're tech heads so we're always getting the latest stuff. We're always searching the Internet for new things. 

We pay a lot of money for some of these toys because they're different and they bring something to the table. My 

outboard rack has a lot of stuff in it, but I use all of it. This is a great job because I always get to try different things. 

What are your suggestions for getting big, punchy drum sounds that don't crowd a mix? 

I'll use a lot of compression on drums to tighten them up. A lot of the drum sounds we've been using lately have 

been fairly trashy, so the sounds aren't always that big. We have a great room for recording live drums, which helps. 

You can't get a great live drum sound if you don't have a good-sounding room. Plus, we always have the best session 

players coming through here, like Teddy Campbell. When you have great players on a session, half of the work is 

already done for you. To make the drums sound dirty, we'll loop them and process them with all kinds of things like 

plug- ins. I don't always have time to experiment, so a lot of times I just have to follow my instincts. 

Mason: We like to experiment with 

new things and weird stuff. With all the 

technology available today you can really 

get crazy. We use Logic to write our songs 

and do sequencing, and we use Pro Tools 

for audio recording and processing functions 

like EQ, sampling, resampling, and plug-ins. 

You can change a sound drastically with 

both of those. 

Thomas: We'll take an element out of 

Logic, throw it into Pro Tools and cut it up, 

mess it up, and send it back into Logic. 

Mason: We like to experiment with 

plug- ins. We'll use plug-ins in ways that you 

aren't supposed to use them — like putting 

a de-esser on a snare — just to see what it 

sounds like. It doesn't always sound right, 

but sometimes it works. We might do so 

many things to a sound so nobody will be 

able to copy it. That's the beautiful thing 

about making music these days. There are 

so many ways to come up with your own 

sounds. [CMT] Bitcrusher is one of our 

favorite plug-ins, but we'll try everything. 

OLD DOGS, NEW TRICKS 

Why did you choose the SSL C200 

for your main room console? 

Mason: We chose everything in the 

studio for ease of use and sound quality. We 
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work really quickly, and we always have a 

lot of different projects going on at once. 

We have matching Logic and Pro Tools rigs 

in every room. As soon as I go to work on 

one of Damon's songs, he's already starting 

to work on another one. I might be working 

on a song and he'll be recording an artist 

in another room. We need to be able to 

transfer things back and forth easily. 

Thomas: The SSL C200 has the best 

recall of any console. We used to have an 

SSL J-series, and it would take hours to 

recall a mix. You have to really get into the 

console to understand it, but once you do it 

really works. With everything being digital 

today, it doesn't really make sense to have 

an analog console. It's not necessary. 

There's not a record on the radio today 

that hasn't seen Pro Tools at some point. 

The kids buying the records can't tell if 

something was recorded to tape. They 

hear a hit, and that's the bottom line. 

When they hear Outkast singing " shake it 

like a Polaroid picture" they don't care that 

it was analog or not. I've had Pro Tools 

since 1996 back when everybody was still 

using tape. Harvey has had it since 1990 

when it was Sound Designer. We're doing 

everything on computers. Now even using 

a keyboard and a drum machine is a thing 

of the past. 

Vocals are the one thing that still 

exists in the analog domain. What is 

your approach for recording vocals? 

Mason: Well start with certain mics 

to get a feel for the sound and then we'll 

make adjustments. Our usual chain is a 

Sony C-800 microphone, an Avalon mic 

preamp, and a Summit compressor. We 

start with that and see how it fits in the 

track. We keep the vocals dry when we're 

tracking, although we may make some EQ 

adjustments. It varies depending on the 

vocalist. Some vocalists have a rumble in 

their voice so you have to take that out. 

How do you get vocalists to deliver 

their best performances in the studio? 

Thomas: Everybody is different. 

Mason: That's the hardest thing, but 

it's also the most important. If the writing 

is good and the track sounds great but the 

singer doesn't pull it off, then it's all a 

waste. Sometimes you have to say nice 

things to a singer to encourage them, but 

some people perform better when you get 

them upset. It's the producer's job to figure 

out their personality and determine what's 

going to work. 

Thomas: Sometimes it's really simple, 

like making sure you've got the right 

snacks there when they get in. 

Mason: It's always about getting the per-

formance. There's a lot of psychology 

involved. A lot of producers will just go for it. 

We prefer to really work with singers, and we 

don't just jump into the studio with them. 

Some singers like to punch in everything, but 

others just like to sing. Some people will sit 

there and shoot the shit with you for two 

hours before they even begin singing. You've 

got to sit there with them and watch some 

TV, hang with them, and talk to them, even 

though you might want to go right to work. 

But once they're ready, they'll go in and 

knock it out. You've also got to be able to 

know when something sounds right for a 

song, even though it may not be technically 

perfect. Sometimes the singer may want to 

do something over, but if it feels good and 

sounds right you should leave it alone. 

Do you have to educate newer 

artists how to work? 

Mason: It depends. We had this 12-

year-old girl come in the studio, and it 

seemed like she had been in the studio 

her whole life. Usually with new people 

you have to spend a little more attention 
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to them and teach them how to work 

with a microphone in the studio or how 

to control their voice. 

You use a lot of synths in your 

productions. Are you using a lot of 

soft synths? 

Mason: We have a couple of Roland 

modules like the JV-5080, but we only use 

them for a few things. 

Thomas: Most of our hardware has 

one or two sounds that we can't live 

without. Everything else is soft synths. 

Mason: We have almost every virtual 

instrument, and we'll go through them all 

looking for sounds. We really like the 

Emagic EXS sampler, EVP-88, and 

Spectrasonics' Trilogy and Stylus. 

Thomas: Everything from the roota to 

the toota. 

Mason: All of our drum sounds are on 

EXS. Sometimes we'll bring drummers 

into the studio to play whole songs 

because we want that feel. But other 

times we'll put things in Pro Tools and 

chop it up and manipulate it. It doesn't 

matter whether it's a drummer, bass 

player, or guitar player. We fiddle around 

with everything to make it sound the 

way we want. 

JUST THE DOG IN ME 

It seems like the Underdogs sound 

is always changing. 

Thomas: We don't try to lock ourselves 

down to one sound. What we're doing 

today is going to sound different from 

what we're doing tomorrow, and it won't 

sound like what we've done before. We're 

always trying to grow. 

What are your goals as producers? 

Thomas: We're trying to make R&B 

music that kids can relate to. Kids want 

hip-hop today, so you can't totally dismiss it. 

We love hip-hop and we love R&B. But kids 

don't get much musical training these days, 

especially in school. We wonder where all 

the new musicians are going to come from. 

We get to work with great studio musicians 

like Nathan East and Michael Thompson, but 

there's no one coming up behind them to 

take their place. We're trying to educate a 

new generation and give them something 

to aspire to. Everything is influenced by 

hip-hop these days, whether it's R&B or 

rock. Hip-hop is here to stay, and you've got 

to understand that as well as know how to 

adapt that to the music you're making. 

Mason: We really want to develop 

artists and help them develop creatively 

throughout their careers. We want our 

label to be known as a label that puts out 

great music, great records, and great 

songs by great artists. It's not about trying 

to catch one hit with one artist and then 

move on to the next thing. We're trying to 

write music that will last and will still be 

remembered 10 or 20 years from now. 

Thomas: We look back at people like 

Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis. They came 

along when the Linn Drum was the 

sound of hip-hop. Real musicians hated 

that. But Jam and Lewis combined live 

music and drum machines and came up 

with Rhythm Nation, which still sounds 

incredible today. We're trying to do a 

similar thing by incorporating hio-hop 

with R&B and using computers to help 

us make exciting new music. A lot more 

kids are making tracks these days, and, 

thanks to computers, they sound pretty 

good. But they need to know how to write 

a song, which is more than just laying 

down a bunch of sounds and beats. They 

need to learn to play some instruments 

and how to sing. 

Mason: You might have a great idea, 

but you have to know how to turn that 

idea into a complete song. 
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The Art of Recording: 
The Rodney Dangerfields of Equalization 

Okay, you all know about that parametric thang — boost/cut, 

change frequency, select a wider or narrower bandwidth. But your 

EQ probably has a bunch of other response options, and a lot of 

people don't give 'em any respect. I mean, when was the last time 

you cuddled up to a highpass filter and let it know you cared? Or 

ran a comb filter through your frequencies? Not lately, I'd wager. 

Well, we'll fix that now by checking out some of the many uses of 

other filter responses. 

THE NOTCH FILTER 
If your EQ has a dedicated notch filter, 

then the notch is likely both steeper and 

narrower than what you can obtain by 

just setting a parametric to minimum 

bandwidth and maximum cut. 

Probably the best-known notch filter 

application is placing a deep notch at 60Hz 

(50Hz for Europeople) to cut hum. However, 

another common form of interference is a 

CRT monitor's horizontal oscillator signal, 

which generates 30 kilovolt pulses at 

15,734kHz (NTSC) or 15,625kHz ( PAL). If 

you record in the control room, that signal 

may be getting into everything from mics 

to guitar pickups ( if your ears don't go up 

that high, use a spectrum analyzer or 

equivalent plug-in to check your audio for 

spikes in that range). Dial in the frequency 

on a notch filter, and cut it. 

Also, some signal processors and 

instruments have significant high-frequency 

energy peaks that seem to relate to the 

clock frequency. Again, some quality time 

with a spectrum analyzer can reveal these 

sorts of problems. Notch them out for a 

cleaner sound. 

SHELVING FILTERS 
The low shelf is one of the preferred 

methods for adding " bottom" when 

boosted, and removing " mud" when cut. 

Similarly, the high shelf can add 

"sparkle" when boosting, and reduce 

"shrillness" when cut. The shelving filter's 

distinguishing charateristic is that after 

reaching the maximum amount of boost 

or cut, that amount remains constant. 

For example, if you use a high shelf to 

boost a signal by 3dB starting at 1kHz, 

and it reaches the full boost of 3dB 

around 2kHz, the boost will remain at 

3dB up to the filter's high frequency 

response limit. 

Using a combination of shelving and 

parametric can solve numerous problems. 

Suppose you have a drum loop with too 

much kick drum, but not enough low end 

in general. Use a low shelf to bring up the 

low end, then use a parametric to 

"punch" a dip just in the vicinity of the 

bass drum. Or what if there's CRT monitor 

leakage in a dull-sounding signal? If you 

increase the treble, you'll also bring up 

the monitor leakage. So combine a high 

frequency shelf with a notch, and apply 

the notch to the leakage frequency only. 
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MOTU's ParaEQ 2-band is adding both a high 
shelf and a notch stage. 

Shelving filters work with individual 

tracks, but because of their gentle and 

relatively benign effect, they can be 

applied to program material as well. 

THE HIGHPASS FILTER 
The difference between a highpass filter 

(which as the name suggests, passes 

high frequencies) and a shelf set to cut 

low frequencies is with the filter, the 

response continues to attenuate with 

frequency, at a rate specified in dB/octave. 

by Craig PInderton 

For example, with a 12dB/octave 

response, for each octave you go below 

the cutoff frequency, the response will 

be down roughly another 12dB compared 

to the previous octave. 

The highpass filter is a fine way to get 

rid of subsonics, low frequency mud, 

room rumble, and excessive plosive 

sounds from vocals. One pole of tolloff 

(6dB per octave) isn't really enough; if 

possible, dial in a sharper cutoff to solve 

these types of problems. 

Also note that with multibard EQs, 

you may be able to set each band to a 

response other than the traditional 

parametric. If you have to deal with 

subsonics, you can " gang" multiple 

highpass filters in series for a sharper 

overall cutoff. 

Six of the Sonitus:fx EQ's highpa5.s filters 
have been ganged in series to product a steep 
subsonics filter. Response is dowr 1dB at 
125Hz, 6dB at 60Hz, and around 40dB at 20Hz. 

Highpass filters are rarely useo to 

control a signal's tone; they exist mostly 

to solve problems. If you want to control 

the low end in a general way, shelving is 

usually the better option. 

THE LOWPASS FILTER 
The traditional use of lowpass filtering is to 

attenuate hiss. Few signals have significant 

amounts of energy above 10kHz, so if 

necessary you can usually remove the very 

highest frequencies without degrading a 

signal's integrity. > 
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Featuring the unique —annoy Dual ConcentricTM driver and 
WideBandTm technology, the fully time coherent three way 
active Ellipse establishes the new quality standard for 
reference monitoring. 



The Flit of Recor 
The Rodney Dangerfields 

But there are other uses. Removing high 

frequencies can help put a signal further 

back in the mix without resorting to a 

change in volume, and a lowpass filter can 

also take away some of the " brightness" 

of digital signals if they clash with primarily 

analog tracks. 

Lowpass filters are seldom, if ever, used 

with program material (well, unless you're 

restoring old radio broadcasts!) because 

even a slight amount of high-frequency 

reduction can create a " muffled" sound. 

This isn't as noticeable on individual tracks. 

THE COMB FILTER 
I love the scene in Amadeus where 

Mozart is told there are " too many notes" 

in one of his works. When he asks which 

ones to take out, he's basically told to, 

well, just take out some notes. 

Sometimes I feel that way about fre-

quencies, especially with sounds that are 

demanding more attention than they 

should. Conventional EQ may fix the 

problem, but an easy way to " dilute" a 

sound without altering its fundamental 

character is to apply comb filtering. 

The comb filter gets its name 

because its frequency response curve 

looks like a comb — instead of being a 

straight line, it has a huge number of 

dips and peaks. Just as you can thin out 

MIDI controller streams by removing 

pieces of data, you can thin out audio by 

inserting lots of narrow notches in portions 

of the frequency spectrum. 

This doesn't work with everything, 

though. It's best for overbearing pads, 

non-pitched sound sources, and instruments 

designed to sit in the back, like rhythm 

guitar. Otherwise, if the notches fall at, 

say, the resonant frequency of a tom, the 

sound may get too thin. Also be aware 

that comb filtering adds a subtle sense of 

pitch to the sound. However, you can 

adjust this to some degree, depending on 

your delay line's resolution. 
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Sonic Foundry's Simple Delay has been pressed 
into service as a comb filter. 

ding: 
of Equalization 

'lour Studio's Mechanical Filters 
Not all filters live in consoles or plug- ins. Mics often include highpass filters 

(also called rolloff switches) that help remove low frequencies prior to hitting 

the preamp/mixer.They can help reduce popping from plosives, although 

they don't really substitute for something like a pop filter. Singing off-aids 

from the mic can also reduce low frequencies. 

Then there's the proximity effect with non-omnidirectional mics, wh are 

singing closer boosts the bass — not unlike shelving EQ. This adds depth 

without any of the issues involved with adding EQ. 

Instruments themselves sometimes include filters, the primary examples 

being the tone controls on guitars and basses; changing pickups produces 

filtering effects as well. Guitar amp cabinets are complex lowpass filters, and 

whether they're open-back or closed-back affects the tonality as well. 

Just as you 
can thin out 
MIDI controller 
streams by 

removing pieces 
of data, you can 
thin out audio by 

inserting lots 
of narrow 
notches in 

portions of the 
frequency 
spectrum. 

It's unlikely that your host's EQ offers a 

comb response, so you'll probably have to 

construct one yourself. It's not difficult: 

1. Insert a simple delay plug-in — the 

simpler the better. Make sure that it 

can do short delays ( 1-20ms). A 

flanger or chorus may work if it's not a 

multi-voice type and you can turn off 

the modulation. 

2. Set the dry out and delay out to the 

same level ( if there's a blend or mix 

control, set it to 50%). 

3. Adjust the delay time in the 100ps to 

20ms range until you hear the desired 

amount of " thinness." Times under 

10ms have a profound effect on the 

sound; longer delays get into the 

echo range. 

4. If the sound is too pitched or "phasey," 

reduce the delay level slightly. This 

reduces the depth of the notches. 

THE VIRTUES OF AUTOMATION 
These days most EQ plug-ins, as well as 

EQs integrated into a host, are automatable. 

This greatly extends the usefulness of 

"alternative" EQ responses; for example, 

you can cause the lowpass to sweep 

down for just a fraction of a second to 

eliminate an annoying high-frequency 

transient or reduce an overly friendly hi-hat, 

then return immediately to full frequency 

response. Or, if there's a signal with 

some hiss, bring the lowpass frequency 

down in quiet sections, then sneak it 

back up again when no one will notice. 

Or in the example of setting up a comb 

filter effect, you could change the ratio of 

straight to delayed sound to adjust the 

sound's " thinness." 

As long as you're adjusting filter 

boost/cut, you probably won't hear any 

"stairstepping" due to quantization of 

the parameter into multiple steps. You 

may or may not hear any when changing 

the frequency. 

All of this comes down to one thing: 

Be creative with EQ. In the days of physical 

consoles, EQ tended to be set-and-forget 

devices because there just weren't 

enough arms to run them and also ride 

the faders. But today, we have no such 

limitations ... which means more options 

for the creative recordist. 
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SONY 

Unmistakably Original. 
ACID Pro software forever changed the way music is made. Its daring 

technology blew open new doors to composition and creation. Its 

innovative interface simplified music production, and provided powerful, 

profess,onal tools to musicians and producers worldwide. It started a 

musica revolution. Exciting. Compelling. Original. All words used to 

describe ACID Pro software. And the artists that use it. 

ACID Pro software is the original loop-based music creation tool for the 

PC. Nothing else lets you create and produce your own music for audio 

produdtion, multimedia projects, broadcast music beds, Websites and 

DV scoring as fast and effectively. Anywhere you need original music, 

ACID Pro software delivers. 

Available worldwide, or on the Web at: www.sony.com/mediasoftware 

ACID software makes all this possible through: 

• A streamlined, efficient workspace 

• Real-time pitch shifting and tempo matching 

• Unlimited tracks of audio and MIDI 

• Extensive audio effects 

• 5 1 surround mixing 

• BeatmapperTM remixing tools 

• MIDI piano roll and event list editing 

• A video scoring track 

• Hundreds of music loops, included with the application. 

ACID Pro software, the perfect melding of cutting-edge technology 

and musical genius, of science and art. A truly original tool, for 

creating truly original music. 

Our ever-expanding collection of sampte libraries are optimized for use in ACID software, but are also completely functional in any loop-based 

music editor, on any platform. Use them to broaden your musical universe. Learn and hear more at: mediasoftware.sonypictures.com/loop_libraries. 

Ape- 111C To maximize your ACID experience, visit ACIDplanet.com. 

Bil re !Iusician's Fund titer 
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02003 Sory Pictures Digital Inc. All rights reserved. Sound Forge is a trademark or registered trademark of Sony Pictures Digital Inc Si other trademarks are the properly of their respective owners. 
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PROPELLERHEAD Software Reason Adapted 
This stand-alone music station software gives you access to an entire rack of excellent studio 
gear right within Pro Tools - including samplers, analog synths, drum machines, effects, and 
more. Simply open the Re Wire plug-in in Pro Tools to take advantage of all the new sound-

generating possibilities. 

ABLETON Live Digidesign Edition 
Perfect for live performance or composition, Live Digidesign Edition enables you to 
incorporate samples from various sources and adjust their tempo in real-time. Just connect it 

to Pro Tools via Re Wire, drag-and-drop your loops into Live Digidesign Edition, and hear 

everything play back in perfect sync right inside Pro Tools. 

IK MULTIMEDIA AmpliTube LE 
Recreate popular guitar tones in Pro Tools with AmpliTube LE. With amp, cabinet, and 
effects controls, AmpliTube LE empowers you to easily craft your preferred guitar tone 
from physically modeled vintage and modern amps — all right within Pro Tools. 

Sop161-11( 
IK MULTIMEDIA SampleTank SE 
An incredibly easy-to-use sample playback module, SampleTank SE offers a 
world of sample playback possibilities. Simply open the SampleTank SE plug-in 
right within the Pro Tools mixer and you've got instant access to a host of 
professional samples and integrated effects. 

IK MULTIMEDIA T-RackS EQ 
Pulled from the superb T-RackS mastering plug-in suite, T-RackS EQ is perfect for adding that rich, 
warm tube sound to your Pro Tools tracks. T-RackS EQ offers six bands of analog-modeled 

parametric equalization, complete with high- and low-pass filters, all in an easy-to-use interface. 

All included with every Pro Tools system. 

PRO TOOLS 
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All for ONE, and ONE for All 
Introducing -the 1101V synergy: In addition to Pm Tools 

softwarg all Pro Tools systems ncw include Propellerhead 

Software Reason Adapted, Ableton. Live Digielesign 

Edition, and IK Multimedia ArripliTube LE, 

SampleTanIt SE, and T-RackS EQ. 

.faîtiewird, 

\te r 
The ro Tools ex rat Svveetwater have cl gned, installed, a e d 

thousands of Pro To .4kstenrs- . Sweetwater is perfectly suited tleprovide 

YOU witheverythiddeeei,--Pro Too& hardware and software to 
. -%-• 'er it ra,„,....,„ ; . AV ‘ 

Digidesign-MjproveeeDmputer hard are, hard drives, and beyond. 

CALL US TODAY! 

(800) 222-4700 
DPP ON/0 www.sweetwatencom 

music technology direct 

5335 Bass Road • Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

Tel: (260) 432-8176 • Fax (260) 432-1758 



by Craig Rnderton 

Type: Hard disk recording, MIDI 

sequencing, and looping software 

Platform: Windows 2000, XP 

Price: Sonar Producer Edition $719, 

Sonar Studio Edition $479 

Contact www.cakewalk.com  

Minimum system requirements: 

Windows 2000/XP, 800MHz 

processor, 128MB RAM, 100MB 

hard drive space 

Copy protection: Serial number 

during installation 

Version reviewed: 3.0 

Internal resolution: 32-bit floating-

point 

Sample rates supported: 11.025, 

22.05, 44.1, 48, 96kHz 

Driver support: MME, WDM/KS, 

ASID 

ReWire modes: Host only 

Audio plug-in support: OX, VST, 

DXi, VSTi 

File formats supported: imports 

WAV, " acidized" (RIFF) WAV, 

Broadcast WAV, SND, AIFF, ASF, 

AU, AVI, MPEG, MP2, MP3, OMFI, 

Windows Media, MIDI; exports 

WAV, "acidized" WAV, Broadcast 

WAV, AVI, MP3 ( limited time trial, 

$29 to unlock), OMFI, Windows 

Media 9, Real Audio G2, MIDI, 

Project5 patterns 

Sync: Internal (computer motherboard 

clock), audio (sound card clock), 

MIDI clock with song pointer, 

SMPTE/MIDI Time Code (if supported 

by interface hardware): sends MIDI 

clock/MTC 

Included DXi devices: Cyclone DXi, 

DreamStation 2.0 DXi, Edirol VSC 

DXi, VSampler 3.0 DXi, ReValver 

SE, LiveSynth Pro trial 

VSampler file support Akai 

S1000/3000 CD and S5000/6000 

.AKP, SoundFonts .SF2, HALion 

.FXB and .FXP, GigaSampler . GIG, 

Downloadable Sounds . DLS, LM4 

drum kits, WAV, AIFF 

Cakewalk Sonar 
Producer Edition 3.0 
Lovely look, potent plugs, 
efficient engine, better buses *link 

THE INSPECTOR, WHICH CAN BE HIDDEN, 

IS ONTHE LEFT TO ITS RIGHT ISTHE 

TRACK PANE, WHICH CAN DISPLAY A LOT 

OFTRACKS IN A COMPACT PRESENTA-

TION. FURTHER RIGHT ISTHE CLIPS PANE, 

WHICH SHOWSTHE ACTUAL AUDIO AND 

MIDI DATA. ATTHE RIGHT ISTHE NEW 

CONSOLE VIEW. NOTETHE INTEGRATED 

4-BAND EQUALIZATION. 

onar has gained signifi-

cant momentum since 

its introduction, placing 

Cakewalk's flagship product 

squarely in the pro arena. 

Part of its success is due to a 

continuing, aggressive 

upgrade policy, and Sonar 3 is 

indeed a major upgrade. 

The Sonar/Sonar XL differ-

entiation is history, with Sonar 

now available in two versions: 

Sonar Studio and Sonar 

Producer. Producer includes 

the Sonitus:fx suite of plug-ins, 

integrated EQ in the console 

view, SpeedSoft's VSampler3 

with two CDs of content, four 

assignable per-channel FX 

controls in the console view 

and Inspector, and the full 

tiutI OS1 MU 

_g Ç21: • 

1.L.J I 

version of Lexicon's Pantheon 

reverb (Studio has a lite version). 

Otherwise, they're the same. 

Installation is a snap: 

Insert CD, run installer, enter 

serial number, done. 

THE AUDIO ENGINE 

Many of Sonar's changes stem 

from a rewritten audio engine. 

This permits a revamped bus 

structure, and also " gapless" 

editing (well, not completely; 

but any interruptions due to 

editing, inserting plug-ins, 

creating buses, etc. are either 

minimal or non-existent). 

Buses are now objects that 

aren't defined at the beginning 

of a session, but can be added, 

deleted, or reassigned at any 

In • •-• ••••• •-• ••••• •-• 9.1 
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time. There is no distinction 

between bus types (aux, 

master, cue, and the like) 

except for the names you 

give them. Furthermore, buses 

do not need to terminate in a 

hardware output; they can be 

freely assigned to other 

buses, which can feed other 

buses, and so on. 

Sends are also objects 

(you can create, delete, and 

reassign). This is a dramatic 

clutter-reducer; you need see 

only the sends that you actually 

use in a project. 

While the new bus structure 

is flexible, the one big disap-

pointment is that Sonar 3 does 

not support surround — which 

is all the more unexpected 
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because the new bus structure 

seems like an ideal foundation 

for multi-channel audio. 

THE CONSOLE VIEW 

I disliked the original console 

view, and never used it. But 

I really like the new one, 

with separate panels for 

tracks, buses, and audio 

interface outs. It not only 

looks great — like the rest of 

the program, the motif is 

muted, " Euro-style" shades 

of grays and blues — but is 

highly configurable. You can 

show/hide meters, inputs, 

outputs, effects, mute/ 

solo/record/phase/stereo-

mono/track echo buttons, 

faders, and EQ frequency 

response thumbnails. EQ has 

a 3-position toggle: hidden, 

show one EQ stage, show 

four stages. Sends work 

similarly — hidden, two 

stages, four stages. If you 

have more than four sends, 

scroll within the space allotted 

for sends. Channels can be 

either narrow or wide, on a 

per-channel basis. 

Configurations are saved with 

projects, but can't be saved 

independently as presets. 

The integrated EQ is based 

on the Sonitus:fx 6-stage 

Equalizer plug-in (more on 

this suite later); while only 

four stages are visible in the 

mixer, you can "open up" 

the interface and work with 

all six stages if desired. 

Also significant: When you 

select a plug-in (audio 

processor or instrument), 

four assignable sliders 

appear that can control your 

choice of the effect's 

automatable parameters. 

This means you don't have 

to open a plug-in's GUI to 

adjust it, and you can do any 

MIDI control assignments 

(for external controllers) 

directly from the Console 

view, as well as arm the 

parameters for automation. 
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THE VSAMPLER3 VIRTUAL SAMPLER (BACKGROUND) AND LEXICON'S PAN-

THEON REVERB, ALONG WITH TFIE SOPKTUS:FX SUITE OF AUDIO PROCESSORS, 

ARE POWERFUL PLUG-IN ADDMONSTO SONAR 3. 

Sonar 3 adds a Cubase-'ike 

Inspector strip to the left of 

the Track and Bus panes. This 

is basically a channel strip 

that shows the currently 

selected channel (or can lock 

to a channel), with show/hide 

capabilities similar to the 

main mixer channels. 

These enhancements 

improve Sonar's already 

smooth workflow. You can 

now shrink Track view down 

to just tracks and meters, 

because if you need a detailed 

view, use the Inspector. Those 

with dual-monitor setups can 

use one for the Console, and 

the other for editing audio. 

Rather than finding a single 

workflow and sticking with 

it, I seem to use differert 

elements and processes for 

different stages of the 

recording process. 

PLUG-O-RAMA 

The Sonar 3 distribution CD 

includes all the plug-ins used 

in previous versions of 

Sonar, but defaults to 

installing only the new ones. 

If you've been a Sonarian for 

a while, make sure you 

install the old plugs too for 

backward compatibility. 

The centerpiece is the 

Sonitus:fx suite of automatable 

plug-ins, made by Ultrafunk. 

Over the years they've 

acquired an underground 

reputation for their sound 

quality, CPU efficiency, and 

inviting interface. Cakewalk's 

acquisition has revived the 

line, and added considerable 

value to the Sonar package. 

There are ten plugs total: 

Compressor, Delay, Equalizer, 

Gate, Modulator, Multiband 

(compressor), Phase, Reverb, 

Surround, and Wahwah. 

Common features include 

one level of undo, two setups 

you can switch between 

(very useful for setting up 

two variations and deciding 

which you prefer), a preset 

manager (with a number of 

factory presets), bypass, 

clean interface, and very 

useful online help. 

The Equalizer's six bands 

can choose from highpass, 

lowpass, parametric, high-

shelf, and low-shelf responses, 

with the usual frequency, Q, 

and gain controls. I like the 

sound, which is full, with no 

trace of " brittleness." 

Another of my favorites 

is the 5-band Multiband 

compressor. A Vintage/ 

Normal option changes the 

compression curve so that in 

Vintage mode, the compres-

sion ratio gradually diminishes 

above the threshold, eventually 

reverting to 1:1. The result is 

that the loudest parts of the 

signal are uncompressed (a 

characteristic of some opto-

electronic compression 

curves), giving more " punch" 

than " squash." There's also a 

limiter toggle (either apply 

limiting to compressed signals, 

or don't use compression 

and just limiting) and an 

auto-release function. 

The Compressor plug-in 

is basically a single band of 

the Multiband. 

The Reverb is overshad-

owed by the inclusion of 

Lexicon's Pantheon, but it's a 

solid single-algorithm plug 

with superior pre- and post-

reverb filtering ( low-cut, 

high-cut, and crossover with 

bass boost/cut). Don't 

ignore it just because the 

Pantheon is cool. 

Delay is a dual delay 

with sync to host tempo 

and " crossfeed" controls 

for each delay (where you 

can feed a delay into the 

other). Parameters can be 

linked or unlinked if you 

want to adjust both chan-

nels simultaneously; there 

are both high- and low-cut 

filters in the feedback loop. 

The Gate is like other 

gates, with the main differ-

ence being an option to 

restrict the input signal's 
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In the Professional 
world there can 

be no compromise. 
That's why the 

cable of choice is 
Mogami We don't use 
a bunch of Consumer 

Marketing hype to try and 
justify why our cable is better. 

Just ask any recording engineer 
or studio owner and you'll find out 

why. It is simply the finest, most 
neutral sounding cable available, at any 
price. At one time if you wanted a 
Mogami Cable it was only available in 
bulk through Profess:oaal Channels. 
Finally, "The Gold Series" by Mogami, 
packaged and configured for Live 
Performance or Project Recording. No 
magic, no hype, just the best at a price 

Mogami, "The cable of the Pros" 

NOW Available at a 
Guitar Center near you! 

moG 
The Cable of the Pros 
Tell Free: 800-8110-6608 

Cakewalk Sonar Producer Edition 3.0 
frequency response before it hits the trigger. 

Thus, you could open the gate based on a 

signal in a particular frequency range, like 

kick drum. There's also a lookahead feature. 

Modulator has a flanger mode, ensemble 

mode with three non-synced modulated 

delays, string phaser (phase shifter and 

chorus), 6-stage phaser, 12-stage phaser, 

and tremolo. The LFO is multi-waveform 

(with adjustable phase between the two 

channels), and there are high- and low-cut 

filters to adjust the range of frequencies 

to be processed. 

The virtual Wahwah offers manual, 

triggered, or LFO control. You can set the 

filter's high and low limits independently, 

but can't sync the tempo to the host. 

Surround is a surround panner, but don't 

get your hopes up — it creates a stereo 

signal with encoded surround and center 

channel information, which requires an 

outboard decoder to be of any real use. 

Having no suitable decoder, I couldn't test it. 

Phase is a phase delay device that's 

useful for adjusting phase differences 

between channels of a stereo signal. But I 

found it was great for creating widening 

effects that, with proper adjustment, didn't 

cancel in mono. Check out some of the 

phase encode modes for widening. 

That's it for the Sonitus:fx, but there's 

also the Lexicon Pantheon. Be forewarned 

that while many of the factory presets work 

right out of the box, you will need to tweak 

parameters for some types of program 

material ( particularly percussive sounds, 

which want increased diffusion). 

There are six algorithms, 16 adjustable 

parameters, and 35 presets. Two sets of 

controls are of particular interest: Density 

provides an adjustable delay with variable 

positive or negative feedback, and an 

Echo section offers variable delay time and 

level for each channel. Between these two 

echo generators, it's possible to create 

complex predelay effects, " fill in" the 

holes in a preset with low diffusion, and 

generally sweeten the sound. Although I 

was initially not that impressed, it didn't 

take long to start getting the sounds I 

wanted with most material. 

Finally, there's SpectraFX, a variation 

on the FX Pad introduced in Plasma. You 

choose from a preset list of 39 dual 

effects; a virtual X-Y controller adjusts two 

parameters from within these effects, 

based on manual control, external control, 

autosweep, or host sync for a settable 

number of beats and measures. It's not 

something you'd use every day, but there 

are some fun sounds lurking within for 

beat-oriented music. 

VSAMPLER3 

The soft synth roster remains unchanged 

(Edirol VSC, Dreamstation DXi, ReValver 

SE, the outstanding Cyclone, and a trial 

version of LiveSynth Pro SE) except for 

the addition of VSampler3 — which is in 

fact quite an addition. I had used earlier 

versions of VSampler, and was, to put it 

mildly, underwhelmed by both the confusing 

interface and lack of stability. But this latest 

version is leagues ahead. In fact, it might 

be even further ahead than I think, but 

there's no manual yet, and the online help 

has no flow — you have to just keep hitting 

Fl and clicking on pictures until things fall 

into place. Still, despite the somewhat 

cluttered interface spread over seven 

main pages, I've been able to figure out 

most of the functionality. 

File support is comprehensive; I was 

able to import Akai, HALion, SoundFont, and 

Giga files consistently and reliably. However, 

VSampler3 does not stream files from disk 

(supposedly, this will be available as a paid 

upgrade in the future), so with Gigasampler 

files it may need to swap contents from 

hard disk to RAM as needed. 

Sample editing is also very complete, 

with excellent zone editing, sample editing 

with beat slicing (!), auto crossfade, up to 

two filters per zone, ten built-in effects 

and the ability to accept VST plugs, four 

LFOs ... there's even a 16-step pattern 

sequencer and mixer for the 16 multitimbral 

parts. This is a serious sampler. 

OTHER GOODIES 

File under " finally": Sonar now trarsmits 

MTC and MIDI clock over multiple ports, 

and draws the audio waveform (as well as 

MIDI clips and automation) while record-

ing. It can also just draw a red band over 

the area being recorded if you want to 

save some CPU cycles. Sonar has spruced 

up the MIDI input, too, as ports aren't 

merged; you can even set up presets for 

recording particular combinations of 

channels over particular ports. 

Furthermore, Sonar imports Projects 

patterns, but more importantly, MIDI clips 

can now be treated as loopable " groove" 

clips, which can be " rolled out" to repeat. 

And rounding out the main features, 

each track (MIDI and audio) now has its 

own input echo button. > 
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Introducing the world's most powerful 
virtual analog synth under $3,000* 

*OK, way, WAY under (MSRP $999) 

360 hi-rez knobs - more twisting power than Tornado Alley 

PDA-style screen - you twist a knob, it jumps to display parameter info 

Illuminating mod wheels - the more you turn'em, the more they 

"This is the VA for people who hate VA's." - Ken Hughes, Keyboard Magazine 

"Simply the best virtual analogue recreation yet." - Paul Nagle, Saund on Sound 

"The external inputs are fantastic for guitar and drum processing...the vocoder is stellar." - Craig Anderton, musicianlauthor 

The Alesis ION redefines control. Grab hold of 30 continuously 

rotational knobs for super-hi-rez tweaking. These knobs go past 

I I, and way beyond MIDI's 128, all the way to a reality- bending 

4,096.VVith 500 MIPS of synth engine power there is no sound you 

can't create, alter, or conform precisely to what your ears want to 

hear. Morpholicious leads. Bright sounds that don't sound "digital." 

Pads that live and breathe with you.And you can breathe a sign of 

relief. Because in addition to ridiculous low end, the ION has a 

ridiculous low price—so you can really get your hands on it. 

Its All About The Performance Baby 

For the Alesis Retaler nearest you or for more information give us a call or visit our website. 
(401) 658-57663 alesis.corn 
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Materials To Control Sound 
And Eliminate Noise 

The 1014 AcoustiKit 
The 1014 AcoustiKit is the small control 

room package with real studio Art Diffusors'. 
Acoustics First combines these in one box with Cutting Wedge' foam, 

Bermuda Triangle Traps- and specific instructions for installation. 
The 1014 AcoustiKit is everything you need for a 10' X14" control room, 

without buying more than you need. 

Toll Free 1-888-765-2900 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

WE WILL BEAT 
ANY DEAL! 

EVERY MAJOR BRAND-AN STOCK! 
Guitars • Amps • Drums • Keyboards • Synthesizers • Samplers 
Sound Systems • Recording Equipment • Software • Accessories 

roc Vorican• 

.111 Weir L A Minn e Glenn %yes 

.hopi-r.o. • 

Shop Where the Pros Shop • call Us Today! 

emeng ct Went A rAterrc 

Goo Goo 0,11, lexerioIyRervn 

7,1 Hereis sorger Darrid Byrne 

ahoFfeng or West I A Mtn,, 

Cypress 1-01 rapper Er Roai 

shoppnq Wag L A Mtnec 

'\\, West L.A. Music 
\i call now: 310-477-1945 • sales@westlamusic.com \4  

We will lent any price from any authorized stocking dealer anywhere in the United States 

Cakewalk Sonar 
Producer Edition 3.0 

THE WISH LIST 

Aside from surround, Sonar is also short 

on video-friendly features, such as being 

able to anchor audio events to SMPTE 

times or having a " thumbnail" track. 

However, Sonar's ability to import audio 

into a rock-solid video window remains. 

And while Sonar had a freeze function 

back in 1.0, it's not the simple, one-button 

type of process you find in Cubase's 

synth freeze or Logic. REX file support is 

still absent, too. 

Finally, I'd like to see Sonar bring some of 

its excellent, and underrated, CAL effects into 

a proper menu for greater ease of use, or at 

least converted into MIDI effects. Cakewalk 

was way ahead of the curve on this, and 

now that the world is ready, the company 

seems to have moved on. Hopefully they'll 

revisit MIDI editing in a future rev. 

THREEPEAT 

Sonar 1 got people's attention and turbo-

charged Cakewalk's direction. Sonar 2 showed 

that the company valued, among other things, 

compatibility with the outside world (e.g., 

ASIO, OMF, control surfaces). Sonar 3 leaves 

intact the nearly effortless workflow that has 

been Sonar's trademark, while making it easy 

on the eyes as well as the brain. When you 

add in the other enhancements — especially 

those related to the audio engine — the net 

result is an update that rewards loyal Sonar 

users, while presenting an increasingly 

attractive recording option to anyone in the 

Windows environment. 

Probably the best thing I can say 

about Sonar is that I always look forward 

to booting it up, because I know I'll be 

getting ideas down within minutes, if not 

seconds. To me, that's worth a lot. 

Strengths: 

• Configurable console view with integrated ECI 

• New audio engine and bus structure 

• Inspector improves workflow 

• Sonitus:fx, VSampler3 plug-ins are excellent 

• Confidence recording 

II Improved handling of MIDI inputs 

• Includes VST-DX Adapter 

• Loopable MIDI clip 

Limitations: 

• No surround support 

• Can't save mixer presets independently of a project 

• Can no longer create Studio Panel files within Sonar 

• Awkward freeze function unchanged since v1.0 

• No RD( file support 
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if you're looking for delicious sound, 

meet the Bluebird, blue Microphone's 

new Class A discreet condenser mic. 

Combining the best char-

acteristics of our award-
winning designs in a single 

package, the Bluebird is 

uniquely versatile, with 

applications ranging from 

vocals to electric and 
acoustic guitars, drums, 

percussion, piano, horns, 

strings, and any other 

application where crystal-
clear sound quality and 

detail is of the utmost con-
cem. It's truly a microphone 

of exceptional quality, cutting-edge 
design and superior craftsmanship for 

even the pickiest of audio gourmets. 

The Bluebird comes with the Bluebird 
Accessory Pak — BirdCage Pop Filter 

BirdNest Shockmount and Blueberry Cable. 

luna balad   $1.25 

Preamp Pot Pie ( Giles' Favourite)   $ 1.75 

Veal a la Virelia   $1.90 

The Bluebird Cafe serves up some of the best audio vittles 
in the whole tri -state area. Whenever I'm traveling through. 
I always stop in and sing its praises " 

—Simon Gooddie. EarCandy Reyb-

We refuse the right t' 

Given. barrister 

WEST ROU 

. send .se ad' 4 all inaulries to John 
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The Bluebird Cale 
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PLATINUM COMBOS! 

Our chef has outdone himself with these special combos featuring 
three best-selling Focusrite Platinum Series entrees along with the 

scrumptious new Bluebird Mic and accessories. Not only are these 

special creations aurally satisfying, but the savings are even more 

delectable. Bon appétit! 

sume.e 

VOICEM ASTER 
PRO PAK 

A tasty combo featuring the award-
winning VM Pro. Vocalists desiring a 
sonic upgrade with lots of features 
will appreciate this entree. The 
24/96 digital output card has been 
added to cleanse your sound pa.ette. 

• Focusnte VoiceMaster Pro Channel Strip w/ Class A Mic Pre, Latency-free Monitoiing, 
Vintage Harmonics, Compressor, Voice Optimized EQ, Tube Sound and more 

• Bluebird Mir w/BirdNest & BirdCage ( Pop/Shock) & Blueberry Cable 

• Focusrite 24-bit/96 kHz A-D Card 

SRP: $1985 — SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE: $1299 

eim sum‘3" 

t. TWINTRAK 
I PRO PAK 

An equally delectable dish for the 
digital DAW-user who desires to get 
rid of a traditional mixing desk and 
gain Improved tracks with latency-
free monitoring. We've doubled the 
feature-set for tantalizing sonic results. 

• Focusrite TwinTrak Pro Channel Strip featuring Dual Class A Mic Pres and Instrument 
Level Inputs, unique "Scoop" EQs, Dual/Mono Compressor, Stereo Latency-free 
Monitoring, and available 24-bit/96 kl-lz AD (additional cost) 

• Bluebird Mic w/BirdNest & BirdCage ( Pop/Shock) & Blueberry Cable 

SRP: $1685 SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE: $1099 

TRAKM A.STER 
3 

s ohlte-e PAK  

Our most value-oriented dish with 
mouth-watering features and a great 
price to match. Don't let the low 
price fool you, this flavorful combo 
packs a lot on its plate! 

MI* 

- aloe, hee a 

• Focusrite TrakMaster Channel Strip featuring Class A Flic Pre and Instrument 
Level Input, Voice/Instrument EQ. Opto-compressor, available 24-bit/96 kHz 
A- D (additional cost) 

• Bluebird Flic w/BirdNest & BirdCage (Pop/Shock) & Blueberry Cable 

SRP: $1385 7 SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE: $899 

DANCING & MUSIC NIGHTLY WITH MODEL CITIZENS 

For the location of a participating dealer, call toll-free I -866•FOCUSRITE or find out 

more online at: werw.focusrite.corn • www.bluernic.com • www.dIgidesIgn.com 

ee 
Focusrite 

North American Distributor 

www.digidesign.corn 



For truly bizarre and 
beautiful sounds, Absynth 
is hard to beat. 

by John Krogh 

Type: Software synthesizer 

Platform: Mac OS 9/X, 

WinXP/2000/ME/96 

Price: $299, $69 upgrade 

Contact www.nativeinstruments.com 

Sample support: AIFF, WAV 

Sample rate support: up to 96kHz 

Demo period: 30 days 

Minimum system requirements: 

Pentium/Celeron/Athlon/Duron or 

PowerMac 63 500MHz processor, 

256MB RAM, 50MB free HD space, 

compatible sound card 

Plug-in formats: VST, DXi 

Interface formats (stand-alone 

mode): ASIO, DirectSound, MME, 

SoundManager, CoreAudio 

*ink 

MOST (BUT NOT ALL) OF 

ABSYNTH'S PROGRAMMING WIN-

DOWS FIT NICELY ONSCREEN. 

NOTETHE SAMPLE JUMP ENVE-

LOPE WITHIN THE ENVELOPE WIN-

DOW (LOWER RIGHT) 

Native Instruments 
Rbsynth 
One of the coolest synths now does sampling! 

ith Absynth version 2, 

NI has improved upon 

a truly remarkable 

thing, taking it to another 

plane where few software 

instruments can compete. 

The big news with V2 is that 

samples can be used as 

oscillator waveforms, which 

on the outside might not seem 

worthy of more than a yawn. 

Okay, so it can play samples 

and do modeled synthesis. So 

what, right? But the way in 

which samples can be played 

and processed is downright 

inspiring. Manipulating samples 

with Absynth can result in all 

manner of effects, sound-

scapes, and broken beats that 

would be nearly impossible to 

create with any other studio 

tool, hard or soft, with the 

exception of NI's own Reaktor. 

So how does Absynth fit 

into the day-to-day studio gig? 

Say you want to transform 

static background vocals into a 

shimmering pad that seems to 

have the vowel and consonant 

characteristics of the lead vocal, 

but never quite sounds like 

words. If that's too extreme, 

and ime is running out on a 

deadline, maybe all you need is 

an obligatory percolating synth 

pad to sit in the back of the mix. 

Absynth can supply all this and 

much, much more. 

OVERVIEW 

The synth engine is a hybrid 

design incorporating elements 

from subtractive, FM, and 

granular synthesis — don't 

worry if all this sounds scary, 

it's really not. 

Let's break it down: A 

patch consists of up to three 

oscillators, each with their 

own multimode filter and ring 

modulator. The output from 

all three can be fed into a 

waveshaper, which provides a 

variety of distortion-like 

effects, ranging from subtle 

overdrive to hardcore speaker-

shredding filth. After this is 

another filter, which is helpful 

for taming any sharp edges 

created by the waveshaper. 

Last in the signal chain is an 

effect module, which offers a 

choice of multitap delay, 

comb filter, and a physical 

modeling algorithm called 

"pipe." In the factory presets, 

pipe is commonly used for 

reverb and panning effects. 

Each segment in the chain 

can be bypassed, so if you're 

looking for straight-up raw 

oscillators, it's no problem. 

Three LFOs are available, 

each of which can be applied 

to any and all oscillators as 

well as a number of other 

parameters. LEO waveform 

choices are many — you can 

even draw your own. What's 

more, the waveforms' phase 

can be adjusted. There are five 

hardwired mod destinations: 

pitch, amp, FM index/balance, 

filter cutoff, and effect time. 

If you want to affect other 

parameters, you'll need to turn 

to the envelope section, which 

is nothing like what you'd expect 

to find in an analog synth. 

Envelopes can have up to 

68 stages. Let that sink in. 

Most synthesizers have 4-stage 

envelopes (ADSR), or some 

variation on this theme with 

perhaps an extra few stages. 

With so many stages, it's 

possible to produce arpeg-

gios, rhythm patterns, 

wavesequence-like sounds, 

and so on, despite the fact 

the Absynth doesn't have a 

step sequencer or any of the 

other programming facilities 

commonly associated with 

these popular " synthisms." 

NEW IN V2 

Sampling. Two playback 

modes are possible witn a 

sample-based oscillator With 

Sample mode, an audio file 

can be assigned a keynote and 

played from the keyboaid in 

predictable ways: Play a key in 

the upper register, the sound 

plays backs faster. Play in the 

low register, audio is slower. 

Or you can assign the sample 

to play at a specific frequency 

(no change in playback speed 

across the keyboard). 

With Granular mode, a 

sound is divided into many 

small " grains," each of which 

plays a tiny fraction of the 

sound. Essentially, this 

means time and pitch can be 

separated. The time of the 

sample is a constant, while 

the pitch of the sample is 

determined by the note you 

play on the keyboard. You're 

given control over several 
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parameters, which make it possible to 

"scrub" through a sound. 

Envelopes. The already sophisticated 

envelope section has been enhanced. 

With the new Control Driven mode, you 

can use a single MIDI controller to move 

through an envelope. Instead of changing 

a parameter over a set period of time, 

which is determined by envelope duration, 

a continuous controller can be used to 

move from one breakpoint to the next as 

fast or as slow as you operate the con-

troller. One application for this is to create 

a " lookup table," where you can morph 

between 68 different sounds with, say, 

mod wheel. Fun stuff. 

A new envelope type, Sample Jump, 

has been added specifically for use with 

sample oscillators. With a Sample Jump 

envelope, regions within a sample can be 

retriggered, rearranged, and synced to 

tempo, and the trigger (playback) position 

can be different for each breakpoint. It's 

a clever way to revive otherwise well 

worn loops. 

Patches. The factory soundset has 

been beefed up to over 800 patches. 

Some of these first appeared in add-on 

patch collections, others are all-new. In 

addition, patches have been organized into 

sensible categories such as Drums, 

Evolving Atmospheres, Ethnic/Ambient/FX, 

and so on. In some cases the same patch 

may appear in several categories, but I 

didn't find much duplication across the 13 

banks of presets. 

IN USE 

Iran Absynth as a plug-in and as a stand-

alone app on Mac OS X and WinXP with 

varying results. On both platforms, plug-in 

operation seemed to crash more than 

stand-alone, but that's not to say it 

crashed a lot — we're talking about two 

or three times a day during continued 

use and abuse. Most of the problems I 

experienced seemed to be related to the 

new sampling features. Under OS X I had 

continued pops and clicks, even with the 

2.0.4 update. 

As I was programming, it was tempting 

to use the envelopes to control every 

aspect of a sound, but that wasn't 

always practical. For this reason, I 

learned to exploit the LFOs for the 

"bread and butter" rhythmic programming 

tasks like sample-and-hold filter mod, 

and so on. 

When I auditioned the included factory 

sounds I discovered there weren't many 

presets for the various sections 

(envelopes, oscillators, effects, etc.). 

There were only eight effects presets, for 

example, and only three envelope presets, 

none of which approached the kind of 

rhythmic or arpeggiator-like shapes common 

to many of the presets. As complex as 

Absynth can be, I'm surprised more 

"building blocks" aren't included to help 

make patch creation easier. ( NI is planning to 

make a number of presets freely available 

from their website.) 

On the plus side, hours of fine-tuning 

the perfect envelope shape to produce 

an undulating pad don't have to be 

repeated — envelopes, like effects and 

oscillator settings, can be saved and 

loaded into other patches. 

I was a bit frustrated with the Sample 

Jump envelopes for several reasons: 

There's no search for zero-crossing for 

breakpoints, no way to extract tempo data 

from an audio file, and the grid lines in the 

envelope editor aren't labeled in bars and 

beats, which would make it more intuitive 

for programming envelopes that " work" 

perfectly when synced to tempo. These 

are arguably power-user wish list items, 

and as it is, there's very little you can't do 

now with the envelope editor, so any future 

features would be icing on the cake. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Version 2 brings more sonic sculpting 

possibilities to Absynth's already formidable 

palette of tools. There seem to be a few 

rough edges regarding stability, specifi-

cally under OS X. But don't let this put 

you off V2. 

The prospect of bringing samples 

onboard significantly outweigh any 

short-term bugginess, and if you're 

already an Absynth disciple, it should be a 

no-bramer: This is a must-have upgrade. 

Strengths: 

• Complex, semi-modular synthesis capabilities 

• Runs as plug-in or stand-alone app 

BIntegrated sample-playback and synthesis 

la Sophisticated envelope modulation 

Limitations: 

B Third-party multisamples (Akai, E-mu, etc.) not 

supported 

• Thin selection of presets for envelopes and effects 

eAurale 
acoustics 

Since 1977, thousands of 

satisfied Auralex ` Acoustics 

customers have experienced 

improved acoustics, solid 

advice and exceptional 

customer service. 

www.auralex.com 

to learn why. 

YOUR STUDIO 

YOUR SOUND 

YOUR CHOICE 
at , 

Vif 

Aerate, Studioloam• and LENRO are 
registered trademarks 01 Aerate: Acoustics Inc 
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by Mitch Gallagher 

Type: Control surface/FireVVire 

audio interface/MIDI 

interface/digital mixer 

Price: $1,599; 8-channel FE-8 

expander, $ 1,249 

Contact: TASCAM, www.tascam.com 

Channel controls: mic preamp 

trim; assignable rotary encoder; 

channel select, solo, and mute 

switches; 100-mm motorized 

touch-sensitive fader 

ED section: Gain, Frequency, and 

rotary encoders; High, Hi-mid, Low-

mid, and Low band selector switches 

Analog inputs: 8 balanced XLR mic 

with 48V phantom power (switch-

able in banks of 4), 1/4" balanced 

line input 

Analog inserts: 8 ( 1/e) 

Analog outputs: 8 balanced 1/4" line 

level, 1/4" headphone 

Digital I/O: 8-channel ADAT optical, 

2-channel S/PDIF coaxial ( RCA) 

MIDI I/0: 4 independent MIDI inputs 

and outputs 

Other connections: FireWire ( 2), 

word clock I/O ( BNC), 1/4" 

assignable footswitch 

Simultaneous external I/O 

channels: 18 

Sample rates: 44.1-, 48-, 88.2-, 96kHz 

Resolution: 24-bit 

Frequency response: 20Hz to 20kHz, 

±0.5dB (44.1 or 48kHz), 20Hz to 

40kHz, +0.5/-1.5dB (88.2 or 96kz) 

Noise: <-124dBu ( mic in to insert 

send), <-64dBu ( line in to stereo 

out or surround monitor out) 

Minimum requirements: Computer 

running Windows 2000/XP with 6-pin 

FireWire port; 03 or better computer 

with Firewire port running OS 9.2 or 

above or OS X 10.2.4 or above. 

Host support: Host software must 

provide support for FW-1884, 

Mackie Control, Mackie HUI, or 

MIDI control 

TRSCRM FW-1884 
Welcome your E \\J to the real I_Jorld 

*ink 

omputer-based DAWs 

are wonderful things. 

But where they fall 

down is in the " real world" 

department — all that power 

goes untapped if you can't 

easily control it, connect it to 

external devices, and get MIDI 

and audio in and out. 

TASCAM's FW-1884 is a 

FireWire-compatible unit that 

handles everything you need for 

getting control, audio, and MIDI 

in and out of the computer, 

along with built-in monitor 

control capabilities, and, as a 

bonus, it can function as a 

stand-alone 18x2 digital mixer. 

Given its near-universal software 

compatibility, it looks like a 

dream product. But does it live 

up to expectations? 

OVERVIEW 

The FW-1884 offers eight 

channels of hardware control 

at once. If you have more 

channels, you can move 

through them in banks of 

eight. Buttons are provided for 

changing the channel rotary 

encoder function from pan to 

one of eight aux sends. 

There's a dedicated 4-band 

parametric EQ control section. 

Buttons are provided for Save, 

Revert, All Safe, Solo Clear, 

Marker insert, Loop mode, 

Cut/CopyPaste, Delete, and 

Undo — how functional these 

are depends on your host. 

Alt/Command, Control, and Shift 

modifier keys are also available. 

The transport section has 

the obligatory Rew, FE Stop, 

Play, and Record buttons, as 

well as In/Out set, Locate, 

cursor control arrows, and a 

jog/shuttle wheel, which can 

also be used for data entry. On 

the upper-right are buttons for 

changing among computer 

control, MIDI control, and 

monitor mixing modes. Below 

this, function keys double as 

buttons for setting up clock 

source and rate. Across the 

top of the front panel are 

eight trim controls for the 

analog inputs, and knobs for 

controlling PFL/solo, monitor, 

and headphone levels. The 

monitor section can handle up 

to eight channels — a big plus 

of this unit is its ability to 

hardware-control monitor level 

for up to a 7.1 speaker array. It 

would be nice if there were a 

monitor mute switch, and I'd 

love the ability to switch to a 

second set of stereo monitors 

from the front panel. One other 

thing I'd change is moving the 

headphone jack from the back 

panel to the front edge. 

For a complete rundown on 

the I/O of the FW-1884, check 

out the specs list to the left. You 

can route up to 18 channels of 

audio in and out at a time: eight 

analog, eight ADAT optical, and 

two S/PDIF. The inputs can 

routed into the computer via 

Firewire, you can mix and 

monitor them in the FW-1884, 

or you can do both, which 

allows for latency-free recording 

when overdubbing to your DAVV. 

If you need more channels, 

the FE-8 expander will give 

you eight — only control surface 

features, not mic preamps, 

inserts, etc. You can add up to 

15 FE-8s to build a control 

surface with access to up to 

128 channel strips. 

There are some nice little 

features included. For example, 

there's a button on the front 

panel that, when pressed, opens 

the FW-1884 software control 

panel on your computer. If you 

press Shift/MIDI Control, the 

control panel opens to the MIDI 

programming page, allowing you 

to change control assignments. 

IN CONTROL 

Three control modes are 

offered: Native Protocol, and 

Mackie Control and Mackie 

HUI emulation. Among -hose, 

you're almost sure to find one 

that's compatible with your host 

software. If not, there's also 

"generic" MIDI Control mode. 

Native Protocol mode 

requires that your host appli-

cation directly support the 

FW-1884. Currently Sonar, 

Logic, and Digital Performer 

support this mode, using plug-

ins. The advantage is that all the 

FW-1884 controls are directly 

mapped to functions in the 

software. For example, if you 

have an EQ plug-in instantiated 

on a channel in Digital Pe-former, 

if you press an EQ button on 

the control surface, the EQ 

window will open up and you 

have control over the various 

parameters. ( It works best with 

MOTU plugs. With, for example, 

a Waves plug, the window will 

open but the parameters may 

be mis-mapped I> 

THE TASCAM FW-1884 ( SHOWN HERE 

WITH TWO FE-8 EXPANDERS INSTALL ED) 

OFFERS NEAR-UNIVERSAL CONTROL 

SURFACE COMPATIBILITY ALONG WITI- 18 

SIMULTANEOUS ANALOG/DIGITAL INPUTS 

AND OUTPUTS. ASA BONUS, THERE'S A 

4- PORT MIDI INTERFACE BUILT-IN. 
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Freedom 
Access all Areas 

PowerCore is the open DSP-platform that adds stacks of professional signal processing to any native VST or Audio 

Units recording solution. Ten virtual TC-quality processors are included right out of the box, providing creative tools as 
well as covering mastering applications. 

PowerCore is the only DSP platform that provides a choice of PCI or FireVVire hardware and an ever-growing choice of 
outstanding optional tools by TC and respected 3rd parties like Sony, Waldorf, D-Sound, TC-Helicon - and Access! 

Vintaqi Tubdex Classic Verb 

X PC 

VIRUS 1POWERCORE - by ACCESS 
Virtual Synth & Multi-FX processor 

OPTIONAL 
SOLO 11 IC .0RO. 

Based on the Access Virus Indigo hardware synthesizer, the 
ViruslPowerCore plug-in transforms your system into a synthesizer 
featuring 16 voices, three main oscillators, two filters, three LFOs 
and two envelopes for every voice. With built-in effects like chorus, 
phaser, ring modulators, multiple distortion, delay and reverb, you 
can create stunning pads, screaming leads, punchy bass sounds 

and a bunch more — your imagination is the limit! 

Exclusively available for PowerCore. 

PowerCore - The open DSP solution with ten quality effects included 

Mastef X3 EO. Custom 

t.c. electronic' 

Voice Strip Chaos • Delay 24/7•C Uniting Amp 

The Innovation Continues... 

TC ELECTRONIC A/S DENMARK • + 45 8742 7000 
TC ELECTRONIC INC USA + © (805) 373 1828 + EFsx1 ( 805) 379 2648 

WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM 
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TRSCRM F\V-1881+ 
In the two emulation modes, you're 

given similar control to what you'd get with 

the original hardware control surfaces. I 

used the FW-1884 in Mackie Control mode 

with both Logic and Nuendo with good 

results. For example, Logic's Channel EQ 

can be directly controlled from the FW-1884. 

Likewise, HUI emulation worked well with 

Pro Tools and Nuendo. 

While the modes all work fine, there's 

little or no plug-in support (besides EQ in 

certain cases). I didn't find this to be a 

major issue. Despite being a dedicated 

control-surface user, I still find myself 

making most plug-in control changes 

using the mouse/keyboard. 

MIDI CONTROL 

In addition to Native Protocol and 

HUI/Mackie Control emulation, the FW-1884 

can operate as a " generic" MIDI control 

surface. Initially, I had trouble with this. 

After some investigation, it became clear 

that MIDI Control mode doesn't work 

through the FireWire connection, it must 

use MIDI connections. This is fine if you're 

MIDI-controlling an external hardware box, 

but it's a problem if you want to MIDI-control 

a piece of software when the FW-1884 is 

also being used as the audio interface. 

(TASCAM says FireWire support for MIDI 

Control mode is planned for a driver update.) 

There was no work-around in the manual, 

but I found two ways to make this work. 

First, you can use a second MIDI interface 

on your computer. For example, I hooked up 

an Emagic Unitor 8 via USB, and ran a cable 

from FW-1884 MIDI output 4 (you can 

choose which MIDI port carries control 

information) to one of its inputs. A second 

sneaky solution occurred to me later: 

Simply connect a short MIDI cable from (for 

example) FW-1884 MIDI output one to 

MIDI input four, and choose those as the 

ports that are handling control information. 

Once I figured out the MIDI routing 

situation, MIDI Control mode worked 

perfectly for controlling Reason, Live, and 

other applications. Pretty much every 

FW-1884 button, knob, and slider can send 

S()N1C CIRCUS 
Serious Studio Infrastructure 

Proudly announcing North American 

distribution of AMS/Neve outboard. 

Neve 
1073 mie pre/eq 
1081 mie pre/eq 
1084 mie pre/eq 
336o9J discrete stereo comp/limiter 
to81R/AIR remote mie pre system 

Accepting orders- 617 696 9360 

www.soniccircus.cotit 

MIDI messages, and it's very easy to change 

MIDI assignments. Open the FW-1884 

control panel, go to the MIDI Programming 

page, push a button, turn a knob or move 

a fader on the controller, then use the 

control panel to assign it to whatever MIDI 

controller or note number you desire. Slick. 

You are, of course, more limited in the 

number of controls you can send in MIDI 

Control mode. You can't for example, 

switch between using the rotary encoder 

for pan and aux send levels. 

AUDIO 

I was pleased with the audio performance of 

the FW-1884. The preamps perform well. 

They're present, detailed, and clean. The line 

inputs and inserts function as expected. The 

A/D/A converters are of high quality. And you 

can always use an external converter and 

route in through the FW-1884's digital inputs. 

Having 8-channel surround control in 

the monitor section is a godsend. For 

DAW users dealing with multi-channel 

mixdown, it almost makes the FW-1884 a 

Idea Generator. 
Meet AdrenaLinn IL the next generation of the award-

winning beat-synched filter effects & amp modeling processor. 

AdrenaLinn users describe it as an incredible idea generator, 

renovating simple guitar chords into brilliant new song ideas. 

AdrenaLinn II has tons of odd & unique sounds to inspire you to 

go boldly where no guitarist (or keyboardist) has gone before. 

You can even mangle its drumbeats though the amp and filter 

effects for some of the weirdest processed beats you're likely to 

hear. Or process your tracks through its pristine 24 bit signal 

path. All in perfect MIDI sync to your recording software. 

Visit rogerlinndesign.com  

to learn more, see the 

video, and enter to 

win a FREES 

AdrenaLinn II. 

e 
Berkeley. CA. USA 
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Project Pack C 1000 S 
and C3000 B Mics 
Covers a wide range of 

your studio needs. 

271139 List 5858.00 

— innios RAU sx..n.ecor 

an- 

4' 
Logic Audio Big Box 
5 individuad world-beating products in 

b. b.. 705984 Lisit 5299.00 

  $15;110" 

MPA Gold " 
Tone, functionality, and, 

unparalleled performance. 
180630 List S599.00 

Some exceptions may apply; call for details; 
kinked time only. 

.515/mo 

—9111,1118•11 

withbSpecial 
Financing!** 

ATH-M4Ofs Headphones 
for mixing and monitoring applications. 

270553 List 1150.00 

wirgmaii«•«««mg....."."• 
TR8-N Tuned Powered Reference Monitors 
The biggest bang-for-the•buck in the monitor world. 

6032731 List 6599.00 

I 14 wee 

For Your FREE One-Year Catalog Subscription 
Call 800-436-6981 or 

Click musiciansfriend.com/free  
Check out our FREE weekly gear giveaway worth up to 

$3,000 0 musiciansfriend.com/free 

Order 24/7 
45-Day Best Price Guarantee 
• 45-Day Satisfaction Guarantee 
• Over 36,000 Products 

—  Over 250,000 Square Feet of 
Gear Ready to Ship to Your Door 
• Rapid Delivery, Most Orders 
\ Shipped the Same Day* 

To get your FRFF Catalog subscription, till out this handy coupon and 

mail to: Musician's Friend, Dept. CR, P.O. Box 1117. Draper, UT 84020-111/ 

Mama, 

Address 

City State Zip Cede 

-mad address 
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• 
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t Additional shipping rates may apply due to •iize or weight. 

•• Visit ememinussaanslnendcom or see your MUsician's friend Catalog for detailsl 
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TASCAM FAV-1881+ 
must-buy on that merit alone. If you're 

doing stereo work, you can switch the 

monitor level knob to only control outs 1 

and 2. This frees you up to use the remaining 

six outputs as aux sends or whatever. 

Driver v1.10 (due by the time you read this) 

will support six outputs under control of 

the monitor level knob, while the remaining 

two outs can be used for other purposes. 

IN USE 

Setting up the FW-1884 is a breeze. I had 

the unit functioning in minutes. The learning 

curve is easy, although it may take a while 

to memorize which controls access what in 

your host software. 

The front panel does provide LED meters for 

master output levels, and LEDs that indicate 

MIDI interface activity. It would be nice if there 
were also channel level meters, LCD "scribble 

strips" showing channel names from the DAW, 

and a time/position counter. I found myself having 

to look at the computer monitor more than I 

would like. The lack of scribble strips becomes 

more of a problem when you start banking 

through big mixes; I would expect it to also be an 

issue when you add multiple FE-8s. (v1.10 will 

include " SoftLCD:' an applet that emulates scrib-

ble strips on the computer screen.) 

The beauty of this box is that it combines 

all the necessary DAW control and interface 
features right in one unit. You can sit in 

front of it, and do pretty much everything 

you need. I'm a big fan of having one cable 

connected to the computer carrying audio, 

MIDI, and control information. 

WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD 

I was hooked on the FW-1884 almost as 

soon as I connected it to my computer. 

Having everything you need for interfacing 

and controlling your DAW all in one tabletop 

package is simply awesome. Of course 

there are wish list items: metering, scribble 

strips, and a position counter top my list. 

But as it stands, the FW-1884 offers one of 

the most-complete DAW-control/interfacing 
implementations around. And given that it 

can interface with and control virtually every 

current piece of software out there, and can 

stand alone as a mixer, the value is high. 

It's time for DAWs to make the move 

from the inaccessible virtual plane into the 

real world. The FW-1884 is a great way to 
make this happen. Once you have it in 

action, you'll wonder how you ever got 

along without it. 

Strengths: 

la Stereo, 6-, or 8-channel monitor control 

• 4-in/4-out MIDI interface 

• Near-universal software compatibility 

• Expandable 

• Good audio quality 

• Latency-free overdubbing 

• Stand-alone mixer mode 

In 18 audio inputs, 8 mic preamps 

Limitations: 

• Limited visual feedback — no meters, position 

counter, or scribble strips 

la Headphone jack on rear panel 

NI MIDI control mode requires MIDI cable connection 

al Little control surface support for plug-ins 

Learn Audio Recording 
Like Nowhere Else. 

All students train, hands-on, in cutting edge 
48-track Analog/ Digital Recording Studios that 
feature: 

• SSL • Studer • Otari • Neumann 
• Neve • Neotek • Lexioon • Haller 

Plus... 
• eMac/L,ogic Platinum Digital Lab 
•Tascam Analog/Digital Mix Down Lab 
• Individual G4 Pro Tools Workstations 
• And Much, Much More! 

• No more than 12 students per class - taught 
by award winning professionals. 

• Every student completes an internship in the 
industry for graduation. 
Only recording school authorized by 
AvicVDigidesign,T.C. Electronic, Waves, 
and SIA to certify students in the use of 
their products. 

tceisonai 

2300 Enst Worn/way Road 

Ternpa, Arizcsna 85282 

UISCRETE pRUMS 

Series Three!! 
Rock Drums & Percussion 

www.discretedrums.com 

GREG MORROW - DRUMS 
ERIC DARKEN - PERCUSSION 

é multitrack drums AND percussion 

• limitless 5.1 surround possibilities 

é Compatibility with ‘irtually all DAW's 

Roland V-Studio Edition 

GigaStudio Edition 

• Yamaha ,-1W machines 

Tascam SX1-LE 

icidized 16 bit Stereo Way Edition 
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420 Ninth Ave, New York, NY 10001 

800 875-6951 

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

GENELEC 

• The Ultimate Information Source 

for Pro Audio Hardware 

• B&H Audio Professionals Choose 
the Newest Products & Technology 

• Over 700 Pages of: New Mixers, 

Recorders, Loudspeakers, Mics, 

Processors, Workstations, Power Amps, 
Sound Reinforcement/PA, Studio Monitors. 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO) SOURCEBCOK 

Volume 1 ( Hardware) Volume 2 (Software) 
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loan 

by Craig Rnderton 

Type: Hardware/software system 

that works with host systems or as 

a standalone device 

Price: $1,495 

Contact: Roland, 

www.rolandus.com 

Drivers/software compatibility: 

Windows ME/XP/2000 and Mac 

OMS/FreeMIDI/OS X 

Computer interface: USB 

Memory: 46MB RAM wave memory, 

32MB flash backup memory, PC 

card slot (Microdrive, SmartMedia, 

and CompactFlash can be used 

with a suitable adapter) 

Internal resolution: 32-bit floating 

point (sounds), 24- bit fixed ( effects) 

Polyphony: 14 voices (stereo 

sumples use up two voices) 

Total time of samples in 

memory: 2.5 minutes stereo, 5 
minutes mono 

Maximum number of samples: 

128 

Import formats: WAV, AIFF, SD2 

Package includes: Hardware box, 

software (V-Producer, VariOS-8 

Analog Modeling Synth, VariOS 

303 Analog Modeling Bass Synth), 

Phrase Library CD with 1,000 loops, 

USB cable 

Roland varios 
Fl hardware/software "plug-out" for your computer 

1989 Peavey launched In the DPM3, a synth 

based on general-pur-

pose DSP instead of custom 

chips. But being a new concept, 

from a company foreign to 

keyboards, it didn't take off — 

although DPM fans still revere 

its sound. 

In hindsight, though, it was 

the precursor of the software-

configurable hardware box, 

with one of the latest examples 

being Roland's VariOS system. 

Think of it as a " plug-out;" it's a 

lot like a plug-in, but exists 

outside your host, and therefore 

does minimal CPU loading. 

The VariOS system consists 

of a 1U tabletop or rack-

mountable hardware unit with 

smarts, memory, and controls, 

and whatever software runs 

on it. The system can work 

standalone — significant if 

synth support increases, as 

VariOS can then be a portable 

instrument with a changeable 

personality. It's possible to 

adjust needed parameters 

from the front panel, 

although computer-based 

00 

OIL 
THE PHRASE SCOPE WINDOW CORRE-

LATES AUDIO TO MIDI, SO CHANGING 

MIDI NOTE CHARACTERISTICS ALSO 

CHANGES THE AUDIO. A RELATED 

GROOVE SCOPE WINDOW ALLOWS 

DEALING WITH RHYTHMIC PHRASES 

ON A " SLICE" BASIS. 

11011M•41.11111 

1.4.11.m.l. 

editing, courtesy of the 

VariOS USB connection, is far 

more efficient. 

The front panel has a PC 

card slot to supplement the 

unit's internal storage, three 

detented knobs for realtime 

control, 2x16 LCD, four pro-

gramming buttons, data knob, 

four LED status indicators, 

volume knob, and headphone 

jack. The S/PDIF digital out, 

two ins with line/mic switch 

and level knob, stereo main 

outs, and stereo direct outs (all 

1/4" phone) are around back. 

INSTALLATION 

VariOS includes an installation 

CD, but check the Roland web 

site for updates — the CD had 

an older version of V-Producer, 
and no Mac drivers. 

I first tried installing 

under Windows XP VariOS 

showed up as a drive, and 

the MIDI drivers installed 

without any X symbols or 

exclamation marks. But XP kept 

saying although the MIDI driver 

was installed and enabled, it 

wasn't functioning properly (as 

bean 4111111 MICR W 

Roland 
JI=LIZZILI:21JMZJIISI s,••• ••••-

• • • • • • 

m.fflimL 

LUlL ¡L   
ff• 10 '",,» o 

THE V-PRODUCER SOFTWARE LETS YOU WARP AUDIO IN UNIQUE AND INNOVATIVE 

WAYS. IT ALSO PLAYS WELL WITH OTHERS, AS IT ACCEPTS EXERNAL SYNC OR SYNCS 

WITHIN THE COMPUTER TO HOST APPLICATIONS SUCH AS SONAR, LOGIC, DIGITAL 

PERFORMER, CUBASE, ETC. 

V-Producer confirmed by saying 

"MIDI off line"). I spent f-ours 

trying various approaches, but 

eventually gave up. 

So I grabbed the G4 drivers, 

installed them on the Mac, and 

all was well. This isn't a PC vs. 

Mac thing — I've installed 

dozens of devices in the past 

in XP that communicate data 

over USB — but it just goes to 

show the perils of living on 

the bleeding edge. 

V-PRODUCER 

SOFTWARE 

Think of V- Producer as an 

Acid/REX type of program 

that lets you stretch and 

manipulate phrases, but with 

more precise control and in 

real time — as well as being 

a 6-track audio sequencer 

optimized for dealing with 

"elastic audio." 

V- Producer can work 

standalone, or sync to another 

sequencer within the computer. 

I set it up with DP 4.1 so e 

played in tandem, but unlike a 

plug-in, audio doesn't appear 

on a track as something you 

mix; you need to feed the 

VariOS output back into the 

sequencer or into whatever 

hardware mixer handles your 

sequencer's output. 

The program reads files 

from your hard drive, 

encodes them ( like the 

"acidization" process), sends 

them over USB to the VariOS 

for processing, and saves 

VariPhrase format files to 

disk. The samples show up as 

a list; a sample edit screen 

provides a huge variety of 

sample editing options, while 

a primitive waveform ed.ting 

screen allows optimizing the 

encoding process for the 

best stretching quality. 

To create a song, you 

drag-and-drop samples from 

EC) FEBRUARY 2004 
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How many times have you heard that? 

How many times have you proven it wrung! 

When we started the K2 project, some 

people said we would not be able to achieve 

our goal to produce a variable pattern valve 

microphone of this calibre, and not have to 

ask thousands for each one. 

WHATEVER IT TAKES 
The K2 represents 

_ everything we hzve 

learnt from 
,,,, 17s- isbfir,5 designing and 

iffeernee'% building thousands 

of valve mics. The 

test equipment 

you see in this 

photo proves 

effledee ierteteM „ The 1950's 

yeerep Tektronix 
afree‘eipl, 

e eP e. ;p1ft 570, so 
**get& rare and 

It can't be done! 

valuable; 

most 

valve 

INTERNATIONAL 
RODE Microphones, 
107 Carnarvon Street, SILVERWATER 
NSW 2128 Australia 
Ph: 61 2 9648 5855 
Fax: 61 2 9648 2455 

http://www.rodemic.:orm 

designers have only seen photos. Owning 

this unit allows us to delve deeply into 

valve technology. It allows us to extract 

every last ounce of performance from 

our circuits. 

The result? 

The best sounding 

valve pre-amplifier 

I've heard! 

THE HEART 
AND SOUL OF 
OUR SOUND 
I am so proud 

of the Australian 

designed and 

manufactured Type 

HF1 capsule. This 

represents RODE's 

finest transducer 

technology. Named 

in honour of my late 

father, Australian 

audio engineering 

pioneer, Henry Freedman. The sound quality 

combines modern high end specifications 

with the character and subtleties of the 

legendary microphones of the 50's. 

USA 
P.O. Box 3279 

Torrance, CA 90510-3279 
Ph: 877 328 7456 

(Toll Free Within the U.S.) 

Ph: 310 328 7456 

Fax: 310 328 7180 

COMPLETE CONTROL 
The K2 gives you total control. Every 

polar pattern! Omni through 

to cardioid and to 

figure of 8. 

This is not 

multi-

position, 

this is 

infinitely 

variable. Achieve 

what you want in any situation. 

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF 
Please listen to the K2. Even if you are 

willing to spend $20,000.00 on a mic, listen 

to what we have achieved. RODE can offer 

this performance and quality because of the 

volume we manufacture. Small volume 

manufacturers aren't better; just more 

expensive. Once you hear the K2. you too will 

believe it can be done! 

or. 

Peter Freedman, President 

RODE MICROPHONES, SYDNEY AUSTRALIA 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
For information and technical 
support questions - 

In the Unites States and Puerto Rico, 
contact: usasupport@rodemic.com 
or call 877 328 7456 toll free 
or 310 328 7456 

MICROPHONES 
DE 



Roland VariOS 
the list into an arranger window, or play the 

samples in real time from a MIDI key-

board (or the built-in apreggiator) while 

recording. But the best part is phrase 

editing. The Phrase Scope window 

(designed for processing melodic parts) 

shows each clip (or " frame," in Roland-ese) 

as a series of notes displayed with both 

waveforms and the MIDI note that triggers 

them. You can change the note duration, 

pitch, placement, create additional notes 

to make harmonies, delete notes, and 

even quantize or split notes into multiple 

parts. Furthermore, a controller strip 

allows changing pitch, playback speed 

(which can preserve duration), formant, 

and dynamics. These also respond to 

MIDI controller numbers; most other 

control parameters are sys-ex. 

The Groove Scope window rhythm 

processing shows a waveform " sliced" 

à la REX files. The slices can be 

rearranged, deleted, added, copied, 

lengthened or shortened, etc. There's 

even a random function that swaps 

selected notes around. If you're familiar 

with Sonar's Cyclone DXi, this will be 

familiar territory. 

The tracks feed a mixer section with 

pan, level, and send controls for three 

effects: reverb with nine algorithms, 

eight types of chorus (which has a send 

for the reverb), and multieffects — 

choose from four EQs, overdrive, amp 

simulator, autowah, vocal formant filter, 

dynamics, six delays, four choruses 

including a Boss CE-1 chorus emulator, 

three flangers, two phasers, tremolo, 

pitch shifter, rotary speaker simulator, 

three lo-fi effects, and several effects 

combinations. The multieffects out has 

send controls to the dedicated chorus 

and reverb. 

Some of these effects are quite cool, 

but unfortunately, the VariOS hardware 

inputs don't do anything yet other than 

feed the outputs for mixing V-Producer 

audio with DAVV audio. Presumably 

Roland put them there for more ambitious 

reasons; using the effects would certainly 

be one of them, as would sampling. 

Although V-Producer can play along 

with a host, you can also save the song 

(or individual tracks) as a WAV file for 

importing into other programs, or 

process the song through the VariOS 

effects, and re-record the results back 

into the arrangement. 

Two other cool touches: the VariOS 

virtual keyboard and the X-Y controller, 

which can have the two parameters 

assigned to your choice of pitch, time, or 

formant. A final point is that the allowed 

sample time may seem inadequate, but 

remember that you'll likely be dealing a lot 

with looped parts. A four-second loop can 

play for several minutes in a tune, but it still 

takes up only four seconds of memory. 

THE SOFT SYNTHS 

This isn't Keyboard magazine, so we've 

concentrated on V-Producer. But the synths 

are a nice add-on — especially because they 

have latency-free, snappy response — and 

give a hint of VariOS's future. 

Learn 
the Art of 
Recording 

Powerful 
Practical 
Professional 
•World- class (yet affordable) education in 
Recording Engineering Et Music Production 

•Full-time, two month experience to chart 
your career and change your life 

Recording Workshop 
www.recordingworkshop.corn 

info@recw.com 
800-848-9900 
740-663-1000 outside US 

REC 
w . 

Founded 1971 • 455 Massiesalte Rd, Chillicothe, Ohio 45601 
Licensed by State Board of Career Colleges and Schools 

MISSING AN 
ISSUE OF EQ? 

Call now to complete 
your collection! 

800-444,4881 
Monday - Friday 7am - 5pm cst 

Outside the U.S. call 785-838-7500 

Music Player Network 
A Division of United Entertainment Media, Inc 

2800 Campus Drive • San Mateo, CA 94403 

Tel. 650-513-4400 • Fax 650-513-4642 

www.musicplayer.corn 

www.eqmag.com 

CMP 

2004 

The 2004 edition of the Music Yellow 
Pages, complete with thousands of 
listings, is now available. Look fo- it at 
Winter NAMM or order it online at 
wirwv.musicyellowpages.com. 

CD-ROM version also available. 

VER 40.000 LISTINGS! 

e 2004 Music 
Yellow Pages 

, Your Ultimate 
. Music Resource 
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The VariOS-8 Analog Modeling Synth, 

basically a virtual Juno/Jupiter, is a two-

oscillator design (with sync and multiple 

waveforms) that features an arpeggiator, 

series low- and highpass filters, sub-

oscillator, and various effects. I don't 

know if it sounds exactly like a Juno, but 

it makes useful and warm sounds, and 

that's what matters. 

The VariOS 303 Bass Synth finds Roland 

itself modeling the TB-303. While a faithful 

emulation, this version adds several series 

effects (compressor, overdrive/distortion, 

chorus, delay and 3-band EQ), and offers a 

new way to create patterns with the " slider 

pattern screen" (you can still do step 

sequencing). Changing VariOS personalities 

isn't seamless — turn off, reboot, etc. — 

but these two syrths add considerable 

value to the overall package. 

AND THE VERDICT IS ... 

Currently, $ 1,495 buys you some extremely 

clever phrase-stretching software, along 

with two soft synths. V-Producer may 

seem redundant to those whose hosts 

can do time-stretching, but don't discount 

the realtime control, harmonization 

options, effects, overall flexibility, and 

ability to work outside the host with minimal 

CPU loading (although V-Producer does 

need some RAM to work with). The synths 

are solid; by themselves they're not a 

reason to buy VariOS, but are appreciated 

as useful tone generators that again, 

don't stress out your host. 

For some, V-Producer alone is sufficient 

to justify the price. For others, the ultimate 

value of VariOS depends on future support. 

This "open system" isn't totally open, 

because there's currently no third-party 

SDK; it's up to Roland to provide the 

goodies. I think for the unit to achieve 

"critical mass," Roland needs to open up 

the inputs for the processors and sampling 

(and a sampling instrument would be 

welcome). Value also depends on any 

additional software's cost; perhaps the 

occasional freebie coupled with more 

ambitious paid updates is the way to go. 

Roland has an excellent track record for 

updating products, and the VariOS section of 

the Roland website — with tips, updates, 

downloads, and controller maps for Edirol PCR-

30/50 MIDI keyboards — shows the effort the 

company is putting into laundlingVariOS. For 

those who don't find V-Producer and the synths 

compelling enough, adding more devices coud 

make all the difference.The potential of the 

"open system" is there: If any company has the 

will and resources to make it happen, it's 

Roland. Meanwhile, check out the V-Producer 

software — there's nothing quite like it. 

Strengths: 

• Updateable architecture 

• Cross-platform 

• V-Producer software is useful and creative 

• Cool instrument emulations 

• Useful roster of effects 

• Computer-based or front panel editing 

limitations 

• Changing "personalities" isn't seamless 

II No third-party support yet 

• Audio ins can't feed processor ins or do sampling 

NEW! 
Uncoated 
"matte" stock 
now available 
at no extra 
charge! Call 
for sample. 

This is a complete package — not some stripped down version — with no hidden 

extra charges and no surprises. You'll get Disc Makers' high quality at the lowest 

price anywhere. We'll also help you sell more CDs with extras like a FREE bar code, 

a FREE Disc Makers Ultimate lndie Resource CD, FREE Disc Makers Digital Audio 

Distribution, FREE worldwide distribution with CD Baby, and a FREE review of 

your music by TAXI's AS& staff. 

call -800-468-9353 for 
your FREE catalog and jacket sample. 

DISC MAKERS 
7905 N. Route 130, Pennsauken, NJ 08110 • 1-800-468-9353 • www.discmakers.com/eq 
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KEYBOARD and EC, present the 
  Virtual 

Two lucky winners will receive Sill .180 
in world-class prizes from EASTWEST 

and ZERO-G 

VOLUME ONE STRINGS 

Official Rules 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
1. To enter: You may enter by printing your name and address on a postcard and mailing it to Music 
Player/The East West Virtual Instrument Giveaway, PO Box 51015, Boulder CO 80322-1015 or online at 
WISCMILINDlititer.COM beginning approximately February 5, 2004. Entries must be received by Mardi 30. 2004. 
Enter as often as you wish (as often as once per day online). but each entry must be separately postmarked. 
Copies, mechanically reproduced, or automated entries, and computeFaided computer-generated script entries 
will not be eligible and are void. The sponsor of this game is United Entertainment Media, Inc. (" Sponsor"), 
and such Sponsor is not responsible for printing or typographical errors ir any sweepstakes - related materi-
als. late, lost, or misdirected mail or transactions that are lost, fail to enter into the processing system or are 
processed or transmitted late. 
2. Sweeostakes Drawing: The winner will be drawn at random on or about April 30. 2004. Odds of winning 

each prize depend on the number of eligible entries received. Your purchase of a product or service from the 
Sponsor or the prize manufacturers will not increase your chances of winning a prize. 
3. Fligibility: Game is open to all legal residents of the United States and Canada (other than the residents 
of Puerto Rico and the province of Quebec), except for the employees and immediate family (spouses and par-
ents, siblings. children and each of their spouses) of Sponsor, the prize manufacturers, and ea& of their affil-
iates, subsichanes, advertising agencies, and any other company involved with the design. production, execution 
or distribution of the sweepstakes drawings, in order to win a prize, residents of Canada will be required to 
answer correctly a time limited mathematical skill testing question to be administered via telephone. 
4. Release: Winner releases the Sponsor, the prize manufacturers, and each of their parents, subsidiaries. 
affiliates, officers, directors, agents, and employees from any responsibility or liability in connection with any 
loss, accident, or death incurred in connection with the use of the prizes won in the giveaway. The vanner here-
by consents to the use of his or her name and/or likeness by the Sponsor for advertising purposes without add.-



Instrument Givea 
Each Virtual Instrument prize package will consist of. 
East West/Quantum Leap 
Symphonic Orchestra "Platinum" 
Quantum Leap Stormdrum 
Quantum Leap Hardcore Bass 
Percussive Adventures 2 
Bosendorfer 290 Piano 
ProSamples Platinum Nu Jointz 
ProSamples Platinum The Operating Table 

ProSamples Platinum Afrolatin Slam 
ProSamples Platinum Wired 
ProSamples Platinum Koncept & Funktion 
ProSamples Platinum Drumkit From Hell 2 
ProSamples Platinum Stormbreakz 
ProSamples Platinum Vapor 
ProSamples Platinum Adrenaline 
ProSamples Platinum Percussive Adventures 2 LE 

ST[]Plvl 

Value of each package - $5,590! 
Don't miss this chance to be the lucky winner. 

Log on to www.musicplayer.com today! 

tional compensation unless pratubited by law. The verified prize winner and/oe prize winner's parent or legal 
guardian will be required to sign an Affidavit of Eligibility and a Public ty/LiabIlIty Release unless prohibited by 
law. Thxe materials must be retuned within ten days of nab:attn. Failure to corrply may result in iisaualification 
and the selection of an alternate winner. All prizes for the genie are donated by third parties. The game it not 
meant to convey any endorsemert of any product or service, nor does a thud party's donation of anypnze have 
any inguenca on Sponsor's editorial coverage. 
5. Taxes: Any tax liabilities are solely the responsibility ol the winner and the winner will be regurred to pro-
vide his or her social security number or tax payer ulentñcation number for tax purposes. All federal, sate. 
local, municipal, and provincial laws and regulations apply. 
6. General: Sponsor shall be deemed sole triterprezer of :he pales and conditons. By participating, entrants 
admowledge and agree to be bound by these rules and that the decisions of the Sponsor are final. Sweepstakes 
is void where prohibited by law. Prize components are not exchangeable. transferable or redeemable for cash. 

Prices shown are estimated retell prices, and actual prices may vary. SPONSOR DOES NOT MAKE AND IS 
NOT RESPONSIBLE FORAN`r WARRANTIES (INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
OR OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE) OR ANY GUARANTEE WITH REGARDS TO ANY PRIZE OR 
PORTION THEREOF. NI sweepstake:: entries become the property of the Sponsor and will not be returned. 
In the event of unavailability or stated prize(s) or component(s) thereof, Sponsor reserves the right to subs> 
tute item(s) of comparable, value Sponsor reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to cancel, terminate or sus-
pend the Internet portion of this giveaway should virus, bugs, nonauthorized human intervention or other caus-
es beyond its control corrupt Cr affect the administration, security, fairness or proper play of the giveaway. In 
such cases, Sponsor reserves tfrie right to select the winner from mail in entries only. 
7 Winner's List: To obtain the name o' the prize winners, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to " Winner" 
The East West Virtual Instalment Giveaway, Music Player Network, 2130C Campus Dry, San Mateo, CA 944CC1, 
USA, by October 30, 2004. 
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by Greg Rule 

Retail price: $699 [optional digital 

output card is $2491 

Contact: PreSonus, 

www.presonus.com 

Channels: 1 

Inputs: XLR, 1/4", send ( 1/4' TRS) 

Outputs: XLR, 1/4", return ( 1/4' IRS), 

both can be used simultaneously 

Frequency response: 10Hz-50kHz 

Dynamic range: >115dB 

Headroom: +22dB 

EIN: -127dB 

Noise floor: -112dB (+ 12dB gain) 

Gain range: up to 52dB 

Selectable input impedance: 

1)0 2.51)0 011ins 

Highpass filter: -3dB shelf at BOHz 

Phantom power: +48V 

FET compressor: threshold: - 40 

to +20dB, ratio: 1-10 ( 1:1 to 

4:1); attack: 0.1 to 200ms, 

release: 0.05ms to 3 seconds, 

gain make-up: -20 to +20dB; 

10Hz-10kHz; highpass filter on 

the sidechain, soft knee mode 

Parametric Eft 3-band: 20-300Hz, 

200Hz-3kHz, 2-20kHz (all ± 13dB), 

Cl¡variable all bands): O. 0.4-2 (3 

octave to 2/3 octave) 

Misc.: Optional 24/192 digital output 

card with AES/EBU and S/PDIF 

output, plus auxiliary 1/4' IRS 

analog in (allows two Eurekas to 

share one card) 

*link 

PreSonus Eureka 
R 111 channel strip with a few tricks up its sleeve 

ou've invested in a 

state-of-the-art DAW, 

loaded it with plug-ins, 

purchased some nice mics, an 

accurate pair of nearfields, and 

all the trimmings. Your tracks 

are sounding good. Nice and 

clean. But then you play a few 

mixes for your veteran producer 

friends and the hammer drops. 

"Where's the beef?" 

The new Eureka channel 

strip from PreSonus could be 

the cost-effective analog 

solution you need. Pump your 

vocals, guitars, keys, drums, 

or you-name-it tracks through 

Eureka's transformer-coupled 

Class-A electronics, and . . 

bring on the punch and power. 

PreSonus proudly touts 

Eureka's " pro-level performance 

at a mid-level price point." But 

how well does it live up to its 

billing? Let's find out. 

TOUR OF FEATURES 

The first thing you'll notice 

when handling Eureka is its 

rock-solid construction and 

knob-packed front panel. The 

sculpted, brushed-metal face-

plate looks pro, as do its 

heavy-duty blue knobs and 

matching blue backlit buttons. 

The knobs are solid and tight — 

no wiggly BS. No cheesy 

wall-wart here either; the unit 

WY •JVCIN II 100,4, 
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COMPRESSOR . 

connects to the AC outlet via a 

standard 3-prong power cable. 

Eureka's controls are grouped 

into four main categories 

across the front panel: preamp, 

compressor, parametric EQ, 

and master. A VU meter sits in 

the center, and can be toggled 

to display compression gain 

reduction or master output 

level. In case you're wondering 

where the on/off switch is, it's 

located on the back panel — 

which might be inconvenient, 

depending on your studio setup. 

A rear-panel XLR input is 

provided for plugging in your 

mic of choice; instruments 

plug directly into the front-

panel 1/4" input. A button is 

provided for activating 48V 

phantom power. The preamp 

section also includes controls 

for 80Hz cutoff, phase reverse, 

impedance (more on that 

below), and my personal 

favorite, Saturate, which 

adjusts the drain current on the 

input FET amp to simulate the 

effect of tube saturation. It's a 

useful warming effect, and a 

smooth one at that, but note 

that " simulation" is the key 

word, as PreSonus chose not 

to equip Eureka with a tube as 

they did on their FireStation 

computer interface. Tubes 

aren't for everyone, though, as 

they can be temperamental 

and have a shorter lifespan. 

Another notable feature is 

Eureka's variable input 

impedance, which allows you 

to " tune" the unit to a variety 

of microphones. It car also 

be used as a tone-shaping 

effect. " Being able to match 

impedance to each of your 

microphones is a powerful 

tool," adds Mitch Gallagher, 

"and can definitely enhance 

the sound. In Eureka's case 

the 5-position impedance 

control covers a broad range. 

The lowest setting, 50 ohms, 

should be great for most ribbon 

mics. Used with condensers, 

reducing impedance cuts low 

end and results in lower output. 

Fortunately, Eureka has more 

than enough gain to make up 

for it. For most applications, 

you'll use high [2,500 ohm] 

impedance, but the tonal options 

provided by the other settings 

are worth exploring, and a nice 

bonus to have available!' 

Eureka has a fast-response 

FET compressor onboard, 

offering both soft and hard 

knee options. It also has a 

make-up gain stage and an 

internal high-pass side-chain 

control. The latter can be 

used for frequency-specific 

compression — de-essing, for 

TWO OF EUREKA'S STANDOUT FEATURES ARE ITS VARIABLE 

IMPEDANCE CONTROL AND TUBE SATURATION EMULATION, WHICH 

ADJUSTS THE DRAIN CURRENT ON THE INPUT FET AMPLIFIERTO SIMULATE 

TUBE SATURATION/WARMTH. 

(  i ' 

o .1 1,. 
EUREKA '•-•"' • 
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THEM YOU SHOULD SPEAK TO THE PROS 
What is a real Pro, you ask? You and Full Compass, where the Pros are. 

Here at Full Compass we offer the mcst knowledgeable Call us at 800-356-5844 and talk to a real professional, 

sales professionals in the audio world. Many of us have Barn to 8pm Cent-al Time Monday through Friday or 

been serving our customers for 15 o- 20 years, and they 10am to 4pm Saturday. We will give you the 

keep coming back. Why? Because of 

what a real Pro offers: loyalty and long 

terrr service. We build relationships. 

vç 1-0dai 
ir -t-Di(. to ;) re,a I fro! 

I-50 --7)5 —5751± 
L---fflmuor-

attention you need... and deserve. 

Call us - you'll want to stay on 

the phone for decades. 

eFULL COMPASS 
WHERE THE PROS ARE. 

www.fullcompass.com 



'I've never heard anything 
better in a ribbon microphone 
than Royer's new R-122, everl 
Something happened when 
they put that amp and larger 
transformer in there and this has 
become my new favorite ribbon 
microphone. I always use ribbon 
mics for their warmth and sweet 

high frequency response 
characteristics, but there is 
something truly unique about 
the powered R- 122's sound 
quality My pal Omar Hakim was 

bouncing off the walls when he 
heard the first playback R 
122's on overheads on his drum 
set - they just sound absoutely 
fantastic! Royer really nailoo t 
with the R-122." 

146 ,2 

Bruce Swedien 
(Grammy winner, r Loo, 
Michael Jacks° • y Jo s 
Duke Ellington 

erlatelhcom 
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i 
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PreSonus 
Eureka 

example. The routing switch is a useful 

option, which allows the compressor to 

be placed before or after the EQ section 

in the signal path. 

In the parametric EQ section, three 

identical control sections are provided for 

low, mid, and high frequencies. From low to 

high, the frequency range in each section 

overlaps into the next — no gaps, in other 

words. For each section you'll find a knob 

for selecting frequency, bandwidth range, 

and positive/negative gain. " It's great for 

broadband shaping," says Mitch of the EQ 

section, "and it has enough precision that 

you can dial in surgical cuts as well." 

Finally, the master section at far right 

provides a single master gain control and 

a switch for toggling between vu display 

modes. " I love the sexy vu output 

meter," says Mitch. " Combined with the 

three signal present/clip LEDs, it gives 

you a good idea of what's happening in the 

unit level-wise. I wish that you could switch 

it to different points in the signal path — 

post-compressor, post-E0 — however." 

SESSION NOTES 

I toggle my workload between two stu-

dios — a home studio, used primarily for 

line-level tracking and editing, and a larger 

offsite facility for open-air recording and 

mixing. The home rig is digital, so I welcome 

the chance to bring devices in that can 

treat those cold, edgy tracks. And that's 

just what I did with Eureka, as I was able 

to use it for keyboards, drum/percussion 

tracks, and vocals during this review cycle. 

Mitch Gallagher conducted additional guitar, 

bass, percussion, and vocal sessions at his 

well-equipped studio in Nashville. Here's 

what we discovered during our sessions: 

As slick as Eureka is physically, 

PreSonus had to cram a tot of features 

onto that slim front panel. The knobs are 

positioned tightly, so if you have thick 

fingers, you might be in for a bumpy 

ride. Heck, even fine-fingered folk might 

have to be extra precise. In the heat of 

tracking, I found it nearly impossible to 

twist a knob without bumping the one 

adjacent to it. Fortunately the knobs are 

tight, so they seldom turn when 

bumped. Mitch's main complaint wasn't 

so much the position of the knobs, but 

"the shiny metallic blue knob faces, 

which make it hard to see the settings 

against the silver face plate." 

In one round of tests, I used Eureka 

to process some high-resolution solo 

• 
Pws 

Its tone is full and 

rich, without the 

sterility or harshness 

sometimes associ-

ated with DI inputs. 
vocal files — including one of a pro 

Broadway singer belting at full lungs. 

That particular source file was all over 

the map dynamically, and needed some 

compression and a touch of EQ. I routed an 

output from my DAW into Eureka's mic-pre 

input, since I couldn't resist dialing in a bit 

of saturation to round off the edges. ( In 

order to access the Saturation feature, you 

have to patch into the XLR or front-panel 

instrument input, as the 1/4" input on the 

back panel bypasses the mic-pre section 

entirely). I also gave the vocal a 12k 

bump for a bit of air. Within minutes I 

had a smooth, natural, and controlled 

sound. Excellent. 

Mitch tracked guitars directly through 

Eureka. " The instrument input sounded 

fine with all my guitars and basses. Its 

tone is full and rich, without the sterdity 

or harshness sometimes associated with 

DI inputs." 

In general, Mitch found Eureka's 

sound to be " tight on the low end, and 

detailed on top. It doesn't have quite the 

lower-midrange girth of some preamps, 

but tracks recorded with it sit well in a mix 

without need for EQ. Dynamically it 

responded well to both loud vocal passages, 

as well as to acoustic guitar performances. 

The preamp's saturation control isn't an 

extreme distortion effect. Rather, it soft-

ens the top end, fattens up the mids, and 

reduces upper midrange. At 50 percent, 

the effect is noticeable, but not overly 

intrusive on the quality of the original 

signal. Even at 100 percent, the original sig-

nal comes through, albeit darker, less pre-

sent, and rounder. I liked this effect most 

on hard-sung vocals and distorted electric 

guitar. For delicate tracks, such as nylon and 

steel-string finger-picked acoustic guitar, I 

felt that it obscured detail. On percussion, 

such as finger cymbal, tambourine, and 
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M930 Stereo 2(1). 

15 years later... 
Nothing has 
Changed! 

Gefell microphones are still hand made 
in Germany with the care and precision that one 
can only equate with old-world craftsmanship and a 
commitment to excellence. From the early days with Georg 
Neumann, through the relocation of the factory during the 
2nd World War, and the many years separated behind 
the Iron Curtain, Gefell has remained true to its 
roots. And these roots run deep... 

2003 - UM92.1S capsule. 

The original 

13okt-bottle' From the 1st generation multi-pattern 

UM57 to the fabulous UM92.1S, 
Microtech Gefell continues the tradition with the 
legendary 'tube sound' that is only possible with the 
original M7 capsule. That's right, the original M7, 
with gold sputtered PVC, hand made in the 
Gefell factory. 

That's not to say we have rested on our laurels... 
Since the beginning Gefell has set the pace for 
microphone innovation and continues to elevate the 
bar The Gefell UM900 Phantom, the world's only 48V 
phantom powered tube mic; the Gefell M930 Compact, a 
large-d.aphragm studio condenser with optical isolation and 
the lowest self-noise in the business; and now the Gefell MV230 
digital for better than 140dB performance. But wait, there's more... 

1957. UM57 capsule. 

(141 to Right) Tube mics: 

Origiaal UM57 (1957), 

UM57 VER. (1972), and 

today's Gefell (1M92. IS 

Today. Gefell measurement microphones lead the world in metal diaphragm technology. For 
those 'in the know', nothing compares to the precision of an ultra-thin 0.8-micron pure 
nickel membrane for true, full bandwidth performance. This incredible technology is now 
available with the new Gefell M295, a low profile cardioid that will absolutely blow you away. 

Of course there are lots of mics to choose from and for the average person, a mass-
produced copy is just fine. But if you want something truly special and a cut above, visit one of 
our exclusive Gefell Dealers and listen to the difference that quality. tradition and pride can 
make. You may be surprised at how good a hand-made microphone can truly be. 

Gefell - Quality, Tradition and Innoveon 

Ála www.getell-mics.com the original hand-made German microphone 

DISTRIBUTED BY C,TEC - CABLETEK ELECTRONICS LTD 1638 KEBET WAY. PORT COQUITLAM BC V3C 5W9 TEL 504-942-1031 FAX 604-942-1010 EMAIL: info@gefell-mics.com 
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TR IS N IN G 5.!‘ EDUCATION 
PROGRAM CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS 

www.protoolstraining.com 

Digidesign Certified 
Pro Tools Training 

CONDENSED 

• PRO TOOLS WORKSTATIONS FOR EACH STUDENT 

• Pro Tools 101: Learn the foundational skills 
needed to function in a Pro Tools environment 

• Pro Tools 201: Learn the Skills needed to 
competently operate a sophisticated Pro Tools 
system in a professional environment. 

• Pro Tools 210: Complete your skills to oper-
ate a sophisticated Pro Tools system in a pro-
fessional environment with a focus on Music 
or Post and earn your Operator Certification. 

1-2 WEEK 
COURSE 

The Pro Tools Training Center is the 
premier provider of Digidesign's Pro Tools 
Certification and related Pro Tools 
Courses. Through a combination of state-
of-the-art equipment, unparalleled support 
and leadership from some of the most 
respected and experienced professionals 
in the Industry, we are able to provide 
the most valuable training to all levels of 
Pro Tools users. 

Our Board includes 
Craig Anderton, 

Roger Nichols, 
Kevin Elson, 
Charles Dye, 
David Frangioni, 
and more. 

Pro Tools Training Center 
Miami, Nashville, Atlanta, Texas, On-Site Nationwide 

Space is Limited! Call Today 

888-277-0457 
www.protoolstraining.com 
ON SITE TRAINING IS AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE 

"The most important tool we use in our industry 
just got taken up about 10 notches. 

ADAMs will change your life. 
Ted Curtis, Upstairs Productions, Oklahoma City. OK 

Distributed in the United States by ADAM Audio USA (805) 413-1133 

Come meet the entire ADAM family at www.adam-audio.com 

AMARA 
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PreSonus 
Eureka 

triangle, I preferred the straight sound of 

the preamp." 

The owner's manual provides suggested 

settings for vocals, guitars, keys, and 

drums, but one thing they don't talk about 

is running complete mixes through it. 

Obviously Eureka is a mono channel strip, 

but in a pinch you could try using it for 

"shoestring" mix processing by running 

left and right channels through it one at a 

time, then realigning the tracks in your 

DAVV. For fun, I tried just that by using a 

few mixes that were extra edgy and " dig-

ital sounding." I was curious to see how 

much analog smoothing I could achieve, 

and also how much noise would be intro-

duced in the process. So I dialed in 50-

percent saturation, a touch of soft com-

pression, and a moderate amount of gain. 

As sketchy as this process was, I have to 

say that the results weren't bad. The 

tracks sounded warmer, and had lost 

much of the " digital edge" from the orig-

inal straight-from-DAW mixes. No se was 

virtually non-existent. 

JURY 

PreSonus has a winner on their hands with 

Eureka. It's a well-built, high-performing 

channel strip at an affordable price. Mitch 

agrees. "At under $700, Eureka stards out 

in the crowd. Its specs and feature fist are 

cool — transformer-coupled input, flexible 

signal path, good processing capabilities, 

etc. — but its outstanding attribute is its 

open, detailed sound. It would make a 

great choice as a front-end for a DAW." 

There's no shortage of affordable 

slim- line channel strips on the market. 

Focusrite and MindPrint have severa units 

that go head to head with Eureka, to name 

two manufacturers. But Eureka holds its 

own in the pack, and stands out in several 

key areas. Give it a test run and you might 

be surprised at how much it can improve 

your tracks — especially those cold, edgy 

digital ones. Thumbs up. 

Strengths: 

• Big bang for the buck 

• Transformer-coupled class-A circuitry 

• Tube-saturation emulation 

• Variable impedance control 

• Low noise operation 

Limitations: 

III No tube là la PreSonus FireStation) 

• Knobs crammed tightly together 
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MAKING YOUR LIFE EASIER 

lafte. 

www•GCPRO•com 
+ MUSIC PRODUCTION 

+ POST PRODUCTION 

+ BROADCAST 

+ PROJECT STUDIOS 

+ M OBILE RECORDING 

+ EDUCATION FACILITIES 

GUITAR CENTER 

GC Pro was created to offer you solutions to your daily challenges. 
We recognize that rapidly changing technology, frequent upgrades. 

and budgetary constraints can make your life difficult. 

We've assembled a network of seasoned industry professionals to 

assist you in making informed buying decisions. Your GC Pro 

account manager will research solutions for your technical 

problems, demonstrate equiipment at your facility, and help 
you with easy account-based purchasing. 

GC Pro leverages Guitar Center's bulk buying power, huge 

inventory and national reach to quickly deliver the right gear 

to your doorstep at very competitive prices. 

Visit us online today to find your local GC Pro account 

manager for direct access to the broadest range of new 

and vintage gear available! 

EXPERTISE. EXCELLA NT PRICES. EXTRAORDIr.ARV SERVICL 

'LL IN ONE PLACE! 

PROFESSIONAL Your life is about to get easier! 



by Mitch Gallagher 

Type: 8-channel AD/DA converter 

Price: $2,995 I96kHz); $3,995 

(192kHz); X-Digi-Mix Pro Tools Mix 

interface card, $595; X-FireWire 

FireWire interface card, $595; X- HD 

Pro Tools HD interface card, $595 

Contact: Apogee Electronics, 

www.apogeedigital.com 

A/D channels: 8 

DIA channels: 8 

Analog inputs: DB25, balanced 

+4dBu 

Analog outputs: DB25, balanced 

+4dBu 

Digital inputs: 2 ADAT optical 

(S/MUX-compatible), AES/EBU 

(DB25) 

Digital outputs: 2 ADAT optical 

(S/MUX-compatible), AES/EBU 

IDE125) 

Word clock I/O: BNC 

Sample rates: 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96kHz 

(±10%), 176.4-192k (optional) 

Resolution: 16-, 24- bit, UV22HR 

word length reduction 

Frequency response: 10-20kHz 

(±0.2dB) © 44 1kHz 

Dynamic range: 114dB 

THE ROSETTA'S DUAL-

STAGE CLOCK CAN 

SYNC TO EXTERNAL 

CLOCK, AND CAN BE 

USEDTO RUNTHE UNIT 

AT SAMPLE RATES 

THAT ARE MULTIPLES 

OF THE INPUT RATE 

AriÈ 

Rpogee Rosetta 800 
8-channel converter doubles as Pro Tools 

FireUre Interface 

all about converting 

analog voltages to 

ones and zeros, and 

vice-versa these days. And 

Apogee has been all about 

converters for many years. The 

latest from the company com-

bines eight channels of analog 

input and output with multiple 

digital I/O formats and flexible 

routing — and, of course, 

excellent quality conversion. 

Two models of the Rosetta 

800 are available. One supports 

sample rates up to 96kHz, 

the other can handle rates up 

to 192kHz. A 96k model can 

be upgraded. 

It's 

DOUBLE-DUTY 

Rosetta 800 has two indepen-

dent signal paths. The first 

accepts up to eight channels 

of incoming signals (analog or 

digital) and sends them 

simultaneously to AES/EBU 

(single- or double-wire), ADAT 

(standard or S/MUX), and 

whatever card is installed in 

the unit's option slot (see "The 

X-Factor" below). The second 

accepts eight channels of 

incoming signals (analog or digi-

tal) and routes them to the eight 

analog outputs. You can choose 

to run analog and digital signals 

in or out of the Rosetta at the 

96 • EXT   

• 88.2 

• 48 • 192 

• 44 1 • 176.4 

ADATO 

OPTIONS 
AEse 
wce 

• simux 

• DW 

SAMPLE RATE — MED SYNC 

.01.1. • b.. 

"." 

same time on a channel-pair 

basis. So channels 1 and 2 

might be fed analog, while 3 and 

4 come from ADAT, 5 and 6 from 

analog, and 7 and 8 from ADAT, 

with the outputs being similarly 

configurable. Since digital input 

can be routed to digital output, 

the Rosetta can convert ADAT to 

AES or vice-versa. Apogee's Soft 

Limit is provided to prevent ND 

clipping, and UV22HR is included 

for reducing word length. 

Signal I/O is on DB25 con-

nectors (except ADAT I/O), so 

you'll need breakout cables in 

order to use the Rosetta (not 

included with the unit). There's 

also word clock I/O on BNC. 

Rosetta has powerful digital 

sync/clocking features, based 

around its dual-stage clock. The 

first stage accepts and buffers 

incoming clock signal, while the 

second stage clocks bits out to 

the converter. Apogee says this 

reduces jitter to the lowest 

possible level. In addition to 

the required ability to sync to 

external clock, the unit can run at 

sample rates that are multiples 

of the incoming clock frequency. 

So, if you're feeding the Rosetta 

ADAT signal at 48kHz, you can 

run the unit at 96kHz. Note 

however, that the unit doesn't 

do sample-rate conversion. 

THE X-FACTOR 

The back panel of Rosetta 

800 has an option slot that 

may be filled with expansion 

cards, called " X" cards. There 

are three flavors. The first, 

the X-Digi-Mix, is available now 

(I was unable to test it for this 

review), and allows the Rosetta 

800 to connect directly to a 

111Y 1-€::D 

ROSETTA ROO 

Pro Tools Mix system. The 

upcoming X-HD and X-FireWire 

cards will connect to Pro Tools 

HD and FireWire computers 

(OS X and Win XP) respectively. 

IN USE 

It's simple to set up and use. 

Plug it in, connect your sources 

and destinations, then use the 

front-panel buttons to set up 

sync and routing. The nicely 

illustrated manual aoes a good 

job of guiding you through the 

possibilities and how to access 

the advanced functions. 

In a word, it sounds great. 

Whether at 44.1k or at high reso-

lution, the sound is clean, trans-

parent, detailed, dynamic, and 

natural. What's surprising is how 

inexpensive it is. $3,000 ($4,000 

for 192k) may seem pricey, but 

when you break it down, you end 

up at less than $190 per channel. 

And that's before you factor in all 

the features, to say nothing of 

the ability to serve as a Pro Tools 

or FireWire interface (which does 

add $600 to the price). 

For those looking for multi-

ple channels of ND and D/A 

conversion, Rosetta offers 

excellent sound quality and 

high value. Add in the extra 

features, and the deal gets 

even sweeter. . 

Strengths: 

• Independent A/D and DIA signal paths 

• Flexible signal path configuration 

• Great-sounding conversion 

• Soft limit 

• Powerful clock/sync features 

• Option cards allow connection to Pro 

Tools and FireWire computers 

Limitations: 

• No S/PDIF support 

al DB25 connectors require breakout 

cables 

• No sample rate conversion 
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'My investigation 

into the many 

facets of the 

SCX-25 have 

proven to be 

most rewarding!' 

David Grisman 
Legendary Mandolinist 

You don't have to be a sleuth to figure out that 

the SCX-25 is one of the most original and best 

sounding microphones to hit the pro audio market 

in recent times. 

Uniquely shock mounted within an intricately machined 

brass housing, the SCX25's patented shock mount design 

completely isolates the capsule from the mic body and the 

electronics. By successfully minimizing acoustic reflections and diffractions, 

the SCX-25 delivers a pure, open-air sound unlike any other microphone. 

Track down a pair of SCX25's for your next recording. David Grisman did 

and you can hear the results on his latest releases. 

SCX-25 
Condenser Microphone 

AUDIX 
Petr0!NANCE 15 EVEIVITNINGj 

For more information about David Grisman and his music go to www.dawgnet.com. 
For a dealer near you call: 800-966-8261 

TEL: 503-682-6933 FAX: 503-682-7114 www.audixusa.com 

Audix Corporation, PO Box 4010, Wilsonville, OR 97070. In Canada, C-Tec, Tel 604-942-1001, Fax 604-942-1010 ®Audix Corp 2003. All rights reserved. Audix and the Audix logo are trademarks of Audix Corporation. 



by Craig Rnderton 
Pane PECt SS Parametric EQ 

Price: $999 

Contact: Rane, www.rane.com 

Strengths: 

II Unique shelving response 

• Real-time control over all 

parameters 

• Wide-range parametric EQs 

• Overload indicator and bypass 

switch for each stage 

• Universal voltage internal power 

supply 

Limitations: 

• No preset storage or MIDI control 

• No digital I/O 

by Mitch Gallagher 

ike the DEQ 60 

graphic EQ (reviewed 

5/03), the 2U PEO 55 

features digital processing 

with analog control. 

Configurable as 5- or 10-band 

linked stereo, dual 5-band 

mono, or 10-band mono, each 

of the ten filter sections has 

three switch-selectable ranges 

that, in total, span from 12.5Hz 

to 20kHz. Rounding out the 

unit are high- and low-cut 

filters along with high, mid, 

and low tone controls. 

Each channel can set one 

filter stage to high shelf and 

one to low shelf, using Rane's 

unique " accelerated slope" 

technology that creates a 

steeper slope to reduce 

influence on the midrange 

frequencies. Compensation 

keeps phase shift, normally 

an issue with increased 

slope, under control (see the 

white paper at www. 

rane.com/-odf/acceler.pdf). 

As befits the price, the 

PEO 55 has a pro vibe, from 

the XLR/1/4' TRS/Euroblock 

analog I/O to the sturdy 

construction and solid control 

feel. One great feature is that 

each filter stage has its own 

bypass switch and overload 

indicator, so you know instantly 

which stage is clipping. 

There's also a per-channel 

master bypass. 

The A or B group of knobs 

can control either channel. For 

example, to link, you switch 

both channels to A, and use its 

knobs. You could have a 

different setup on the B knobs 

and switch to those (which 

brings new meaning to the 

term "A-B" comparison), or 

switch one channel to A and 

one to B for unlinked operation. 

However, there are no 

presets — after all, the point 

is real-time tweakable control 

(which also makes the PEO 

55 well suited to onstage 

use). As someone who 

regards EQ tweaking as part 

of the " performing" aspect of 

mixing, the PEO 55 performs 

admirably: You don't hear 

stair-stepping with drastic 

control twisting, and there's 

enough space between 

controls to make tweaking 

comfortable. 

If you just need some 

stages of parametric EQ, the 

PEO 55 is probably overkill. 

But if you also need shelving, 

you haven't heard shelving 

until you've heard the 

accelerated slope technology, 

which brings a welcome, 

unexpected additional 

flexibility to the PEO 55. 

Ursa Major SST-206. Space Station 
Price: $1,395 

Contact Seven Woods Audio, 

vmw sevenwoodsaudio.com 

Strengths: 

• Convenient " remote control" 

form factor 

• Wonderful, character- laden Space 

Station reverb and delay 

• Lush room algorithm 

• Knobs for each parameter 

Limitations: 

• No bypass switch 

II Digital I/O only 

• No preset storage 

• No high sample 

support 

URSA MAJOR 
Space Station 

U . ea 

hristopher Moore of 

Seven Woods Audio 

designed the Ursa 

Major Space Station in 1977. His 

goal at the time was to create 

the best possible low-cost 

reverb. The original 

processor, with its 11-bit 

converters and 7kHz 

bandwidth, went on to 

become legendary for what 

some of its users called its 

"garage grunge" sound. 

Now Moore 

is back with a 

new unit, the 

Space Station 

SST-206. But 

his approach 

has changed: 

Now we're 

talking 24-bit 

resolution and 

22kHz 

bandwidth. In 

addition to re-

creating the 

sound of the original Space 

Station, he's added a high-

quality " room" algorithm. 

The old unit was a 3U 

monster; the new one is 

tiny. In fact, on opening the 

box, I assumed I was sent 

just the remote control by 

mistake. In fact, the 

"remote control" is the SST; 

the entire thing is smaller 

than a DVD case. A breakout 

cable comprising AC power 

and AES/EBU digital I/O (the 

only connections available) 

is permanently affixed to 

the unit. 

The unit is covered with 

knobs. At the upper left are 

input and dry signal level, 

lower right is a knob that 

selects one of four modes: 

SST Reverb, SST Echo, 

Room, and " Program," which 

is currently unused. In 

between are various 

parameter controls; high and 

low decay, pre-delay, early 

reflection levels, room size, 

and so on. A 4-stage LED 

ladder displays level. 

Sonically, the SST-206 can 

provide everything from 

slapback delay to comb-filter-like 

echo " clouds" to metallic 

reverbs to lush, realistic 

rooms. The user interface is 

excellent — grab a knob and 

make the change you want. 

Version 2 software has just 

been released, which 

doubles delay times in the 

Room and SST-Echo 

algorithms. Existing units will 

be updated free — contact 

Seven Woods Audio. 

The original Space Station 

has a lot of devotees, and 

Seven Woods Audio is 

providing an affordable way to 

get an updated version. Add in 

a great-sounding room 

algorithm, and you have a 

winning combination. • 
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It's not easy being the best ... 

Times and technologies change, but some 

things remain the same. Since opening our 

doors in 1924, it has been our goal to keep 

musicians on the cutting edge of music tech-

nology - from analog to digital and beyond. 

The Sam Ash Professional Audio Group was 

created with the special needs of studio and 

live sound professionals in mind and is the 

only pro supplier backed by over 79 years of 

experience. We pride ourselves on offering an 

unbeatable selection of the latest gear 

backed by unmatched expert service and the 

guaranteed lowest prices in the industry. 

Visit our totally new website online at 

www.samashpro.com. If you are in the New 

York City area, stop by our newly renovated 

showroom. Call (212) 586-1100 for an 

a ppointment. 

... but we've been doing it for 80 years! 

SELECTION  
The nation's largest selection 

of name-brand recording, live sound, 
DJ and computer solutions! 

SUPPORT PRICE 
Professional Service. 
Professional Training. 

PROFESSIONAL 

The Guaranteed Lowest Price 
backed by our 

30- Day Satisfaction Policy! 

162 West 48th Street • New York, NY 10036 • 1;212) 586-1100 • www.samashpro.com 



by John Krogh 
Primera Bravo Disc Publisher 

Price: $1,995 ICD-11 burner only), 

$2,495 ) DVD-R/CD-R combo 

burner) 

Contact: www.primera.com  

Strengths: 

II Affordable alternative to 

commercial duplication/printing 

services 

• Cross-platform 

• Easy to use 

• Combo model supports DVD-11 

and CD-R media 

• Can be used with professional 

graphics programs 

Limitations: 

• Included graphics 

software is basic 

• Curves print with 

a slight jaggedness 

rimeras Bravo Disc 

Publisher is one of a 

handful of affordable 

CD and DVD duplicator/printers. 

If you're a studio owner or 

musician frequently in need 

of cranking out promotional 

or fully produced discs, 

Bravo could save you 

thousands of dollars in print 

and duplication fees in just a 

few months. It works with 

Mac OS X and WinXP, and 

connects to the computer via 

USB and FireWire. Both 

connections are used 

simultaneously — 

FireWire for 

transferring data, and 

USB for operating 

Bravo remotely from 

the computer. 

Bravo's Quick 

Start guide 

can get you 

duplicating in minutes, but I 

took the manufacturer's 

suggestion of running the 

Configuration Utility for 

optimal print quality at 2,400 

DPI resolution. The utility 

allows you to monitor ink 

levels, maintain and calibrate 

ink cartridges, and align 

printing on the discs. 

For layout, Primera's 

Discus is a straightforward 

and basic program that's more 

consumer-grade than 

professional, but I was still 

able to get high-quality 

results. Discus recognizes all 

installed fonts, which is good 

news if your company logo 

uses a custom or rare typeface. 

The graphics capabilities are 

bare bones, but it's possible to 

access Bravo's printing 

features from Photoshop and 

other pro graphics apps. 

Duplicating (i.e., burning 

data to multiple discs) is 

handled by Discribe — a 

straightforward app tilat 

supports Disc Copy lit even 

works with commercially 

released sources) in addition 

to VideoCD, IS09660, DVD 

Video/Audio, and other 

popular formats. 

Up to 50 discs can be 

created at once; I had no 

problem burning mult pie 

runs of 20-plus discs. There 

wasn't a coaster in the 

bunch, but I did notice that 

printed curves were slightly 

jagged — not as smooth as 

professionally silk-screened 

discs. If you don't mind the 

print quality, and would 

benefit from having 

duplication/printing facilities 

in-house, the Bravo Disc 

Publisher won't disappoint. 

Vi ritec 
Introduces the X7'3i! 

Ignignirren  
We put this piece head to head with vintage Neve 1073's at this 

year's AES show. It is 100% guaranteed to meet your expectations 
and is an incredible value. List price $1595 Special $1375 

The X73 
The Vintech X73 features custom hand wired concentric style 
switches with gold plated pins. Swiss made military grade atten-

uator switch. List price $ 1995 Special $1795 

The " X81 CLASS A" 

The Model 473 

vvvvvv_vintech-auclio_com 
1 

JOE MEEK'S 
BOLD TECHNIQUES 

By Barry Cleveland 

L'udtin 

ice Meek's 
BUD Techniwies 

Everyone reading 
Tape Op would 

enjoy this ... the 

ultimate Joe Meek 

book! - Larry Crane, 
Tape Op 

I can't recommend 

this book enough! 

-John Cavanagh, 
BBC Scotland 

Includes the 1960 
stereo sci-fi fantasy 

Hear a New World 
recording on CD! 

For more information or to order 
signed copies 
please visit: 

www.barrycleveland.com 
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GML 2020 SINGLE CHANNEL INPUT PROCESSOR 

The definitive, multiple award-vvinning* 
single-channel processor, the 2020 combi -es 

GML's renowned 8300 preamp, 8200 
parametric equalizer, and 8900 dynamic 

DrocEssor in one powerlul and flexible unit. 

For the name of your local dea ,er, contact Transamerica Audio Group • (702)365-5155 • sales@transaudiogroup.com 
GML, LLC • P.O. Box 1366 • Franklin, TN 37065 • Phone (615) 790-9946 • Fax (615) 794-4802 

GML 8200 PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER 

The inclusuy-standard parametric equalizer. 
Extraordinary resolution, benchmark 

transparency, çenerous headroom, and 
surcical précision make the 8200 :he 
reference unit for protessional work. 

GML 8300 TRANSFORMERLESS MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 

The reference standard low- noise, high- resolution, 
wide-bandwidth preamplifier for over twerty years, 
the world-renowned 8300 offers exempl3ry musical 
performance in either 2- or 4-channel corficurations. 

11110MNIU 

..7 u • • • _ 
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• 

GML 8900 DYNAMIC GAIN CONTROLLER 

Featuring a custcm all-discrete aulo path, 
the 8900 is a powertul and flexible 

processor employing revolutiorary sensing 
methods for musically useful, creative 

dynamic ran • e control. 

GML 9500 MASTERING EQUALIZER 

Based on the GML 8200, this dual-mono 
equalizer delivers surgical accuracy and 
unprecedented transparency, !albs the 

precision and repeatability demandedl in 
critical mastering applicaticr7s. 

Itelassenbcirg Labs 

* 2002 Mix Magazine Tec Award, 2001 Pr 9 4udio Review Excellence Award, 2000 EQ Magazine Blue Ribb 3.1 Editors Choice Award. 



Sounds 

DISCOVERY FIRM 
Alma Flamenco 

Contact: Discovery Firm, 

www.discovervsound.com 

Format: 2 CD (Acid WAV/REX2, 

and audio) 

Price: $55 

I r you're looking to bring 
I— flamenco fire to your 

productions, Alma Flamenco 

can light the flame with 

authentic-sounding materials. 

The 2-CD set includes a CD-

ROM with 601 Acid/VVAV files 

and 342 REX2 format files, 

and an audio CD comprising 

529 phrases. 

The package takes a 

construction set approach 

broken down into bongo and 

cajon drums, casteneula 

(castanet), palmas (clapping), 

finger snaps, taconeo (tap-

ping), and voces (female, 

male, and group voices). 

The guitar accompaniment 

tracks offer the most articu-

lations. There's arpeggios, 

muted strumming, quick 

picado single-string runs, 

rasgueo and rasguido strum-

ming patterns, falseta phrases, 

and more. 

It's a simple matter to put 

together a realistic flamenco 

track, complete with percus-

sion, vocal interjections, guitar 

licks and fills, and using the 

various strumming patterns 

and articulations, to create 

good dynamics. 

The acidization of the files 

varies; a few glitches here and 

there. And documentation 

is non-existent. But the 

tracks sound authentic. 

Flamenco performances, 

particularly guitars, aren't 

squeaky clean. It's part of 

the style to hear string 

buzzes, creaks, and scrapes. 

Having these in the tracks 

only increases the realism. 

At $55, Alma Flamenco 

offers a good source for 

adding flamenco flavor to 

your productions, or for 

quickly putting together 

decent backing tracks. 

—MITCH GALLAGHER 

.STEP--••••> 
AHEAD imminr.:. 

AMG 
2-Step Ahead 

Contact: AMG, www.samoles4.com 

Format Audio, REX, WAV, Refill, 

Apple Loops (for Apple Soundtrack) 

Price: $99 (£60, worldwide shipping 

free of charge) 

TI he good news: A major client just called. They 

want a " 2-step dance track" 

for a national campaign. The 

bad news: The only 2-step 

you know is the country 

variety. Gulp. The good 

news: You do some research 

and find that AMG has a 

ready-made library that will 

save your hide. 

2-Step Ahead offers 482 

stylized REX2 files, 76 NN19 

programs, 50 Subtractor 

patches, 10 Malstrom 

patches, 5 ReDrum kits, and 

five song starters. You'll find 

hard-shuffled dance beats, a 

variety of synth riffs, vocal 

hooks, bass lines, effects, 

and one-shot sounds — all 

dancefloor ready. 

Many of the electronic 

beats are built upon retro 

sounds (booming analog 

With flawless content like this, you 
simply can't go wrong with BiPolar. 

kicks, metallic synth clinks, 

and the like) and they shuffle 

hard. From rubbery drips and 

whips to ring-modulated 

madness, the Processed 

Beats are also a blast. 

They're anything but pristine, 

however. Check out the 

noise floor on Processed 

Beat 33, for example. 

As for the basses, they're 

hard groovin' as well, and 

made to match the beats. The 

FM synth sources are a trip 

straight back to the '80s. 

But, be warned: Some of the 

bass samples can easily be 

transposed into a garbage bin 

of aliasing, so watch how far 

you go. 

Another note of caution: 

If you buy the Apple Loops 

version, the usage rights 

are different than the other 

versions. AMG explains that 

the AL material " is licensed 

only for use 'to picture' in 

AV applications. If you wish 

to use it commercially in 

non-AV-linked music you need 

to buy the other versions, 

which are licensed for regular 

music use." 

All things considered, 2-

Step Ahead is a handy collec-

tion to have around, especially 

when stuttery, hard-shuffled 

electronic dance grooves are 

required. But don't let the 

name pigeonhole the potential 

of this collection. There are 

plenty of cool sound effects 

and patches to feed many a 

track, 2-Step or otherwise. 

—GREG RULE 

BiPolar 
Drum n Bass loops by Polar 

471-her 

BIG FISH AUDI°41ink 
BiPolar 

Contact Big Fish Audio, 

www.bigfishauclio,com  

Format 1 CD Acidized WAV, 1 CD 

audio 

Price: $99.95 

ou don't see a lot of 

7 drum ' n' bass sample 

CDs, so it's good news that 

this construction kit-based 

CD really delivers the goods. 

There are 35 folders, each 

with two to four complete 

loops, along with the ele-

ments that make up those 

loops (including individual 

drum hits) — 949 files, or 

568MB, total. Temoos are 

170 or 175 BPM; folder 

names specify the key. All 

the sounds are authentic, 

well-recorded, and ... well, 

check out my demo at 

www.eamag.com. 

Of special note: the 

synth effects aren't genre-

specific and would work 

well in other contexts. 

Thoughtfully, they're loops 

rather than one-shots. 

However, note that loops 

intended to be mixed softer 

are cut softer. While this 

speeds up the process of 

creating a tune using the 

"construction kit" approach, 

if you use the loops for 

other purposes, you'll likely 

need to bump up the levels 

a bit. 

Although the acidization 

is okay, it's not great. That's 

too bad, because some of 

these loops are otherwise 

very useable when slowed 

down to the 140 BPM range. 

But tweak a bunch of markers, 

add in the missing ones, and 

you're good to go. 

D'n'B may not be the 

heartbeat of mainstream 

America, but there are 

pockets where it's huge. If 

you're into the genre, or just 

need to put together a sound 

track with the right vibe, this 

CD is all killer — ro filler. 

—CRAIG ANDEFtTON 
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All the best Pro Audio gear. With sales 
ORDER 20 FROM OUR SECURE WEB SITE 

reps who can speak your !language. 
reSV1 specializes 

In fact, most ol us • • 'ir -6.6"á 
EIP in pro audio 

here  live, breathe and 
sleep this stuff Our 
sales reps average 
decades of real-world 
experience in the 
recording and broad-
cast studio, on both 
sides of the mic When 
you call BSW, you'll 
get someone who 
speaks your language 
So for everything 
from finding a decent 
preamp to outfitting an 
entire production room, 
you can rely on us for 
expert, friendly advice 

And since we sell 
to the recording and 
broadcast industries in 
huge quantities, we're 
also experts at lining 
up the best pro gear at 
the lowest prices We'll 
help you find what you 
need and get it to you 

for less 
Go online or call 

for your FREE catalog 
today and find out 
why we're the audio 
source more and more 

people are 
turning to 
for great 
gear, low 
prices and 
expert 

81 ma servicel 
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499" 

PRESONUS • EUREKA • professional recording channel strip • Class -A mic preamp 
• FEI compressor • 3-band parametric EQ • " saturate" setting for tube etfed • balanced 
line, instrument and mi c inputs make it a great honk end Icir any source • 11.1 rackmount 

749. lea 

MACKIE • HR626. oiamplified powered monitor • 100 IF! 
40Y1 HF power • dual 6.7" woofers and waveguide-loaded 
aluminum dome tweeter • symmetrical sound held for flexible 
positioning • 0:RCA inputs • advanced overload protection 

*AI -e 

— 

1,299" 

TASCAM • Pillige4 • Fireire DAV1 control/audio interface with 8 motorized 
faders • 8 Xlit mic inputs with phantom power and inserts • 8 analog outs • 
4x4 MIDI • shortcut keys ¡or popular DAWs • 8 channel ADM I/0 • S/PDIF I/C 

emu. 

- 

%OP 
349 

SHURE" • SM78 • dynamic cardioid mic • warm sound 
and unpronounced Droximity effect • bass roll-off/presence 
boost switches.. excellent shielding for hum rejection 
• internal shockmoot • includes two windscreens 

589" 
4 

DIGIGRAM+•VX442 • sound card • 4 balanced 
analog1/0 and 2 digital I/0 • ultra-low-latency 
performance• sample rates up to 24-bit/96 kHz 

999" 

YAMAHA • SPX2000 • powerful stereo multi--effects processor • new advanced " Rev-X" 
reverbs with controllable room size and more • 97 preset programs • 99 user programs • 
24-bit A/D-D/A • ve and XLR ii0 • nSiEBU I/O. word dock input • MIDI ano USB 

669" 389" 
NEW 

3.4 

314  , .-r-• .. • ••• _et --T is IS --- ..e_ —r . 
4, . 1 6 T — - -- 1......i . "" i........; ''''' 7......;' " ••• Ir.; - ''' "." 

........• . .01,..... ' ewe... 
--ea: .•-....i, ..1re : «Fral,..74. . ..--tus., di--- 1:-... re.zi,,. .r.• .e,!...,re ` 

AVIOM • PERSONAL MONITOR SYSTEM • extremely.affordable syslem, delivers 16 channels ni  

audio to an unlimited number of daisychainabiie, comdetely controllable personal mixers Via .-
common Cat- 5 :ompLter cable • no more bad monitor or headphone mixes • AT transmitter has 
16 1/£' kne-level inputs • A16 personal mixers can be daisy-diained up to 500 It apart • A160 
distributes signal 13 8 personal mixers in parallel • call to learn more about this breaketroug,h system 

Get your tree 144 page catalog! 

WWWISIMUSauCOM • 1.877364.0560 
ORDER 24/7 FROM OUR FAST-LOADING WEB SITE • Z.ALL US bAM-6PM PACIFIVIME 

World's Best Source for Pro Mido Products 

11".• 
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by Greg Rule 

EMULATOR X and EMULATOR X 

STUDIO desktop sampling 

systems 

What is it? 24-bit/192kHz software 

sampler with integrated I/O and 

hardware-accelerated effects for 

Windows XP and 2000; runs as 

VSTi or standalone. 

Who needs it? Musicians and 

sound designers that need true 

professional sampling and synthe-

sis features. 

Why is it a big deal? Emulator X 

delivers the sampling technologies, 

powerful DSP, and sound quality 

of E-mus hardware samplers with 

the latest disk streaming, file 

management, and graphical 

interface advantages of software, 

over 2GB of incl. sounds. 

Shipping: By the time you read this. 

Retail Price: Emulator X, $399.99; 

Emulator X Studio. $799.99 

'TTTTT_FII\S 
-Coming Attractions are 
previews of 11/1W products 
that haven't solved in the 
martetplace. These aren't 
product reviews, but are 
designed to bring you up-
to-the-minute information 
on the next generation of 

, cool recording tools. 

E-mu Emulator X ià Digital 
Audio System hardware 

DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEM 

What is it? 24/192 PCI-based I/O 

and hardware-accelerated effects, 

mixing, and monitoring for 

Windows XP and 2000; compatible 

with all major audio/sequencing 

software (WDM/DirectSound/ 

ASID drivers). 

Who needs it? Anyone looking to 

record/create digital audio on 

their PC with pro results. 

Why is it a big deal? E-mus Digital 

Audio Systems feature premium 

(120dB SNR) converters, a host of 

analog and digital I/O formats, over 

20 hardware-accelerated effects 

plug-ins (with over 500 presets), 

and zero-latency mixing/monitoring 

at an attractive price. 

Shipping: By the time you read this. 

Retail Prices: 1820M, $699.99; 

1820, $599.99; 1212M, $299.99 

Contact E-mu, www.emu.com  

long last, E-mu is 

ready to launch their 

highly anticipated 

Emulator X software sampler 

for Windows XP and 2000 

operating systems. But 

that's not all the company 

is rolling out. A new line of 

I/O hardware is also set to 

ship. Let's take a sneak 

peek at the hardware and 

software components of 

this new line. 

SOFTWARE 

The Emulator X delivers the 

same sampling technologies, 

DSP, and pro sound quality of 

E-mu's hardware samplers, 

but adds the latest disk 

streaming, file management, 

and graphical interface 

advantages of software. 

True to its roots, 

Emulator X offers a deep 

synthesis engine for sculpting 

your sounds down to the 

sample level. You get 36 

patchcords per voice, over 

50 Z-Plane morphing filters, 

multi-wave LFO's, conditional 

voice modulation, clock 

modulation, and an arsenal 

of other synthesis features 

and parameters. You can 

also save your favorite synth 

setups as templates for 

quick editing. 

E-mu offers two Desktop 

Sampling Systems: Emulator 

X and Emulator X Studio. 

Both systems feature the 

Emulator X software, but 

ship with different I/O and 

sync components — the 

Emulator X system ships 

with the E-mu 1212M, and the 

Emulator X Studio system 

ships with the 1820M. 

HARDWARE 

E-mu also announced the 

arrival of three new Digital 

Audio Systems interfaces: the 

E-mu 1820M, 1820, and 

1212M. Compatible with all 

major PC audio/MIDI software 

apps, the new interfaces 

feature premium ( 120dB 

SNR) converters, hardware-

accelerated effects and mixing, 

and E-mu's E-DSP chip — a 

hardware-accelerated effects 

processor with over 20 effects 

plug-ins and over 500 presets. 

The effects architecture is 

expandable, allowing you to 

add more plug-ins to your 

system as needed. The E-DSP 

chip also provides zero-latency, 

and hardware-based mixing 

and monitoring via the included 

PatchMix DSP mixer. All three 

Digital Audio Systems ship 

with a PCI card that contains 

ADAT, S/PDIF and FireWire 

ports, as well as connectivity 

to a family of internal and 

external I/O and sync options. 

The 1820M is equipped 

with 18 audio ins and 20 outs. 

It's housed in a half-rackspace 

breakout box equipped with a 

pair of TFPro mic preamps 

(with 48V phantom power), 

six balanced analog ins, 

eight balanced analog outs, 

turntable in (with ground and 

RIAA preamp), eight speaker 

outs, and optical S/PDIF out, as 

well as two sets of MIDI I/O. 

The 1820M features premium 

24-bit/192kHz converters 

(120dB SNR) and a sync 

daughtercard that offers Word 

Clock, SMPTE, and MTC sync. 

The 1820 comes in the same 

enclosure as the 1820M, but 

lacks the sync daughtercard 

and premium converters 

(though still delivering 111dB 

SNR). The 1212M offers 12 

audio ins and outs, and pro-

vides the same converters 

as the 1820M on an I/O 

daughtercard. It has a pair of 

balanced ins and outs, as 

well as MIDI I/O. 

Emulator X software E-mu 1820M Digital Audi;;;;" . 
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Index These companies would be very happy to assist you in obtaining more informa-

tion about their products and services. Please contact them via phone or online 

For a better response. tell them "I saw it in EQ!" 

COMPANY PHONE WEB PAGE # 

Acoustics First 

ADAM Professional Audio 

Alesis 

Audix 

Auralex Acoustics 

B8iH Pro Audio 

Blue Microphones 

Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW) 

Cakewalk 

Cakewalk 

Conservatory Of Recording Arts & Sciences 

Digidesign 

Disc Makers 

Discrete Drums 

Emagic 

Focusrite 

FreeHand Systems 

Full Compass 

Full Sail 

George Massenburg Labs 

Grace Design 

Guitar Center Professional 

Klein + Hummel 

Korg 

KRK Systems 

LA Recording Workshop 

Lexicon Pro 

M-Audio 

Mackie 

Mark Of The Unicorn 

Marshall/Mogami 

Microtech Gefell 

Millennia Music & Media Systems 

Musician's Friend 

Music Yellow Pages 

Neumann 

Oasis CD Manufacturing 

Open Labs 

PMI Audio Group 

Pro Tools Training Center 

Recording Workshop 

RODE Microphones 

Roger Linn Design 

Royer Labs 

Sam Ash Professional 

Sample CD Store 

Samson Audio 

Shure 

Sonic Circus 

Sony Pictures Digital 

Steinberg 

Sweetwater Sound 

Sweetwater Sound 

Tannoy North America Inc. 

TASCAM/TEAC America 

T.C. Electronic Inc. USA 

Vintech Audio 

Waves 

West L.A. Music 

Zero International 

888-765-2900 

805-413-1133 

401-658-5760 

800-966-8261 

317-842-2600 

800-947-5518 

866-FOCUSRITE 

877-564-0560 

888-CAKEWALK 

888-CAKEWALK 

800-562-6383 

800-333-2137 

800-468-9353 

800-387-5720 

+49 4101-495-0 

866-FOCUSRITE 

800-503-9697 

800-356-5844 

800-226-7625 

615-790-9946 

303-443-7454 

www.acousticsfirst.com 

www.adam-audio.com 

www.alesis.com 

www.audixusa.com 

www.auralex.com 

www.bhphotovideo.com 

www.bluemic.com 

www.bswusa.com 

www.project5studio.com 

www.cakewalk.com 

www.audiorecordingschool.com 

www.digidesign.com 

www.discmakers.com/eq 

www.discretedrums.com 

www.emagic.de 

www.focusrite.com 

www.freehandsystems.com 

www.fullcompass.com 

www.fullsail.com 

www.massenburg.com 

www.gracedesign.com 

www.gcpro.com 

866-417-8666 www.khna.com 

516-333-8737 www.korg.com 

805-584-5244 www.krksys.com 

818-763-7400 www.recordingcareer.com 

801-568-7567 www.lexiconpro.com 

800-969-6434 www.m-audio.com 

800-258-6883 www.mackie.com 

617-576-2760 www.motu.com 

800-800-6608 www.mogamicable.com 

604-942-1001 www.gefell-mics.com 

530-647-0750 www.mil-media.com 

800-436-6981 www.musiciansfriend.com/free 

www.musicyellowpages.com 

860-434-5220 www.neumannusa.com 

888-296-2747 www.oasisCD.com 

512-444-6222 www.openlabs.com 

877-563-6335 www.tottaudiodesigns.com 

888-277-0457 www.protoolstraining.com 

800-848-9900 www.recordingworkshop.com 

877-328-7456 www.rodemic.com 

510-898-4878 www.rogerlinndesign.com 

818-760-8472 www.royerlabs.com 

212-586-1100 www.samashpro.com 

866-815-2424 www.samplecdstore.com 

516-364-2244 www.samsontech.com 

800-25-SHURE www.shure.com 

617-696-9360 www.soniccircus.com 

800-577-6642 www.sony.com/mediasoftware 

818-678-5100 www.steinbergusa.net 

800-222-4700 www.sweetwatercom 

800-222-4700 www.sweetwatercom 

519-745-1158 www.tannoy.com 

323-726-0303 www.tascam.com 

805-373-1828 www.tcelectronic.com 

877-4-MIC-PREAMP www.vintech-audio.com 

865-909-9200 www.waves.com 

310-477-1945 www.westlamusic.com 

800-635-5335 www.zerointernational.com 
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Rouer II by John Krogh 

Emagic Logic 
Comping Strategies 

Objective: Make auditioning and editing together (comping) takes faster and more efficient 
usLng soy commands. 

Background: Weeding through many takes to assemble " the perfect" comp in Logic can be a 
clumsy affair if you don't know how to take advantage of several features that improve workflow. 

Step by Step: These instructions assume you have a session with multiple takes already open 
and ready to be edited/arranged. ( For the purposes of this article, I've only included two takes, but 

these techniques will work for larger sessions.) 

*le te•-•-tele..e• 

11.111111111111 
ii Ii mum 

— Set Locators 
Key / 

r 

3 

'Slot Ri:ht Autodroi Point b ro 
r . 1 ¡ by, t 

Set rounded Locators by Object 
• Set Locators & Play  

• To make a single assembled track, 

select all of the " final" phrases, then 

click on any one of the regions with the 

Glue tool. A new audio file comprising 

the selected regions will be created. 

II If you hear clicks at transitions 

between individual slices, add small 

crossfades — no more than 15 ms 

should be enough. 

• If the source audio regions are 

spread across many tracks, pack 

them in a folder (Arrange window > 

Functions > Folder > Pack Folder) when you're done 

comping — this will help reduce screen clutter. 

1 Zoom in on the waveforms so you an see 
I where phrases start and stop. Use 

Ctrl+up-/down-arrow to zoom vertically; 
Ctrl+right-/left-arrow to zoom horizontally. 

2 

3 

4 

Break the continuous audio regions into 
smaller sections using the Strip Silence 
command. (This will create the pieces that 
you'll assemble into the final take.) Select 
one of the regions, then choose Strp 
Silence from the Arrange window's Audio 
submenu (or press Ctrl+S). Do the same 
for the remaining tracks. Note: Adjust the 
Threshold amount to make fewer or more 
individual regions. 

At this point, the tracks should look 
something like those in Step 3 ( left) Strip 
silence may not have divided all the tracks 
in the same locations. If this is a problem 
(say, you want to replace a single word 
that's within a larger region), you can click 
directly at the location with the scissors 
tool from within the Arrange window/. 

Now you're ready to start auditioning the 
best bits.To make things go quicker, use 
Cycle playback (" I" key) and set the cycle 
region to the boundaries of the individual 
audio slices ( or Objects, as they're referred 
to in the Key Commands window; Options 
> Preferences> Key Commands). You'll 
need to assign a key command for this, 
such as " Shift+r 

Return to the Arrange window. Turn 
cycle playback on, and then change the 
cycle start/end points using the net)/ 
key command. 

To hear each track soloed, press S, then 
select an audio slice (When solo is 
engaged, only selected regions will play.) 

Once you've chosen the best phrases, 
mute the others by selecting them, then 
pressing M. 
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THE SOURCE FOR tfiTIN 

\,olume I 

800 
875.6951 

Volume 2 

800 
875 6951 
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• The Ultimate Information Source 
for Pro Audio Software 

• B&H Audio Professionals Choose 
the Newest Products & Technology 

• Over 700 Pages of: New Computer 
Audio Hardware/Software, 
Standalone Software/Plug-Ins, Midi, 

Samples, DJ, Cables, Studio Furniture 

TH-rirPROFESSIONAL AUDIO SOURCEBOOK 

420 Ninth Ave., New York, NY 10001  

800875-6951 EMAGIC 
MO 947 7008 

www.bhpho 

Volume 1 ( Hardware) Volume 2 (Software) 
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pp 'llev by Craig Rnderton 

Steinberg Cubase SX 
Thicken with pitch shifting 

Objective: Use Cubase SX's pitch shift module to make vocals sound richer and thicker. 

Background: A proven technique for creating richer vocals is to have the vocalist double a line by 
singing along with the original take. The doubled take is often mixed behind the main line at anywhere 

from -3 to - 10 dB. However, sometimes it isn't always possible to cut a doubled line — like when 

you're mixing, and the vocalist is on tour somewhere. For those occasions, here's a quick workaround. 

Step by Step: If the preview in step 4 doesn't sound satisfactory, repeat steps 3 and 4 until you get 
the sound as desired, then proceed to step 5. 

• « p 

Select All Events 

Show Automation 

Shgv,i Used Automation 
Remove Track 

Track. Controls Settings,. 

Disable Track 
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9 The protect cooler's events 
that use the same au4o maten as the selected' 
Press "New versan" ptocesang should apply 
only to selected events! 

• Do not shorn this message agan 

Contnue New Vefsronj Cancel  

Preview Process I  Cancel  

2 

3 

Right-click on the vocal track you want to 
thicken, then select Duplicate Track. 

Select the copy and go Audio > Process > 
Pitchshift 

Set Transpose to 0 semitones, Fine Tone 
around -20 to -30 cents, and choose one 
of four algorithms: Mode 1 ( fastest, lowest 
quality), Mode 2, Advanced, or WIPE>: 
algorithm (slowest, highest quality). I 
suggest Mode 2 because it lets you 
preview the effect. Leave the other 
parameters at their defaults. 

L. If Mode 1 or 2 is selected, click on Preview 
to make sure everything sounds okay. If 
another mode is selected, or you're 
finished with previewing, click on Process. 

As the track was duplicated, you will get 
a warning that other clips also use this 
audio, so any processing will apply to 
them as well. Click on New Version SO 
that the pitch shifting affects only tho 
selected clip. 

Mix the doubled and original vocals 
together. Experiment with bringing the 
doubled track down a bit so it doesn'-
compete with, but instead compleme 
the lead vocal. 

Ill For the thickest sound, pan the two vocal 

tracks to center. 

III If you pan one vocal full right and one full left, 

you'll hear two individual vocals instead of a 

composite effect (which may be what you want), 

and the stereo image will be weighted toward the 

slightly louder vocal. 

II Try panning lead vocals slightly left and right 

(e.g., left channel at 10 o'clock, right channel at 

2 o'clock). This gives a little stereo imaging, and 

makes the vocals sound bigger. 
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%ward yourself with what you really want... 

4111111ke 
0101000 
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...great music gear! 
jitgaite. 

Get the only card that offers you /gee points! 

• Earn 1 Music Gear Network Point foil. every $1 in net 
retail purchases* 

• As a special welcome, receive a 5cro rebate form for a 
single purchase from Brook Mays Music** 

Receive rebates for purchases made at Same Day Music, 
Backbeat Books, Geargenie and Music Gear Network 

10 MA II 

Apply online today and receive a gig bag FREE' 

To apply by phone call 1- 866 -432-6262. Mention priority CQT2 (TTY users 1-800-833-6262) 

To apply online: www.applyonlinenow.com/credecarcl. Mention priority code CQT3. 

I 3r infomiatkin about the rates, fees, and other costs ewsicr,otiscl with the use of this credit card. please contact the card issuer and administrator. MBNA 

Arne..s.ic. Bank, IN. A., by calling trill-free, by writing to RO. Box 15020, Wilmington, IDE 19950. or by visiting online. 
-Program participants earn reward points through use of the credit card. Earn one (1) point for every one ($1) dollar in net retail purchases made anywhere 

your Music Gear Network Platinum Plus or Preferred card is accepted. Cash advances, purchases of money orders or other cash equivalents. and fraudulent or 

unauthorized transactions do not earn points. Each time you earn 5000 points, well mail you one < 1) R,ebate Reward Certificate for 5% off your eligible purchase, 

at Saints !Day Music, AND one (1) $10 Rebate Reward Certificate for an eligible purchase made at - - ziie or Music Gear Network. Certificate and register 

receipt must be mailed to Music Gear Network for you to lrarive rebate. Points have no cash value and may not be used to pay any credit card balance. 

Points accumulate for a maximum of thirty-six (36) Months from Ole Month when they are-earned. Certificates expire one ( 1) year after they are issued. 

Other terms apply. Complete details asi.........aripany new-account materials. The ternis of this program may change and the program is void where prohibited by law. 

Use your new Music Gear Network Platinum Plus or Preferred credit card to make an initial retail puralhase anywhere the card is accepted and well mail you 

one ( 1) Welcome Certificate -good for 5% rebate off your next purchase made at Brook Mays. Please allow 10-12 weeks for delivery of the Welcome Certif.-ate 

after qualifying. VVelcome Certificate must be mailed to Music Gear Network for you to receive rebate. Other terms apply. Details accompany the Welcome 

Cdrtifibate. 
• -r This litmitect-tirne offer for a Music Gear Network Gig Bag (est, retail watise: $75) is available only ta persons who respond to this advertisement by submitting 

an ora-line application for the Music Gear Network Platinum -Plus or Preferred credit card, and are approved. Limit one bag per new account. Supplies are limited. 
Please allow 10-12 weeks for delivery after qualifying. Music Gear Network is the sponsor of this promotion arid reserves the right to substitute an item of equal 

or greater value. See on-line application for more details about this offer. 
The Music Gear Network Rewards Program is sponsored and administered by Music Gear Network. LUC. MBNAArrieriCe, tiABNA, and Platinum Plus are 

federally registered service marks or MBNA America Bank. N. A. Visa is a federally registered service mark of Visa U.S.A. toc., arid is used by MBNA rs irsuant 

to license. 
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

2192 Master Audio Interface 
Universal Audio 
Now Available 

The 2192 Master Audio Interface uniquely combines Universal Audio's world-class analog heritage & DSP technology in 
two channels of audiophile 24-bit/192k AD/DA conversion, flexible routing, and a worldclock generator/distributor. 
SRP: $2495 Introductory Price 
www.uaudio.com 
831-466-3737 

, 

• 

• 

DeLl 

.R0 

2192 

> 

X-phraze 
Steinberg 
Now Available 
X-phraze is a dream machine for every computer-based musi-
cian and Di, arranger and sound designer, bringing together 
three worlds that have been separated for too long: unlimited 
sound creation, real-time polyphonic phrase creation, and 
intuitive live-remixing functions. 
SRP: $249.99 
www.steinbergusa.net 
818-678-5100 

The Ideal email# trend Piano 

The Grand 
Steinberg 
Now Available 

Steinberg introduces The Grand, the first of its kind. World-class 
concert grand piano. Breathtaking sound quality, dynamic 
response and playability. Unlike any simulation, it's a true instru-
ment: with sustain pedal resonance, true re- pedalling, true 
hammer action-and without loops. 
SRP: $299.99 
www.steinbergusa.net 
818-678-5100 

Evolver 2.0 
Dave Smith Instruments 
Now Available 

Evolver is now shipping with version 2.0 feature upgrades! Same 
incredible sound from this true analog synth. Way too many 
features to list, so check the website for specs and a listen. 
SRP: $499 
www.davesmithinstruments.com 
707-963-7006 

To advertise in this section contact Joanne at 650-513-4376 jmartin@musicplayer.com 
For more information about these products, visit eqmag.com 
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

ProjectS.com 
Cakewalk 
Now Online 
A virtual community to help musicians take full advantage of 
Projects with free tutorials, sampler banks, presets, and pat-
terns. Users can exchange projects and MP3s, read interviews, 
much more. 
SRP: Free 
www.projectS.com 
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A SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA FOR YOUR COMPUTER 

<3.:1«.:: perpcnabcchestr• coo, —...-, 

Garritan Personal Orchestra 
harps.com, Corp 
Launch Date: November 2003 
A complete symphony orchestra sample collection for 4249 
Includes orchestral sample library Native Instrument KONTAKT 
player, Steinberg CUBASIS VST and Geniesoft OVERTURE 
notation program. Everything you need to create orchestra-
tions of any size! One decision, one package, one low price! 
SRP: $249 
www.garritan.com 
360-376-5766 

Symphonic Brass Collection 
Sonic Implants 
Premier at NAMM, January 2004 
Sonic Implants is proud to present the next offering in our highly acclaimed orchestral series, 
the Symphonic Brass Collection. Lush recordings of Solo and Ensemble French Horns, Trum-
pets, Trombones, and Tuba. 
SRP: TBA 
http://www.sonicimplants.com 
888-769-3788 
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lev by Eric Thibeault 

Applied Acoustics Tassman 
Building your first synth 

Objective: Build a simple analog monophonic synthesizer from scratch. 

Background: Subtractive synthesis was the basis of many legendary vintage instruments. This method 
is still used today in a lot of great synths, like the Virus, Nord Lead, Andromeda, and Ion. Basically, it starts 

with a harmonically rich sound, such as a sawtooth or square wave. The sound source is then filtered to 

limit or shape its harmonic content. An envelope generator driving a voltage-controlled amplifier is used to 

apply an amplitude envelope. The following synth is an example of this type of synthesis. 

Step by Step: ,ollow the seven steps in order. 
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• Change the direction of a wire 

while patching by left-clicking. 

• Double-click on a module in the 

Builder to select its display row in 

the Player. 

1 Create a new synthesizer document by 
clicking New from the File menu. 

,3 Select your modules from the Broivser 
and drag them in the Builder winc ow. For 
this mono synth, you'll need the following 
modules: Keyboard (In/Out:MIDI), ADAR 
lEnvelopes),VCO lGeneratorsl,VCrt 
(Envelopes),Vlowpass4 ( Filters),VIume 
(Envelopes), Level ( In/Out:Outputt.), and 
Audio Out ( In/Out:Outputs). 

2 Select a module in the Builder or Browser 
to get basic information about the module 
in the Help window. 

4 Connect the modules together in the Builder window by clicking the output pin 
of a module to the input pin of another. 
The same output can be connected to 
several inputs. The Gate output of the 
Keyboard is used to control the envelope 
generator. The Pitch is patched in the first 
modulation input of the VCO.The output 
signal of the VCO is then filtered bz the 
Vlowpass4 resonant low-pass filter .The 
signal is then shaped by the ADAR and 
VCA modules. Note that the output of the 
ADAR has been connected to othet 
modulation inputs in order to increase the 
versatility of the synthesizer. 

Switch to the Player window by choosing 
Show Player from the View menu. 

Adjust the frequency modulation cf the 
VCO so its pitch follows that of the 
keyboard by clicking on the modl .ireen 
LED on the VCO module. Adjust the filter 
cut-off frequency to vary the amount of 
harmonics in the signal. Adjust the volume 
fader to hear the sound, and watch the 
level meter to avoid overloading the 
output. Adjust the attack and release 
parameters of the envelope to further 
shape the sound 

Save your instrument and create presets 
with the Save Instrument and Save Preset 
command from the File menu. 
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TALENT AGENCIES 

"LOOKING FOR A RECORD DEAL???" 
Getting signed is very hard to do. But we will get the record deal 

you are looking for' Guaranteed Service. Call now to receive your 

FREE information. 

Talent 2000 

800-499-6395 

COVERS / CASES & RACKS 

R OCKET S TUDIO 

"Rocket Ship" 
Dual IS- KS 

(2) Spire LIS Racks 

S2 349. 90  

ArgosyConsole ,, um 

Synergy 

OMNIFIAX 

800.315.0878 

573.34E1.3333 

STUDIO FUITNI FURE 

professional con.nir furre,r,e 

PO Bax 1792 Sessadno. CA94966 
5043 1323393 Oanstle U.5 4,5 332 3392 FAX 415 332 2507 

,,A,A4 arm,. corn owner Inheorrninlx.carn 

MUSIC STORES 

The World's Best 

Online Music Storell 
I `,..`• I I'LL \ IF\ I ittl2C selection 

,il I ive Sound and Recording Equipment, 

including Mixing Consoles, Microphones. 

and 'Studio Monitors at Discount Prices. 

• We'll Beat any Advertised Price 

• Free Shipping on Select Equipment 

• Authorized Dealer on 
Allen & Heaths Mackie, Shure, Sennheiser. 

and MORE! 

INSTRUMEN'IP 
WO *MU* 
800-805-0852 

www.instrumentpro.corn 

' ;.--• • 
• •• " 

GET IT 

SOLD IN 
EQ MAG! 

email your ad to 
brecque@musicplayerco 

ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS 

'Our control room at Le Crib Studios needed senous help. Alter 
installing MiniTraps the room sounds better than we believed 
possible, with clear, round bottom and vastly improved 
imaging. Fantastic product. great company.'—Nile Rodgers 

Toll•free:866-REALTRAPS www.realtraps.com  

www.auralex.com 

CAuralex` 1-800-959-3343 
Expert Consultations • 

Tons Of Famous Clients • 
Cool. Greatly Expanded Website • 

W•lest Selection • Lowest Prices Anywhere, 

.-7cp,tratic..s 

TOTAL SQLIND_,CONTROL 

AcousticsFirst 
T= e N888 -765 -2900 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

SOLE H T . I 3) 634-71344 
FAX 

INFO 

(413) 6114-2377 

58 Nonciuck St. NortImunpon, MA mow 
ORDER ( 800) 583-7174 

Infoesllentsource. corn • www.Bilentsource.com  

Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers - A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • WhisperVVedge 
Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • Sound Quilt 

LWitsperKodb 
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 13 years of reducing 
sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MOL It. 
(8501, 

19 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 

New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 
www.whisperroom.com 

PH: 423-585-5827 FX: 42 L585-583I 
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DUPLICATION / REPLICATION 

irilLK WITH A 
HUMAN BEING 
ABOUtp REPLICATION 

OASIS® DUPLICATION OFFERS: 

• Innovative Packaging, including the 

revolutionary Oasis Jewel-Free BON 

• Free Radio Promotion on our 

OASISSAMPLEr CD compilations 

Ce:P National Distribution of your CD 

to Major Retail & Internet Chains 

• The industry's best reputation for 

quality, for 12 years running 

[OASIS 

CD MANUFACTURING 

oasisCD.com 

We do what a label does. 
For you. 

(888) BY-OASIS (888/296-2747) 
info@oasisCD.com 
www.oasisCD.com 

46 PRODUCTIONS 
25 CDRs - $45 / 50 CDRs - $68 

100 CDRs - $150 / 200 CDRs - $290 
ASE mom on DISCWAT 703 ASCAP imam! 
From CD or CDR master. Includes CDR inewel box with text 
printing 011CD label. Add $35 too other digral master. SSS for 
analog master. Orders rriust be prepaid. Shipping not included. 

42W557 Hawk Circle, St. Charles, IL 60175 
Phone: (800) 850 5423 • E-mail: info@46p.com 

Visit Our Web Page at: httir./Amw.46p.com 

DD, 816 Fifth Avenue 
Pittsburgh. PA 15219 

I I 1N \MICR AUDIO D. , 

CD Mastering and Replication 
-) Cass Mastering & Replication 

t. Digital Audio Post Production 
CEDAR Sonic Restoration 
Fliervice Digital House 

http://.4ddai.com 1-800-444-0DAI 

CDs • CD-ROM • CD-R • SHAPED CDs • AUDIO CASSETTES 

fric;r.. ii 

NEED CIDs? 
the choice is 

YSTALCLEAR 
DISC & TAPE 

erience for over 30 years. 

11 - 8CICI-880-0C1 -73 
visit us at vvvvvv.crystalclearcds.com 

DIGITAL MASTERING • ART DESIGN • PRINTING • PACKAGING 

PROD TIONS 100 FULL RETAIL READY CDS $244.001 UC  
11111”11•111.1111111MM Includes 4/0 Full Color Cover and 4/0 Full Color Traycard, Assembly and Shrink Wrap! 

I Quality CD Duplication 50 to 500 copies in 24 to 48 hours! 
VISIT US ON THE WEB 

www.elsproductions.com 
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VASAVIONELYRECORDELCOM • 1.800.409.8513 

Wee., CD Packages r, 7-10 Days 

(96 DOD Manufacturing 

Short Run CD/DOD Duplication 

Commercial Prnting 

Full-Service Prepress 

miuomeitinurintioMi 

Id E IA 5.11t N G   

800-964- DISC 

PARTS / ACCESSORIES 

JustStrings.com 
World's Largest Selection of Guitar & Bass Strings! 

www.juststrings.com (800) 822-3953 



MASTERING 

CUTS from ABOVE 
- Air-play 8. Distribution 

• Advertise & Promotion 

• Beyondmastering.com 

-CD's from . 39 cents 

FREE NEWSLETTER 
ArtistRecording.com 

1-877-507-0130 

DRT Mastering 
the Analog Specialist 

You will have the fat, slanunin' major-label 
sound that sells discs... or the work +s free. 
Custom gear. First•class results. Free 16-pg brochure 

800-884-2576 www.drtmastering.com 

EQUIPMENT FOR SFLE 

Can you really hear 

what's 
going on in your mix? 

"Th< DACI lets ate hear what's reall.‘ 11,11M' 

mir. 

Michael Wagener 

Recording Engineer for Ozzy Osbourne, Metallica, 

Janet Jackson. etc. 

The !MCI is a 2-channel, 24- bit, 192kHz 
capable D-to-A converter that ,s unveiling 
digital audio all over! At ;850, it's probably 

the studio's smartest investment. You too 
will produce better music by using a DAC1! 

Call or write Benchmark Media Systems 
today for your FREE catalog: 
800-262-4675 www.BenchmarkMedia.com 

umnu.EQMAG.com 

'Pe  teetIONY DEMARLi L4A1n1111s111 

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE OUR 
RECENT MOVE TO CARY, NORTH CAROLINA 

LOOKING FOR A 
PHAT TUBE SOUND? 

AT ADL, OUR TUBE COMPRESSORS & DIRECT 
BOXES ARE HANDCRAFTED TO MEET YOUR NEEDS 
www.anthonydemariaLabs.com 

SALES / SERVICE 

919-460-6042 

VOCALS 

SINGERS' Uttrii 
Unlimited Free Backgrounds 
from Original Standard Recordings! 
Thompson Vocal Eliminator"' 
VE-4 Free Brochure/Demo 
24 Hour Demo/info Line , 
(770)482.2485 - Ext28 
LTSound Dept EDI 7980 LT Parkway,utnonia. 
www.VocalEhrninator.com/g.o/E0 

Better Than Karaoke For Over 25 Years! 

EQUIPMENT DEALER 

EVERY MAJOR BRAND OF EVERYTHING. 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF MUSICAL GEAR IN 
STOCK. 

ALTO MUSIC 
Guitars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers, 

drums, pro sound, new & used. One of the 
largest selections in the country. 

We ship everywhere. 
(845) 692-6922 • Altomusic@Allomusic.com 

180 Carpenter Ave., Middletown, NY 10940 

Ask for Uncle Freddy — He loves Ya! 

SMALL ADS WORK TOO! 

TRAINING ! TLTORIFILS 

*TRAIN AT HOME 
Eeey Horwt.Study pre tleel Wei ing in 

Multi-track %cording Join nor successful 

working graduates or bond your own studio. 

/44EE 11.1rj2BMATIOIV 

Uldifl Imagine of America 
• 14WIlueneSule,,,Swmc,C119412 

MISS OUT [IN LAST 
MONTHS's ISSUE? 
APRIL DEADLINE: 
FEBRUARY 10th 

call B50-513-4211 
or email 

dlabreccpe®musicplayer.com 

CAREER MARKETPLACE 

Join the best staff in pro au 
Once Again, Sweetwater has earned the Musk Inc. REX award kir Customer 
Excellence My? Because we are xissionate about two things music tac 
and customer service That passion has helped us wow at a phenomenal 
in order to keep up with that growth, we're looking for a few more gr 
who want to turn their love of musk technology nit) a rewording car 

Our Sales Engineers enjoy the best benefits in music retail: 

• Tremendous earning potential 
• Exceptional health and dental benefits 
• Retircment and profit sharing plans 
• The best salesperson accommodation pricing anywhere 
• Thousands of dollars in additional income through 
manufacturer sales incentive programs 

If you're 'wrung for an opportunity to build lasting security in the music industry, 
look no further. Call us today. 
• 7'.t • • g. 
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Kristine Haas Ext. 1050 

www.swe3e5 Bass r.Rroomodcareers 
53 (800) 222-4700 

Fort Wayne, IN 46808 
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The MOTU Virtual Instrument Studio 

' Al 
"Digital Performer 4 is 121141 
better than ever." CHM  
— Electronic Musician   

Bus Main 
"MachFive is 
unquestionably a winner." CIOICE  

0171111 
2004! 

Electronic Musician 

Use DP4, the 828mkIland 

the G5 Power Mac to run 

MachFive, MX4 and a wide 

array of virtual instruments 

Apple Power Mac G5 
The world's fastest personal computer 

Your all- native MOTU desktop recording studio just got bigger. A LOT bigger. The new Power 

Mac G5 is like doubling your studio's square footage, andthen adding several additional floors 

stocked from top to bottom with virtual gear. Run more virtual instruments, more plug-in effects, 

more tracks, more busses, more processing, more everything than you ever thought possible. 

Yes, it's time to bask in the glory of your MOTU native studio. Starting at just $1999, the G5 

Tower transforms DP4 into a production powerhouse. 

MOT1J MachFiveTM and MX4 
Put this universal sampler & unique multi-synth in your DP4 arsenal 

MachFive could very well be the last sampler you ever purchase. Consolidate all of your sample 

libraries for instant access in DP4, including Giga, Sample Cell, Akai, K2eoc, Roland and others_ 

Play up to sixteen different parts per instance, and apply automatable synthesis effects powered 

by the renown UVITM engine. To add vintage and fresh analog synth sounds, look no further than 

MX4, MOTU's new multi-synth. Inspired by legendary subtractive synthesizers, MX4 combines 

several core synthesis techniques in a unified, hybrid synthesis engine that delivers fat basses, 

nasty leads, analog pads, vintage electronica — it's all at your fingertips. 

"...another 
winner for 
MOTU." 

— Electronic 
Musician 
Magazine 
Dos lAscu 

EMUS 
CIIICE 

2004i 

Novation Remote 25 
2- octave (25- key) MIDI controller with knobs, faders & LCD display 

The Remote 25 MIDI controller gives you two full octaves of superb action semi-weighted 

keys with responsive aftertouch. Play MachFive, MX4 and other favorite software instruments 

with the care and precise control that makes all the difference to the final performance. The 

Remote 25 connects directly to the computer via USB and gets power via the USB bus or 

oatteries, so if you've got a PowerBook, you can play anywhere. Use programmable pitch / 

mod / control wheel and touchpad' for total control and wild performance effects. Use the 

LCD to dial up dozens of pre-programmed button/knob/fader presets for the most popular 

software plug-ins and traditional hardware instruments. Dozens of product-specific colored 

Dent strips (included) 

clearly label each control. 

All 8 rotary potentiometers, 

8 sliders, 8 rotary encoders 

and 24 switches are entirely 

programmable. Control programs can 

be named and saved in any one of the 64 

template memories. Remote 25 is the perfect 

compact controller for you DP4 studio. 

CALL sweetwater 

music technology direct. 

800-222-4700 

Authorized Reseller 

THE MOTU VI STUDIO • CALL SWEETWATER 800-222-4700 
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UttimateSoundBank CharlieTM 
Virtual retro organ module 

Charlie delivers famous electric organ sounds to your Digital Performer desktop 

studio via a 3 GB sound library that captures the real sound quality of genuine 

organs recorded with the vintage equipment favored by purists. Charlie is powered 

by the UVI Engine', allowing you to play complex parts with unlimited polyphony. 

A gorgeous, clearly-designed, feature-rich synth interface, including amazing 

filters and mono/legato modes, lets you customize the sounds, or completely 

mangle them. Most patches are available with slow and fast rotary speaker effects. 

Use real-time MIDI control of every parameter to enhance expression and live 

use. Included instruments cover the gamut of vintage, classic American and 

European organs. Erijoy unsurpassed realism for your DP4 organ tracks. 

Native instruments Pro-53TM 
The second coming of a virtual synth legend 

The PRO-53 carries on the tradition of the legendary days of vintage 

cult synthesizers. Fashioned after the unique original Prophet Five, 

the PRO-53 casts in software those qualities which have been a 

major influence on popular music in the past twenty years: brilliance, 

power, warmth and beauty. Through Native Instruments' creative 

development philosophy, these timeless aesthetics have now 

reached the next step in their evolution. The result is the manifest 

re-definition of an original that was regarded as unrivalled until 

now. Call Sweetwater and add Pro-53 to your DP4 studio today. 
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East West / Quantum Leap Symphonic OrchesiraTNI 
World class strings / woodwinds / brass / percussion 

This stunning new 24-bit orchestra sample library was recorded in a state of the 

art concert hall by GRAMMY award-winning classical recording engineer Keith 

O. Johnson with custom-designed recording equipment. And now it can be at 

your fingertips in DP4. Just open the included Kompale sample player and then 

mix together any combination of three recorded mic positions (close, stage and 

hall) to alter the tone and ambience of any instrument or section. For example, 

you could use the stage mics for that big Hollywood sound, boost certain 

instruments with a hint of the close mics, and bring in a touch of the hall mics 

for reverb or even surround mixing. This library was produced by Doug Rogers 

and Nick Pheonix, recipients of over 30 international awards. 

Novation V-StationTM 
Plug-in instrument version of renown Novation K-Station 

When Novation launched the multi-award winning K-Station in 2002, it made an 

impact akin to lobbing a barracuda into a goldfish bowl. DP4 users where mad 

for the phatt'ness, the flexibility and the cool sound shaping while reviewers oozed 

with praise. And history is now repeating itself with the new V-Station Virtual 

Analog Synthesizer. The V-Station gets the same real 3 oscillator flexibility, 

awesome liquid analog filters, 8-voice polyphony, rippin' simultaneous FX and 

the kind of phatt sounds only a genuine Novation synth can offer. It's got 

sophisticated programming, acres of presets and convenient DP4 plug-in operation. 

From searing leads to passionate pads to delicate electric pianos, it's all there. 
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Universal Audio UAD-1 Studio PakTM 
Accelerated effects processing for Digital Performer 

Legacy Collection'" 
Virtual instruments and effects plug- ins with MS-20 Cont-oller 

With power-on-demand DSP and 20 award-winnMg UA plug-ins, the new UAD-1 

Studio Pak plug-in bundle is an unbeatable addition to your MOTU studio. For less 

money than comparable native plug-in bundles, you get a real DSP card running at 

44.1 to 192 kHz plus world class plug-ins like the legendary LA-2A. 1176LN, Cambridge, 

Pultec EQP-1A, 

and the 

Fairchild 670. 

Give your Mac 

a break, 

improve your 

workflow, and 

save a bundle 

with the UAD-1 

Studio Pak. 

Metric Halo ChannelStrir X 
Console-style, integrated EQ and dynamics processing for DP4 

Metric Halo's ChanneiStrip is the recognized leader e console-style channel strip audio 

processing for Digital Performer. As the first plug-in to offer the combination of 

exceptional audio quality, incredible DSP efficiency and a comprehensive user interface, 

ChannelStrip lets DP4 users work as efficiently and interactively as they would with a 

dedicated, world-class mixing console. ChannelStrip comes with more than 100 presets 

included to help you get your mix started. Usethe presets to compress your drums, 

EQ your vocals, get your sessions ready for mastering and much more. With ChannelStrip 

for DP4, you get an unparalleled ED, Gate, and Compressor, all in one easy to use 

interface. ChannelStrip is the crtical mixing tool for thousands of top engineers and 

producers world-wide 
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The KORG Legacy Collection is the ultimate virtual instrument pack, consisting of 

software versions of the MS-20, the Potysix, and the WAVESTATION bundled with a 

special-echtion MS-20 Controller. It also contains the revolutionary "Legacy Cell" for 

making combinations of the MS-20 and Polysix including Insert and Master effects. 

Features rative support of the microKOWROL for a complete 

hands-on music experience. 

NT2000'' 
The World's first fully variable control mcrophone 

AU 

AUDIO 
UNITS 

The new RODE NT2000 is the latest brainchild from Australian master microphone 

designer Peter Freedman and represents a huge investment on RODE's part. Never 

before has this much control and versatility been avalable in a superlative class large 

capsule recording microphone. The NT2000 features totally variable po,ar pattern, 

totally variaole nigh pass filter and totally variable pad — all located directly on the 

body of the microphone! The heart of the NT2000 is the Australian designed and 

manufactured TYPE HF1 dual chapnragm capsule. Frequency and transient response 

have been voiced to complement today's modern recording techniques, and yet still 

evoke the silky smooth character d the legendary microphones of the 50's and 60's. 

THE MOTU VI STUDIO • CALL SWEETWATER 800-222-4700 



PreSonus Central Station'm 
A Console Master Section Without the Console! 

The PreSonus Central Station is the missing link between your MOTU recording interface, 

studio monitors, input sources and the artist. Featuring 5 sets of stereo inputs (3 analog 

and 2 digital with 192kHz D/A conversion), the Central Station allows you to switch 

between 3 different sets of studio monitor outputs while maintaining a purely passive 

signal path. The main audio path uses no amplifier stages including op amps, active IC's 

or chips eliminating coloration, noise and distortion enabling you to hear your mixes more 

clearly and minimize ear fatigue.ln addition, the Central Station features a complete studio 

communication solution with built-in condenser talkback microphone, MUTE, DIM, two 

separate headphone outputs plus a cue output to enhance the creative process. A fast-

acting 30 segment LED is also supplied for flawless visual metering of levels both in dBu 

and dBfs mode. Communicate with the artist via talkback. Send a headphone mix to the 

artist while listening to the main mix in the control room and more. 
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Macki, Control UniversalTM 
Automated hands-on control for the DP4 studio 

Imagine the feeling of touch-sensitive, automated Penny & 

Giles faders under your hands, and the fine-tuned twist of a 

VPotTM between your fingers. You adjust plug-in settings, 

automate filter sweeps in real-time, and trim individual track 

levels. Your hands fly over responsive controls, perfecting 

your mix — free from the solitary confinement of your mouse. 

Mackie Control delivers all this in an expandable, compact, 

desktop-style design forged by the combined talents of Mackie 

manufacturing and the MOTU Digital Performer engineering 

team. Mackie Control brings large-console, Studio A prowess 

to your Digital Performer desktop studio, with a wide range 

of customized control features that go well beyond mixing. 

It's like putting your hands on Digital Performer itself. 

Mackir HR-series Active Studio Monitors 
Nearfield monitors for your MOTU studio 

Mackie's HR-Series Active Studio Monitors are considered some of the most loved and 

trusted nearfield studio monitors of all time, and with good reason. These award-winning 

bi-amplified monitors offer a performance that rivals monitors costing two or three times 

their price. Namely, a stereo field that's wide, deep and incredibly detailed. Low frequencies 

that are no more or less than what you've recorded. High and mid-range frequencies that 

are clean and articulated. Plus the sweetest of sweet spots. Whether it's the 6-inch HR-

624, 8-inch HR-824 or dual 6-inch 626, there's an HR Series monitor that will tell you 

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 

Sweetwater SweetCareTM 
Your personal MOTU studio expert advisor 

When setting up and maintaining a MOTU desktop studio, there are many considerations to factor 

in to your decision making. Both the hardware and software landscape are constantly changing, and 

it's hard to keep up with all of the advancements. That's where Sweetwater comes in. Your personal 

Sweetwater sales engineer offers much, much more than just a great price. They do the research, 

day in and day out, to ensure that you'll fine-tune your MOTU system to fit your exact needs. 

Call now for your MOTU studio 
personal consultation: 800-222-4700 

r4e.-

www.sweetwater.com • info@sweetwate800-222-4700 
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STUDIO NAME: The Dog House 

LOCATION: Los Angeles, CA 

CONTACT: www.davidharrow.com/stuctio 

KEY CREW: David Harrow 

CONSOLE: Mackie 1604 V1.2 

RECORDERS: Panasonic SV3800, JVC TD x362 cassette 

MONITORS: Dynaudio M2, Yamaha NS10s, Genelec 1029a, DOD 

460H headphone amp 

AMPLIFIERS: Dynaudio DCA 450, Yamaha P2 150 

OUTBOARD: Teletronix LA-2A [ 21, Drawmer DL241 [ 2], Prism 

AD124 converter 

EFFECTS: Korg DL241, Yamaha SPX90 [2], Digitech TSR12, 

Line 6 Pod, Bass Pod 

MICROPHONE PREAMPS: Focusrite Voicemaster, ISA114HD: 

Neve 33114 
MICROPHONES: Joemeek JM478, Neumann J87 [ 21, U47, 

AKG C414 [ 3], C451 131; Senriheiser MD42•1 [ 21, B&K 4001 :21 

SAMPLERS/KEYBOARDS/MIDI: Akai S3000XL, Yamaha DX!, 
Midiman Oxygen 8, M-Audio MIDI Sport, Radium 49; Opcode 

Studio 4, Emagic Unitor 8 

COMPUTERS: Apple PowerMac G4/dual-125 GHz, PowerMac 

G4/1 GHz, Powerbook G4/1.25 GHz, 23" Cinema Display [ 21 

DAW: Digidesign Mbox, Pro Tools Mix Core, Mix Farm [31, 888, 

DigiDelivery server; MOTU 828, Digigram VX Pocket 

SOFTWARE: Steinberg Cubase SX, Digkiesign Pro Tools LE, Pro 

Tools; Fropellerhead Reason, Emagic Logic, Native Instruments 

Reaktor, Traktor DJ 

DJ: Technics SL1210 mkII, Pioneer DJM 3000, CDJ800 

STUDIO NOTES: According to David Harrow, "The Doghouse 

was but by Rudy Skedel and his sons. Ruay has beer building 

studios since the ' 70s, so the des gn and build stages were 

stress-free. The sound is perfect — 100% accurate. He even 

scueezed in a small guest apartment with a bathroom and 

shower — most useful for overnighters and visiting musicians. 

He also included what I think is the biggest luxury of all: natural 

light! At least I know when it's daylight... . 

"When we moved here from the UK last year, I took the 

opportunity to drasticaJly revise my gear. Out went the redundant 

analog, the mixing console, the rack of 25 keyboards. I'm still 

paring things down to the bare minimum; why take up space 

when I have every keyboard I could possibly want on my laptop? I 

have no problem dumping outmoded recording concepts. I can 

see the day coming when ' just have a laptop and some monitors. 

"The only temporary thing is the workstation furniture — I 

built the workstation with $300 worth of wooci. I wanted to live 

with the setup for a while before everything is designated a 

permanent spot. I'm still mov"ng things in the racks to find the 

best location for each item. 

"This isn't really a commercial studio as I have more projects 

of my own than I can deal with, but I'm always looking for 

interesting vocalists. I tried to design this place to my 

requirements as a DJ, musician, artist remixer, and producer. I 

look at the studio as a big creative tool, and the DJ setup is as 

important a creative section as the studio itself. 

"I've tried to make tie room as intimate anti accessible as 

possible. Having spent the last 20 years in studios, I want to se 

ab.e to be creative without wasting time trying to get equipment 

working. I have the same approach with the 

software or :he computers ... unless it's relevant, 

out it goes." 

HEY, Ell READERS. WANT US TO FEATURE YOUR STUDIO? SEND 

PICS AND INFO TO mgallagher@musicplayer.com. 
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True Blue. 

Introducing the Resolv- Studio Monitor family from Samsoa. 

Accurate reproduction. That's what it's all about. And that's 

exactly what you'll get from every member of the Resolv Monitor 

family. Custom-designed low frequency drivers and amplifiers, 

Titanium tweeters and perfectly tuned enclosures. You'll get use-

ful features found no where 

else, like the 4- position mid-

range control on the 6.5" and 

8" driver models. There's a 

Resolv solution for every 

studio and a price for every 

budget. Resolv Monitors by 

Samson. True blue studio 

monitoring performance. 

Resalv 120a Subwoefer 

••• 

Resolv 50a Resolv 65a Resolv 80a 

SAMSON* 
AUDIO 

samsontech.com 

©2003 Samson 
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UNIVERSAL SAMPLER PLUG-IN 

AU • HTDIVI • MAS • RTAS • VST • OXi 

MOTU 
www.motu.com 
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• Universal compatibility 

Supports all major plug-in formats, host applications, 

soundbank libraries and sample formats, including 

REX. Acid, Was, Giga, Sample Cell, Akai 8 Roland. 

• Plug-in convenience 

Open MachFive directly within your host software. 

Save all MachFive settings with your audio sequencer 

projects for 100% recall. No separate files or settings. 

• Multitimbral operation 

One instance of MachFive gives you 16 separate 

parts, each with assignable MIDI channel (tor instant 

stacks) and separate audio output (if your host host 

software supports this feature). 

• Advanced real time waveform editing 

Draw cross-fade loops while the sample plays in 

the context of your music. Apply destructive edits. 

Normalize, fade, reverse and process. 

• Built-in effects processing 

Dozens of effects are included. Save up to four 

effects with each preset as part of the preset. Work 

with a staggering 85 discrete effects paths and 136 

effect slots. 

• Subtractive synthesis engine 

Work with six filter algorithms and three separate 

envelopes Automate cutoff frequency, resonance 

and drive Powered by the award-winning UVI engine 

lull- featured all- in-one 

...nind design environment." 

Electronic Musician 

"The most powerful 

sampler ever." 

— Future Music 

• Intelligent file management 

Concentrate on the music, not tile handling chores 
• Support for surround and 192kHz audio 

Design, load, edit and play 5.1 surround samples. 
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